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Do Negro Doctors
Measure Up?

The People Speak
On Negro Days'

SEE DARK SHADOWS—PAGE 1

SEE PAGE 9
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ARMOUR 'EVADES' BRUTALITY CHARGES

—BULLETIN—
Louis Crittenden, 31 of 1415 while walking down (,ill. ('cit.
S. McLean, Tuesday charged tenden said police beat him with
that he was Memphis' latest sic- a night stick and kicked him is
tint of police brutality. Stopped the stomach for no reason at all.
by policemen in a squad car See story on page 2.

Ignore Move To Prevent
Poplarvile 'Whitewash'
n

ATLANTA, Ga. — Gov. J. P. Coleman of Mississippi
d the Pearl River County district attorney have ignored
an NAACP request that the evidence gathered by the FM
In the Mack Parker lynching case last April he submitted
to the grand jury, Mrs. Ruby Hurley, the Association's
southeast regional secretary, rerights of Negroes and is evidently
ported this week,
Following announcement by Dis- unwilling to bring to justice the
trict Attorney Vernon Broom on guilty parties."
Sept. 11 that he would not submit The 367-page FBI report was
the FBI report to the grand jury, submitted to the district attorney
Mrs. Hurley sent a telegram to by Gov. Coleman for presentation
him charging that "failure to ask to the grand jury hearing schedcourt action on FBI evidence is uled for Nov. 2. Mr. Broom disinexcusable."
missed the repilst as "mostly
Citing a newspaper report of hearsay" and
that he
his announcement, she said, "We would not place it before the
strongly urge you to reconsider grand jury.
your decision"
In her telegram to the Governor,
Moreover, that NAACP regional Mrs, Hurley urged him "to use
secretary poinited out, "the State the full authority" of his office
of Mississippi has been grossly "to assure the safety and rights
negligent in its protecton of the of all citizens in Mississippi and

e

Her. Alexander Gladney told the ini-State Defender
Monday that both Mayor Orgill and Police Commissioner
Armour had "evaded the subject" as they answered a
letter complaining of police brutality in Negro commtmities.
The Bluff City and Shelby County Council of Civic
Clubs directed the letter Mayor
Orgill and Commissioner Armour "You speak of several instances
after a rash of reports of brutal of police brutality but you do not
treatment of police. The council speak of any specific case, thereea,
suggested an unbiased committee fore I am unable to answer you
TRI-STATE FAIR officials
be appointed to conduct a full as to specific cases.
general agricultural producta.
from the THState area and
take a look at plans for what
The Women's Building will be
scale investigation, that Memphis TAUGHT COURTESY
surrounding states. In photo
More than 810.000 is expected to
they predict will be the
the scene of the WDIA-spon•
police be directed to treat Nea/tti‘e s-e, left to right, 1.. O.
"This department is instructed
be raised at a bililttmet T..reday
"greatest fair ever." &heat,
*red Ins Rational spi iting
groes with the same courtesy they
4;;Angla,-, Fair public relations
night honoring Bishop B. Julian
tiled to open Friday for a
tournament and the annual
(See Orgill. Page 2)
show
citizens,
white
director;
and
S.
that
J.
NeMebane,
assistSmith of the CME church. The
three day run, the show will
talent search. U. S. Savings
ant manager; Robert Wright,
gro officers be hired to police
banquet will be one of several
feature farm, industrial, ell.
bond will be awarded to winfirst viee.president; Mrs. Cath•
Negro communities.
highlights of the 45th session of ucational and newspaper exners in these contests. To be
erine Jackson, Fair assistant;
ORGILL's ANSWER
the Jackson-Memphis - Tennessee
hibits and will give away
held at the Mid-South Fairand Mrs. Virvinia Glover, Fair
The full text of Mayor Orgill'a
annual conference of the Christian 82,600 in prizes for blue ribgrounds, the fair is expected
secretary. (Staff photo by
letter to Reverend Gladney folMethodist Episcopal Chur ch
bon stock, poultry, swine and
to attract some 150,000 persons
Hardin).
lows:
which opened at Mt. Pisgah CME
ohurch Tuesday.
"This will acknowledge receipt
of your letter dated Sept. 14, 1959
Some 1,000 delegates a r e in
addressed to Commissioner ArMemphis for the confab which will
mour and me.
run through October II. They in.
elude presiding_ _elders, pastors.
"I would like to suggest that
lay leaders and missionaries.
you and the other members of
BROWNSVILLE, Tenn. — Memthe
D.
The
W.
Rev.
Browning,
pasexecutive committee go down hers
I
DR. NEGRO!
was tired and just couldn't get
of the Haywood County Web.
Pisgah,
of
Mt.
tor
pastor.
is
and
host
talk
to
Commissioner
Armour fare and Civic league
"It's really bad about Negro l get out that night on an emergenAttorney H. T. Lockard, well
this week
The
Rev.
N.
T.
Walker
is
host
and
the
Chief
of
Police,
doctors here in Memphis, In fact, cy call.
decided to give a half day each to
known Memphis lawyer and NApresiding elder.
It seems to me that your Coun: help Omar Carney
it's bad about Negro doctors most- ANOTHER TALKS
harvest his
The banquet, to be held at 8 ACP affiliate, said that he will Edward R. Kirk made a vow in the period of a week.
cil of Civic Clubs will have a crops and to take up
ly all over. People generally are
a collection
Another tells of the doctor's p. m. Thursday night
in the Hip- exercise his franchise in accordconplaining about how hard it is
great opportunity to be helpful. to help him pay
medical bills.
faihire to perform some simple podrome, will be addressed by ance with the new amendment re- long ago that working for some- Surviving are sisters, Mrs. Anna
to get to a Negro doctor or to get
And
I
am
sure
that
these gentle- Carney charged last week that
one else was not for him.
B. Allyene and Mrs. Cornelia
and obviously needed chore, such Atty. Donald L. Hollowell
a
of cently adopted by the Memphis
a Negro doctor to them. Folks are
Branford of Chicago, brothers. men will be glad to listen to any white man assaulted him in the
as performing an adequate job of
"I'm going to be my own boss." Paul
and James of enkago, two thing you have to say and g i ve
beginning to wonder just how providing routine care and super- Atlanta. Funds raised will be used and Shelby County Bar AssociaHaywood county courthouse for no
he often boasted even as a younguseful Negro medical men, as vision following a comparatively to repair, build and beautify
it full consideration."
reason.
,aunts, cousins and friends,
tion that will allow Negro lawyers ster. With
churches in this area.
his death last week at
such, are to racial welfare and
ARMOUR'S ANSWER
simple operation. There are lurid
to vote on the bar's judgeship re- the age
In Memphis to confer with Atty.
of 78, despite an educe- Hayes Funeral home was in The full text of Armour's
The conference opened at 7 p.m.
progress."
tales of doctors leaving instrucommendations in the future.
letter J. F. Estes, the league's attorney,
tion that extended only three- charge.
These are the words of a well- ments sewed
Tuesday
with
the
Rev.
N.
Mit
follows:
up in patients . . . of
Carney said he had gone into the
known Memphis Negro matron
chum, pastor of Salem church, "I intend to do so at the first fourths through high school, he
medics showing up apparently un"Wish to acknowledge receipt of courthouse to get the league's new
Who explained her reaction to the
Jackson, Tenn., preaching. A busi- possible chance," said Attorney had lived as close to his vow as
der the influence of alcohol . . . of
your letter dated Sept. 24, 1959 in charter when a white man heat
local doctor problem . . Negro
ness session was held Wednesday Lockard. "I do want to say, possible.
doctors failing to be on hand at
regards to ,the alleged police bru. him over the head with a stick.
doctor problem in particular,
morning with reports being read however, that this is a right and He quickly proved to be an able
the critical moments of pregnancy,
privilege that should have been
tality of Negro race.
She was concerned over the inHe said he would not prosecute
even though plans had previously by presiding elders. A program accorded to Negro lawyers a long real estate man and become the
"Every since I have been Corn- the white man because "I've
creasing difficulty Negroes in
first treasurer of the Union Progot
been set . . of failure on the of welcome is scheduled for Wed- time ago."
missioner, this department has to live there. I won't have him arMemphis have in securing adetective Assurance company 27
part of the medics to make the nesday at 8:15 p. in. at Mt Pisgah, When
asked
about
ate and dependable medical
had
the
a
touchy
policy
of
investigating
comago.
rested
years
He
was
treasurer
because
when
I'd
be
killed and
right diagnosis in seemingly cases The CME's will hold business
re for themselves and their
plaints that's been reported to us I don't want to die."
session at 10:10 a. m. Thursday. question of why a Negro was he died. Mr. Kirk was very sucof headache or belly-ache.
never admitted to the Memphis cessful in his endeavors and had
milies. Hers was another voice
whether they be white or colored.
Laymen's
The
will
Council
meet
Meanwhile, a committee from
added to the increasing chorus of A lot of folks get their maddest at 2:20 p. m. with committee and Shelby County Bar associa- accumulated considerable wealth
After the investigation is comthe league continued efforts to
tion. Mr. Lockard said he thought and influence. His integrity also
those who, when asked about their, when they go to dances and find meeting set for
pleted decisions are made as tc
4:00
IL
m.
register to vote, but as in the past,
the exclusion of Negroes border- was known throughout Memphis
opinion of the quality and services their Negro doctors there every
whether or not actions should or
Friday's activities include a
they had no success. The comof Memphis Negro doctors, join in time rather than at the bedside morning business session, a meet- ed on social matters.
should not be taken. These in
and the Mid-south.
mittee—George Graves, president;
a crescendo of clear-cut concern, of a sick child. Some complain ing of the Women's Missionary "For instance," Mr. Lockard
vestigations are no secret and C. P. Boyd,
Last rites for Mr. Kirk were
executive secretary;
complaint, and criticism. SIMI, that 'aeir doctors take too many society at 2:30 p. m, and the said, "the Bar association has heard in Avery Chapel where he
are made available to reporters
T. 0. Crews, George Douglas and
praise as is sometimes heard is vacations. Others note that local society's annual program at 8 auxiliaries
and
picnics
and was treasurer and Sunday school
our
newspapers
of
for their in- Jessie Cannon—met
Negro doctors find too much time
with the apengages in othter social functions teacher Rev. Loyce Patrick
scant and rather apologetic.
p. m. at Mt. Pisgah.
formation as well as the public,
for bridge, golf and other disthroughout
the
year
(See
and
INFORMAL SURVEY
my
imAid
Page
2)
Preached the eulogy on
A feature of Saturday's activitipressions, from talking with bar Oct. 1. Interment was in Thursday,
A casual and informal survey tractions before taking care of the, es will be the Youth
Elmwood'
Consecretaimportant
duties
of
their
demandamong numerous local residents
lion Service at 8:45 p. m. The an- members, leads me to believe that cemetery.
reveals varying reactions to the ing profession.
nual conference of the Sunday they fear the intermingling of Ne- Death came at E. H. Crump
A large body of criticism reNegro doctor topic. The general
School nod the annual conference gro and white families that would hospital where Mr. Kirk was being
E. R. KIRK
reaction detected is one of mixed volves around the Negro doctors' of Episcopal District
(See Lawyers Page 2)
Directors of
treated after suffering two strokes
emotions, The great majority position in the civic aspects of corn- Christian
Education Supervising
agree that a problem does exist munity interests. The complaint is are net for Sunday
morning. The
for those who are interested in that Negro doctors show little in- closing session of the conference
obtaining Negro doctors to care terest, individually and collec- will be held at 2:45 p. m,
lively in community welfare projfor them and their families.
Many, out of considerations of ects. Most of them it is said, defik
ace pride, greater peace
ace of mind vote little or no time to church'
If interest, and other factors', activities.
press a preference for medical Most make only inconspicuous
care at the hands of fellow Ne- contributions to community proj-:
groes . . . doctors, nurses and ects involving character-building,
On August 20, five Negroes ran all segments of the Negro com- given full coverage by news media
others associated with the great the support and maintenance of
for political offices in Memphis: munity itself responded beyond ex- throughout the nation; however,
welfare institutions and movemedical profession.
R. B. Sugarman, jr., for Public pectations — Contributions in ex- the Volunteer Committee feels
that
But the first and most frequent. ments.
Works Commissioner; B. L. Hooks cess of $18,000 were received; the unity displayed by the
Negro
SEEN
AS
LOSS
ford
for Juvenile Court Judge; Roy eight to ten political rallies were voters
complaint is that it is so
ti
overshadowed
has
by
been
diffieuit to secure the service of The complainants hold that in
Love and H. C. Bunton for City held each night; and hundreds of
the glaring headlines of the elecNei% doctors. Folk tell disturb- Memphis as in most other commuSchool Board; and Elihue Stan- volunteers called to offer their
tion results.
ing stories of the suffering and nities, the doctor appears to be
back for City Tax Assessor.
services.
local registrar shows there
even deaths of friends and rela- more and more lost to the comShortly after four of the above Accordingly, on election day, the The
were 187,441 persons registertives in instances where depend- munity so far as giving the benepersons — Sugarmon, Hooks, Love committee had well or
fits
of
him
highly
to
vote
ed
in the election. Of his
specialized and
ence was placed on getting a
and Bunton — announced their teams of baby sitters, automobile
extensive training to community
Negro doctor when needed.
candidacies, a group of Negro pools and telephone callers work- number 57,109 or 30 percent were
They tell of cases of what they betterment.
citizens consisting of George W. ing diligently to get out the vote. Negroes (representing two thirds
feel was flagrant and almost crim- They cry for the days of the old
Lee A. Maceo Walker, B. G. As the election day approached, of Negroes eligible to vote in the
inal neglect ... where the doctor Negro practitioner who in addition
Olive, jr., and H. A. Gilliam, in- the Volunteer Committee enlarged city). A record 130,000 persons (incould not be located in an emer- to his medical care, provided'
surance executives; C. C. Sawyer. its operations by endorsing and cluding 37,000 Negroes) cast votes
gency . . . where doctors, even family advice on matters ranging'
rcaltor; A. W. Willis, attorney and supporting vigorously se veral in the election.
from
selection of a proper home
when located, would callously and
An analysis of the votes east in
Jesse II. Turner, banker, organiz- white candidates in addition to the
carelessly show little concern. One location to how to select the right
22 precincts, which contained 32,ed the Volunteer Committee to 1 Negro aspirants.
Memphian reported he was told college for little Johnny to attend.
promote their campaigns.
000 of the 57.000 registered
} FULL COVERAGE
OMAR CARNEY tells Atty. J.
wood County Courthouse.
his doctor that he (the doctor)
(See Negro Page 2)
This committee which contained The results of the election were
(See Report Page 2)
I F. Estes about beating in Hay.
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1,000 CME's
Here For Meet
At Mt.Pisgah

lawyers Wary
of B t.
ar c ion

NAT D. WILLIAMS

You Can
WIN

A Trip To
Miami
•
(See Page 2)

Ryan

Orgill Suggests
In -Person Talks

to take all possible steps to get
court action" in the Parkr lynching case.
Mrs. Hurley also wired ten
members of Congress urging
"positive action" on civil rights
legislation which, she declared,
would at this time "go far in
showing Mr. Khrushcliev and the
world that democracy will prevail
over communism."

Sewing Machine
or
•Vacuum Cleaner
(See Page 3)

ar

E. R. Kirk Kept
Vow Until Death

Report Says 95% OfNegroes Who
Voted Went For Volunteer Ticket

Aid Farmer
Beaten In
Brownsville

2
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Lane College News

Sat., Oct. 10, 1959

Says Cop Beat
Him With Stick'

rg I I

With his right eye practically
closed and stitched holding his
right forehead together Louis
Crittenden, 31 of 1451 S. McLean
told the Tri-State Defender Tuesday that he had been beaten by
police for no reason at all.
Crittenden, unmarried, who has
worked at the Liberty Cash Croeery warehouse for 2 years said
he was walking down Gill on his
way to his cousin's house Sunday
when a squad car pulled up beside him. A policeman called to

him Crittenden said.
"Where are you going boy,"
Crittenden quoted the officer as
asking.
He said he told him he was on
his way to his cousin's house. According to Crittenden the police
answered:
"That's not where you're going
boy. Now where are you going."
Bee Willie Conch, Mrs. Bober. '
ANNUAL TEA — Choir No. 2
Pictured above are members
Crittenden said he told the of.
of the Mt. Nebo Baptist church,
ta Brown, who is the president
of the choir and church who atficer again that he was on his
plastered by Rev. Roy Love,
of the choir, Mrs. Dolly Love,
tended. From left are Mrs.
way to his cousin's house and the
held its annual tea on Oct. 6,
wife of the pastor and Mrs.
Luis Adams, Mrs. Mary
policeman told him to get in the
6 p. as. at the church on Vance.
Arthur Lee Richardson.
Brooks, Mrs. Ruby Neal, Mrs.
car. He did.
"When I got in the back seat
this cop hits me across my head
with a night stick," Crittenden
said. "I told him if he hit me
.(ContInued from Page 1)
again I'd hit him back."
According to Crittenden the Popointed election commissioners.
liceman
raised his stick to hit
However, H. L. Bush told the
him a second time and he grab.
delegation he didn't know whether
bed the officer and started wreshe had been confirmed as a cointling with him.
For one simple twist of the wrist ligation to purchase anything when judges decisions
will be final.
miasioner and couldn't act on their
"Then this other cop reaches n signing your name at Bluff you register and vacations can be Everyone is eligible but employees
request. Milton Hopkins informed through the
window az(' starts City Buick, YOU may Win one of taken at any time desired. The of Bluff City Buick, Arnold and
the group that he was ''not in beating
me on my bat with his he most fabulous prizes ever ofAssociates, Tri-State Defender and
favor of the whole thing," and night stick."
fered in the Mid-South, a full-vstheir families.
refused to talk with them.
Crittenden said the accused pease paid vacation for two in the
Attorney Estes is assisting the him of being a "smart Nigger"
group in their efforts to break the and when they got him to the po- tourist mecca of the world, Miami,
roler barrier In Haywood county lice station one of the officers Fla.
(Continued from Page 1)
This is a big
first for
Joe
'voting.
kicked him in the stomach.
Crittenden said he was charged Schaeffer's Bluff City Buick and groes, gives a vivid picture of how '
(Continued from Page 1)
with disorderly conduct, assault it's his way of letting you, the the Negro voted.
and battery and carrying a knife. public, know that he appreciates
come from accepting Negro lawTwenty thousand three hundred
the way you've been buying his
or 64 percent of the above 32,000 yers into the association."
Buicks.
Mr. Lochard said he did not
There will be three vacation Negroes voted; however, it should
8'1 wady ached to deathfor rh years
trips, via air, to Florida given be noted that the number of regis- think this precedent-making rulSher fosatda sew won dercrew.Now
away for the months November, tered Negroes in these 22 precincts ing had any relation whatever to
la happy," writes Mns. D. Ward.
who were eligible to vote in the Negroes being accepted as a
rierc's blessed rebel frown tOR12111 of regard
SPRINGFIELD — (UPI) — Gov. December and January. The trip
itch, rectal kat, chafing. rash and comma
election was probably no higher member of the association "I
yeah se amazing no tcwatific formai& Stratton's office Monday announc- entitles you to meals, room sightcaned LANACANT- This fase-act .111110.
ed appointment of three members seeing, dancing and cocktails at than 29,000. The reason for this is always consider dues when I askless weedicatird crane kills harmful awe
girrns while a soothes raw, irrinied and
to the Mississippi Scenic Parkway the luxurious resort hotel, the St. that, with permanent registration ed to join anything," Mr. Lochard
enflamed skin risme. Stops scraecising—ere
Commission created by the last John, where entertainment is serv- in Tennessee, Names of persons, said, "and I know I haven't been
setla
refer
sei=ow
.
.a
tr
anothermIuI. legislature.
ed up on an eye appealing nature who have died, changed addresses asked to give any."
The Governor's appointees were in the beautiful Carousel Lounge. within the city and, or have mi- A. MURPHY
Atty. I. H. Murphy said he
Paul S. Cousley, assistant general
The only requirement for eligi- grated to other cities, remain on
manager, Alton Evening Tele- bility in this big offer is for you to registrar's books for four years. would exercise his franchise to
vote
in the Bar Association's priPast experience indicates that
t;listetr
sign your name and address on
Iz
Fcti-eanpth;
of the Rock
lVI
Bank and the registration blanks that can because of these reasons a mini- mary only if it would not restrict
"For years I searched for a Trust company, and Emil 0. Bax- be found at Joe Schaffer's Buick, mum of 10 percent of the Negroes him politically.
cleansing, refreshing douche— ter, NallV00, former
really think," he said, "that
mayor of that 739 Union. There will be no regis- whose names appear on regisone that was safe to use and city.
trations by phone, Winners will be trar's rolls are not eligible to vote this is a move made by the assowould not burn or desensitize.
ciation in an attempt to popularize
The commission's purpose is to chosen during the first week of on any given election day.
Then I found Certane Powder—
wow any worries are over," writes aid in the promotion and secure- the coming months and will be
If we assume that there were itself with the lawyers of MemMrs. G. R., of Los Angeles, Calif. ment of a scenic parkway a n d posted on the show window of only 29,000 Negroes eligible to vote phis that do not belong to the
Don't take chances! For amazing highway for the state, and to
is- Bluff City Buick.
in the 22 precincts, then the num- bar."
bygienie protection get Certane
gist in securing the location of fed- This is another first for Joe 'bee of Negroes who voted repre- He too thinks it is a move that
Driaehe Powder at your druggist ,erai
parks in Illinois.
Schaeffer's. You are under no oh- tented G9 percent of those eligible should have been made years
ago.
I to vote.
If, to the number of Negroes Atty. A. W. Willis, jr., feels that
who voted, are added those esti- It is a token step meaning very
mated 1,000 Negro voters who little. He thinks the move of the
went to the polls and who failed bar association was made to "ease
to vote because of (1) lack of their conscience." He said t h e
knowledge in operating voting ma- real big step would be when the
chines and (2) the three hours bar group "opens its doors and
• 3 Bedrooms
required to vote in many Negro comes out from behind its doors of
• 2 Bathrooms
polling precincts, the percentage privateness."
of Negroes who went to vote would ATTY. SUGAR MON
• Dishwasher
Atty. R. B. Sugarmon, jr., feels
exceed 72 percent of those eligible
• Garbage Disposal
somewhat like Mr. Willis in that
to vote.
• With or Without
It is interesting to note that in he, too, believes the right to vote
Basement
this simple of precincts. 19,400 or in the bar primaries is of little
95 percent of the 20,300 Negro value to the "outsider," the man
who does not belong to the bar
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111%
voters cast their ballots for the
association.
candidates endorsed by the Vol"There is some small validity to
unteer Committee.
the primaries in that the men in
With Full Basement--$13,675--$92 pr month
Although none of the Negro can- the
association have been closely
$700 Moves You In
didates were elected, the Volun- related to their
lawyer brothers
teer Committee feels that this ven- and therefore know who
is best
ture was a success. Each of the suited for a judgeship,"
Without Basement—$12,900—$88 per month
he said.
Negro candidates ran second in "But where
does that leave the
$650 Moves You In
his race; the Negro vote was de- outsider?" he continued, The
outcisive in the election of two city sider has not
had that close recommissioners (one commissioner lationship to his brother and
therewho was elected by the Nigro fore cannot rely
on anything but
Notes Include Taxes and Insurance
a
vote in the prior election and who his court
observation of the man
turned against the Negro was de- up for a judgeship,
or, his obserfeated by the Negro vote): the vation otherwise."
hopes and aspirations of the Negro
Attorney Sugarmon thought the
as expressed by the Negro candimove by the association was a
dates were overwhelmingly ap- tiny
step on the road to real deproved by the Negro voters; and mocracy.
The Residential Development Mentioned In
the unity displayed by the local
Negro politicians of all parties, the
clergy, barbers, laborers, teachers
business men, beauticians and just
plain citizens presages the dawn of
a new day — a day when the
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. — (UPI)
Negro must be considered and
treated as any other American — James B. Minatra, STS-pound
citizen in the city of Memphis. Texan who calls himself t h e
The Volunteer Candidates, Roy world's fattest man. Is the biggest
SALESMAN ON DUTY EVERY DAY UNTIL DARK
Love, B. L. Hooks, R. B. Sugar- patient Clarksville hospital ever
mon, jr., and Henry C. Bunton, had.
DIRECTIONS: Drive South on Highway 61 to Horn
Lake Road, drive South
wish to take this opportunity to
The 29 - year -old Minatra of
St
on Horn Lake Road to one block South of
again thank the many voters who Amarillo, Tex., a sideshow attracGower School.
St
so beautifully supported them on tion, was injured Saturday in a
election day. They also wish to highway accident.
exprets their appreciation to all
MAIDS 11501 NEEDED AT ONCE
of the people throughout the city Oyarante•Q
Jab.. SIO ISO weekly, beat
who worked so diligently to the homes. glamorous town- Titbits
advanced.
St
room Ar beard tree. A•I Agency,
end that the campaign would run Untlorrna.
MIA Main OS Hempstead. Loot island.
N
in high gear.

Aid

Would YOU Like An All-Expense
Trip To Florida? Then Read This
Report

norh
Cylgomnng

Li

son, Tenn.
The freshman class is sponsoring a social for the contestants
running for the title of "Miss
Dragonette" for 1959.60 'rhere are
around 15 young ladies from the
By L.
orienThe climax of Freshman
By BARBARA ATKINS
freshman class seeking the title.
Now that
School began with a nice kick tation was the talent program. The freshman class has iZo
the world's
around Jackson. The freshman This year's program was the best wonderful advisors to assist them
vaccine wh
class is composed of about 165,
They
year
.
are
Lane,
viewed
thi
at
Mrs.
.
E
end of
one they had ever
the largest freshman class that
Clarence
Perry
and
Martin.
red tha
the
e program
has come through the doors ol Serving as MC for
lin.
The
Lane. Freshman orientation began was Jay Butler of Jackson, Tenn. —
begging hi
the week of Sept. 7, and lasted I would also like to say that0
Read in t
tor one week.
Zola Surge, a former writer for
that one
sports fan
this paper made a very good
(Continued from Page I)
good docto
showing on the talent show.
vaccine tha
In the school this year there and taught to practice courtesy
members
are students from 47 of the 50 when ever they can. However. I
team
to en.
Continued front Page 1)
states and some from Africa and do not waist police officers of this
from living
city enforcing our laws and orother foreign countries.
Another
All told, the volume and variety
The freshman class held elec- dinances to be abused, ridiculed
disturbed,
of complaints levelled against the
recently and the results were or injured while they are attempttion
his fertile n
Negro doctor in Memphis and elseas follows: Zola P. Burse, Mem- ing to enforce the laws and ordia vaccine
where could easily be described as
president; Ronald McKeldy, nances of our city. This departphis
make the
a symphonic dirge pouring .up
Jackson vice president; Jackie ment will continue to enforce the
cumb to a
from the grass-roots and soaring
Washington, secretary; Iowa and ordinances of our city
Beasley,
MORE ID
to the temple.
Jackson, assistant fairly and impartially whether it
These id'
However, there are those . . Dorothy Pyles,
secretary; Andrew Jackson, Mis- be white or colored without fear
worthy of
and they are not doctors nor docDr. Salk, i
tors' relatives or employees . . . sissippi, parliamentarian; James, or favors of any individual or
anything b.
who reek and see another side to Tolbert, Tupelo, business mana- group of individuals.
Humboldt,
Fisher,
Charles
"We
F.
are not going to tolerate
picking so
the picture. They disclose an in- ger:
search pro
terest in and knowledge of the treasurer; Barbara Atkins, Som- groups, white or colored, who atprojects:
reporter.
tempt
to
take
erville,
a prisoner away
subject which justifies further
1. A vac ,
treatment and c on side r a lion. The two young men selected to from the officer during their
ed into
There is the doctor's side of the serve as representattives to the course of duty. If this pracj.
him
matter. There is the matter of Student Council from the fresh- continues as had been no
balmy
general community attitudes, in- man class are: Ralph Goss, Knox- recently in the press the depa
the one I'
volving white people. There are ville, and James Butler of Jack- ment will take firmer actions tothis
factors which involve the medical
ward this type of lawlessness.
2. A seri
profession in general. There are
"We have a fine city and those
of highwa)
the experiences of those commuwho abide by the law have nothing
they
can d
nities in which the Negro doctor
to fear from the police whether
of monkey
is considered as a definite comcolored.
they be white or
3. A sho
munity asset , . . over and above HOLLYWOOD, — (UPI)—
"Hoping this answers your inannouncers
serving as Exhibit A.
Former "Dead • end Kid" Huntz
quiries."
now for a
We will discuss these positive Hall appears in court Tuesday to
This inject
factors and reactions concerning answer a drunk charge resulting
&bouncer si
the Negro doctor • . over and from his arrest during a disturhis promis•
beyond the complaints levelled bance at a downtown Hollywood
4. A mi
against this dark-skinned practi- bar.
Who insist
tioner of the great art of healing. Hall, 39, was arrested Monday
Zemo, a doctor's formula, liquid
We will hear from the doctors night. Officers said he became or ointment, soothes, helps heal
minor burns, cuts, bruises. Family
themselves. But it is logical to belligerent at the station and reantiseptic, eases itch of surface
begin with the complaints . . . fused to have his fingerprints talc- rashes,
eczema, teen-age nimples.
since they are the first sounds en. He was placed in a cell and
athlete's foot Stops seratdiirug.so
heard. Stand by for next week held on $20 bail pending his court aida faster heeding. For stubborn
as.., get Extra Strength Zemo.
appearance.
. . . Selahl
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Enroll 30 Teachers In RI STATE
Oct.
A &I In-Service Course Marshall Prof.

Living Is Killing Me
By L. F. PALMER, JR.

_

By I.. F. PALMER, Jr.
a m. every day in the week
Now that Dr. Salk has captured' This serum will make them sleep
the world's fancy with his blessed; peacefully until 9 a.m. on Satur.,
Vaccine which points the way to! days and Sundays.
end of polio, some folks have
5. A shot for trees which will
red that he must be a magic make their leaves cling to the
an. The things they hay., been . limbs fur eternity so the yard call
stay neat without that continuous
begging hint to do next!
Read in the paper the other day manicure.
vaccine for dogs that will
that one obviously frustrated 6.
sports fan has appealed to the keep them from barking between
ge 1)
good doctor to come up with a the hours of to p.m. and 8 a.m.
vaccine that can be injected into 7. A vaccine for ad ..!riters
courtesy
members of a certain baseball which will strangle them every
owever, I
team to end a disease that comes time they coins ip with something
rs of this
like "whiter than white," "better
from living in the basement.
s and orAnother character, equally as! that best" or "more color than
, ridiculed
disturbed, wants Dr. Salk to put the rainbow."
e attempt8. A stud to stop a man's hair
his fertile mind to work to develop
and ordia vaccine for bosses that will from growing so fast he's got to
is departmake them automatically suc- get another haircut as soon as he
nforce the
adjusts to the one he just got.
cumb to a request for a raise.
f our city
MORE IDEAS
9. An injection for the honored
whether it
These ideas are facinating and members of the medical profesthout fear
Worthy of some more. So, dear sion to remind them how it feels
ividual or
Dr. Salk, in case you don't have when they stick those darn needanything better to do, hew about les in our arms.
VIPs at Tennessee State Ada
o tolerate
picking some of the following "reunisersitj's opening convocasearch problems" for your next
d, who attion for 1959.60 record.break•
projects:
ner away
ing 3200 enrollment take time
1. A vaccine which, when In.
ing their
out for a short palaver after
ed into the weatherman, will
a,
prat
him put in a daily order
n no
balmy, beautiful day such as
he dein, the one I'm enjoying as I write
actions tothis
essness.
2. A serum to make the feet S
and those
of highway cowboys lighter s,,
ye nothing
they can drive like folks instead
e whether
of monkeys.
! BICKNELL, jnd — (UPI) —
red.
3 A shot for !TV commercial,Two children burned to death early
a your inannouncers who always say, "And 'Sunday when lightning struck their
MONTEAGLE. Tenn. — The
now for a word front our sponsor."' one-story farm some near
here.
Montgomery Improvement AsapThis injection- will render said
The victims were violet Suz&bouncer silent after he has spoke zanne Brown. 13, and her brother, (dation declared that efforts to
his promised one word.
Ralph Franklin, 8. Ralph would padlock Highlander Folk School
4. A mild vaccine for babies' have celebrated his ninth birthday near here are a threat to every
Who insist on waking up at exactly anniversary next Monday.
individual and organization worka, liquid
ing for integration in the South.
elps heal
Family
The Rev, S. S. Seay, Sr., Montsurface
w. plee,
gomery, Ala., executive secretary
of M.I.A.A. issued a statement constutto
"
Zemo.rn
demning the attack on Highlander
on the same day that authorities
padlocked
the
administration
! building at the integrated school,
aisillsGToN _ The coalition constitutional rights of Americans
Doctor Seay specifically assailed the arrest and harassment of
dipeactionary Republicans and of minority races."
Dixicrats in Congress has been
Congress is divided into three Mrs. Septima P. Clark, education
attacked
for
"trading
votes groups, the resolution declared, director at Highlander an outagainst the rights of working men each one a minority in itself. standing Negro leader in the
and women for votes against civil These are the reactionary Dixie South. Mrs. Clark was arrested
rights.'''
crats, their counterparts in the and jailed after a raid on the
The charge was made in the Republican Party and the liberal! school by state atithories during
resolution of the Committee on group.
a workshop on July 31.
Political Education, (COPE), of As the liberals gain in strength, CRITICAL PERIOD
the AFL-C10 at the Third Bien- the more desperate becomes
the
The M.I.A, of which Dr. Marlin
nial Convention of the Federation joint action of the
other two an Luther King, jr., is president, demeeting in San Francisco.
that the result is a minority rule clared that "Highlander faces the
The statement said: "it was an- which subverts the majority
rule. most critical period of its exisother one of the products of the "In the years that lie ahead we
tence. Organizations and personSouthern Democrats and Republi- must make sure that liberals of
alities that are trying. to improve
can coalition that is the des- both parties understand the behuman relations across racial
perate answer of the nation's re- trayal of their interests on the one
lines will continue to feel the imactionary forces to the gains of hand, by petty men consumed by!
pact of .forces that are frantically
labor at the bargaining table in the fires of race hatred and, on
trying to hold the line to a way of
the last two years and at the polls the other hand, by men of small life
that Is contradictory to the
in 1058,
vision and less principle who serve highest ideals of this nation:
"This cynical coalition exists on as eager lackeys to the economic
"The NAACP and its official
the unprincipled trading of votes royalists. No party should be a
family, Myles Horton and Highagainst the rights of working men tool for those whose highest
am- lander Folk school, Martin Luther
and women for the past and future bition is to destroy t he labor King, jr.. and
all who subscribe
votes against the legitimate and movement.
Is principles of life advocated by
these organizations and persons
will not go unmolested by the opposition.
"Many of these persons and organizations are struggling f r
their survival in The struggle for
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NASHVILLE — Thirty junior developed through the Jullowing
high school mathematics teachers objectives:
To review principles neceswho live within a 125 mile radius
sary for undei standing of inod•
of Nashville are participating in
ern mathematical concepts,
the mathematics institute begining
To enlarge understanding of
Otis school year at Tennessee
modern treatments of concepts
State Ak1 university
Sponsored by the National Sci- ! of the operation and function
ence Foundation, the mathematics of numbers, sy to holism, me as
elements and pronl.
institute participants will be able
NIAllslIALL, Texas — Pro
.T.
To explain methods of teach to continue teaching full time in ,
mathematics Thomas J. Downs, a native of .
Mg secondary
their respective schools. and will
Harrison
County
'
and
long-time
with emphasis upon modern
attend classes from 9 a.m, until
resident of Marshall, died Sunday,
mathematical concepts.
noon every • Saturday.
27, at 10.15 a.m., in the
In addition to Tennessee State Sept.
Dr. 1Villiam N. Jackson, direcRagland Clinic at Gilmer, Texas
tor of Tennessee State's in.service staffers, Dr. Jackson, Dr. X alvin from injuries sustained
when his
institute and head of the univer- King, asistent professor of mathe- auto was struck by another
auto
sity's science education depart- maitcs and Mrs Vivian Fielder, Thursday afternoon,
Sept.
17,
ment. states, "Because of the math insturctor, institute lecturers while he was
returning
his
with
od:s
also
f r-.
t1,
7 vpar,,
de sly!,iistlii,
: hian:Ilius,
many dvelopments in the field will 1 )
;de and a daughter to Marshall
of mathematics within the past 15 sort Theodore Love of Fisk unithe close of the school
years, teachers of mathematics
day
ay at Valley View high school,
fMd themselves with backgrounds hilt university: and If. P. Fawcett where he had
been principal for
lacking in modern concepts of the and Leslie Miller of Ohio State 31 years.
field.''
university.
His death brought to two the
Training in these areas will be
the exercises. fl-r) Tennessee
number of casualties resulting
son, New York City homefrom
State's president Dr. W. S.
the accident in which his
towner, and Dr. Stephen J.
Gospel of Christ moves across raciDavis; newly appointed dean
national cultural and class lin- wife and daughter were also 13.
Wright, president of Fisk eeljurperdo.f
of the university's school of
versify.
The convocation, which was callengineering Napoleon John.
ssor Downs who observed
ed as a part of the emphasis on his seventy-seventh birthday last
Christian higher education, was at- Tuesday, was considered one of
tended by many of the district ste the outstanding educators of the
perintendents and pastors of the East Texas allEd. Besides serving
St. Louis Area. Plans for maple.' as principal of the Valley Vies,
rnenting the financial phase of the high school, he had been one 01
development program of the col. a few Negro Superintendents
is
lege were discussed with ten of the State, serving this Valley View
ROCK, Ark. — The
superintendents
district
District
13
of
the
for
29
years,
front Ins
1 Ilethodist church was praised for
human decency and total freedom, ing at Altsmont Sept. 1448 on a , its work in Providing education for the St. Louis Area in a meeting to 1958. lir was teacher of math.atttn.Buirstip yceoalrlsege1,9h2itsn
with
Bishop
Barris
Clair
Dr.
and
almlu
a
The hope of the future rests upon !petition by Attorney
General A. B.!Negroes, by Dr. Eugene I. Smith, on F!.idas. moimmg.
mater,
dedicated lawyers like Cecil BranNew York City, in the principal
his early years, he taught twit
stetter, leaders of fortitude like ISloan to close the school as a addresa delivered at the special s
•
years in Panola County and one
public nuisance The Petition was
convocation held at Philander
year at Kilgore. lie had earned
Myles Horton' and women of in- filed after a raid during which smith college recently.
tgrity,
honesty and courage like
Dr.
Smith,
three
doplomas from Bishop, his
liquor was found in a private resiSeptinia P. Clark."
who is th general secretary of the
high school diploma in 1905, the
dence on the school grounds.
COURT ORDER
a
It S. degree in 1914, and the Mae.
The warrant under which the Division of World alissions of
The padlock was put on High- raid WEIR made was declared in- Methodist Board of Missions,
ter of Education degree in 1951.
landers main building on Sept. 26 valid by Judge Chaffin, hut Mrs. pointed out the fact that the first
In addition, he earned the RI,
as a result of an order by Circuit Clark must still face charge of medical school for Negroes, MeWASHINGTON — (UP1) — The degree in Agriculture from Prune
Judge C. C. Chattin. The lodge possession of liquor in November, harry at Nashville, Tenn , has
Russians reported Monday that View A&M'co_flegLin 1433.
ordered temporary closing of the when there will also be a hearing trained half of the. Negro physicitheir new moon rocket was fired
building on the ground that beer to determine whether Highlander ans and dentists in this country.
at less than "the second cosmic
had been sold there, a charge that shall be closed permanently.
Dr. Smith lauded President M. speed." This is the speed an ohwas.denied by liorton, director of Officials of t he school asked
Lafayette Harris, president of' Pct. must have to escape from
the school
friends to protest to Gov. Buford Philander Smith college since 1936, the earth's gravitational field.
'
Chattin's order followed a hear- Ellington at Nashville. Tenn,
Second cosmic speed, or escape
for the great improvements and
additions that have been made volicity, is about 25,000 miles an
at the college under his adminis- hour at the outset. 'rhe first and
tration.
second Russian moon rockets and
Dedicatory services for the three the I!. S. Sun Rocket, Pioneer IV,
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — (UPI) —
newest buildings on the campus, were , fired at somewhat greater
a men and women's dormitory velocities to make sure they Police Sgt. Raymond Nencki, shot
and a student union, were held would not return toward the earth. during a gun battle with a &rangIn the case of the third Soviet!ed Negro lay preacher died Mottjust before the convocation. The
dedicatory service was conducted Rocket, however, the intention day. Nencki, 38, who had been la
by Bishop M. W. Clair, Jr., and was to keep it within the earth!s critical condition since the Sept.
! inflamee and so it w„ deliberate. 22 shooting, was
given 63 pints of
Bishop Paul F.. Martin.
Ground breaking ceremonies for ly kept at an initial speed below blood in an effort to have his life,
so-called
second Cosmic Nencki's killer
was
a new fine arts building and lib. the
Roscoe
Simpson, a former mental patient
rary were conducted before the
"
,
ed.
who
First
was
cosmic
speed is the velo.
established as the slayer
dedicatory service When complet-;
ed the entire project of the five city necessary to put an object of Mrs. Sylvia Fink. She was shod
in
orbit
close
the
before
day
to
the
Neneki and Patrolbuildings will cost more than $1,earth. It it
roughly 18,000 miles an hour. Third man Joe Friday were called to •
500,000,
Speakers for the symposium on rosmie speed presumably would home on the city's far northwest
the theme of "The Christian col- be the velocity required to escape side to investigrte a complaint *
leg. and the Community" on Fri- from the solar system.
neighbor,of Mrs. Fink,
day morning included Dr. Edmund
Frnerfrin
L. Tink, Kearny, N. J., Rev, James S. Thomas and Rev, Dr. William E. Clark, both of Nashville,
Dr. Willis Tate, president of Southern Methodist university, Dallas,
also Bishop Paul E. Martin, resident bishop of the Arkansas Louisiana Area of The Methodist
church and Rev. Dr. Ewing T.
Wayland, vice-chairman of the
board of trustees of Philander
e::dhfieon:trt hhveeleols
o
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A Threat To Us All, MIA Contends „in...

for I
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RICHEST,
CREAMIEST-TASTIY'
COFFEE? You are...

with double-rich PET MUM

oviet Rocket
Fire

Cop Shot By
Lay Cleric, Dies

Miss Willa Thomas, church colSHERIFF ELSTON CLAN' of
umnist for the Indianapolis Re•
Grundy county padlocks Highcorder, was guest speaker last
lander Folk School's main
Sunday at the Mt. Zion Baptist 1
building after a
by Sirchurch here. She spoke at the
('sit Judge C. C. Chaffin. The
9 a. in. worship and at 3 p. m.,i
judge ordered the temporary
She WaS the guest speaker for the
Beauticians club at a special tea
the club sponsored.
On Sunday for the True Light
Baptist church at 7:30 p.m., se
An outstanding exhibit of man
presented a travelogue on her terpieces of modern art
on exEuropean tour and of her visit tended loan from the
Soloman
to the Holy Land,
Guggenheim Museum in New York
Miss Thomas is a former resi- will
be on display in the foyer of
dent of Hattiesburg, where her Page Library of
Lincoln univerfather, the Rev. S. Thomas, was
the former pastor of 'the
True
Light church. A member of
the
Church World Service department'
of the National Council of
Churches, she has been instrumental
in raising enough money
to buy'
400,000 lbs. of food to help
feed
the hungry peoples of the
world.
Miss Thomas spoke on last
Mon- 1
day at the Mt. Zion Baptist
church
in Brooklyn. Also last
week she
was a guest speaker at
the Association Woman's Convention
Daisy
Wills president.
Mr. and Mr. James
Chapman
of Hattiesburg entertained
Tuesday with dinner in honor of
their
guest, Rev. W. H. Ridgeway,
who
is the pastor of Try::
Light Baptist
church.

Guggenheim Exhibits
In Lincoln Library

Wait tilt your family and friends taste

sity (Mo.) through Dec. 30,
On display will he original works
by Marc Chagall, Lyonel Feininger. Morris Graves, Vasily Kandinsky, Paul Klee and Lassie
lifolvily.Nagy. The display is sport
gored by the Department of Art
in conjunction with the Library.
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BIG PAINT SALE
SAVE 52.00 ON GALLON

Wallpaper Up to 50% Discount
INSIDE PAINT AND OUTSIDE PAINT
Free City Delivery — Orders Appreciated

NOW IN NEW LOCATION

H

. A. Carroll & Co. Paints and Wallpaper
405 MONROE — Sam* Phone — JA 3-1626
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Walter Streull

—RULES
the number of pins in
the cushion and put your
guess in the coupon below.
low and win YOUR CHOICE of a beautiful PORTABLE
Only one estimate per persoa
ha allowed.
BROTHER SEWING MACHINE — Or — this ultraTo
qualify, all entries must be
2.
on entry blank below or reasonmodern SILVER-KING VACUUM CLEANER, plus nine
able facsimile. Entries must
accessories! Read the rules — fill in the coupon b.
be mailed to Bluff City Vacuum Ss Sewing Center, 1108
low!
Lamar.
3. The entry bearing the correct
number, or nearest correct
number will be judged winner.
Decision of judges is final. All
entries become property of the
sponsor, This contest will end
Friday, Oct. 16. In case of ties,
the entry bearing earliest postmark will he declared winner.
4. Anyone is eligible to win exCep( employees of the Bluff
City Vacuum b Sewing Center
and employees of this paper.
and their families,
—COUPON—
The number of pins in the eushiot
ii
Name —
...
a Address —....—.
City
State
Age .. Do you own vacuum?....
Do you own sewing machine..
Which of the prizes would ye,
prefer. if you non"
Melte Only—
1.

Simply

they pass their cups for more. PET Milk

gives coffee the creamy color, rich mellow flavor your folks like in "coffee with."
Try it right now and see ..coffee at its
isery best is coffee with PET!

chairman
Philander
the convocation
held
Methodist church, Friday afternoon.
Dr. Smith. in his address to the
conocation, after calling attention
to
many of the contributions by
the Methodist church to the educeachievements the Negro said
"this is no time for the development of Christian Negro leadership
to he slackened." The speaker asserterl that Negro missionaries are
more desirable in many countries
than whites. He declared that the
presided

FREE! GIVEN AWAY!

The
estelure
you've be.
Morons about
an Radio
and rV!

your good coffee made doubly delicious
They'll

closing of the building on the
ground that beer had been
sold there. Myles Horton,
school director, denied the
charge,

Onsentad by PAUL sCtotrialAAN

guess how many pins ore in the cushion be-

4 TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Praise Methodists
For Education Work

Sat., Oct. 10, 1939

irr A BENA, Mist,. —
Vocational College President J. H.
White announced last week the appointment of 17 new faculty and
staff members for the 1259-60
school year.
The 17 new appointees, graduates of the nation's leading colleges and universites, are: John
A. Bell, athletic director and head
football coach; Mrs. Joyce Bell,
speech; Mrs. Margaret Colbert,
social science; Johnnie Mathis, Industrial arts; Iverson Lloyd, director of student teachers;
Walter Larkin, languages;
Hampton Smith, health and Physical Aucation; Curtis Maddox,
health and physical education;
Reginald Henderson, building trades; James Jefferson, Mathema-

eft

NNW

tics; Sidney Phillips, art; Allan
Clark, biology;
Raymond F. Tisby, assistant4li
rector of public relations; Geo
White, accounts receivable clerk;
Miss Altha V. Mosley, secretary,
health and physical education department; Miss Thelma Patterson.
secretary to the business manager, and Robert Earl Jones, clerk,
registrar's office.
President White said the new
appointments were made to insure
sufficient personnel for this year's
all time enrollment high and in
anticipation of the expected continued upsurge in enrollment at
MVC. Opened in 1950 with student
body of 14, SIVC has steadily progressed and its last year's enrollment pushed it into second place
among Negro institutions of higher learning in the state.

A few days ago an elderly man No man rises higher than those
Of interest on Friends' Day, also
MAGNOLIA BAPTIST
who I learned later was seventy- things which mean most to him.
As the soothing lyrics of "Touch will b. special message by the
two years of age knocked on the If during the years wisdom, love,
Me Lord Jesus" stirred the hearts pastor, Rev, Robert L. McRae. It
window of my car and asked for industry, and the like take on
of the overflowing erovvel at the will be delivered during the morna ride. He told me his destination meaning to a person, in an probMagnolia First Baptist church a ing worship. Combined choirs of
and his mission. I invited him in ability these same attributes will
Sunday ago, another successful the church will provide the music.
and he talked to me about how be projected to who contact him
realized.
Revival
Tyler
its
being
New
ended
was
Day
Woman's
good the Lord had been to him day-by-day. It is very obvious that
The members and friends heard with a "Family Night." The wolf
for these many years. He was we can not project into people that
saving campaign was conducted
two outstanding addresses.
most grateful for all the blessings which we do not have. It might
During the morning worship, by Rev. C. W. Allen.
also be said that one is able to
he had enjoyed.
,4 s"
the pastor, Rev. J. W. Wyms, MACEDONIA BAPTIST
He talked about hit children and come to full grips with the basic
spoke. The Magnolia Women's The congregation of Macedonia
grand-children and also his great- concepts of life. In the final
Baptist church is focusing atten
chorus rendered the music.
grand-children. Finally he reached analysis our real concepts of life
'z
yet
Mrs. Louise Luellen was the lion on its Woman's Day slated
•
his
destination and offered me are the matter of us stumbling,
for
Sunday,
Oct.
11.
Much
plan'guest speaker for the afternoon.
money, which I refused. Up- falling, getting up, and standing
some
ning
has
gone
into
this
observance
The New Salem Baptist church
on the refusal of his money he told anew. With each fall we learn how
headed
Carrie
by
Bland,
Mrs.
genfurnished the music.
me, "1 am no burn, Ole Lord has not to fall the next time. In such First Pressbook
' Others who helped to make the eral chairman, and Mrs. Gloria
made it possible for me to have manner our ideas of life are moldTuggle,
co-chairman.
E.
Mrs.
were:
unforgettable
Day
money and even to still make! ed and we are in a better po- Slated From MVC
Ward, Mrs. K. Bryant, Mrs. K. At 3 p.m., Mrs. Hattie Culpepsition to come to the aid of some- ITTA BENA Miss—The Missismoney!"
Hall, Mrs. Everlee Reid. Mrs. M. per will address an anticipated
one else.
sippi Vocational College Football
As I rode the rest of my journey
tion machine operator, RooseBently, Mrs. Lilly Gamble, Mrs. capacity crowd. Mrs. Culpepper is "WHO'S HANDICAPPED" Is
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velt McGhee who lost a leg I thought about this man — one seventy-two years
Mary Jane Finley, Mrs. A, Poin- a member of the Progressive Bap- the question .officials at Mal.
we find a life and should be in the mail shortly
who is now in the sunset of life
from mortar fire in Korea.
ter, Mrs. Leano Choen, Miss tist church. The Progressive Bap- lory Air Force Depot ask
but who still had the will to be that is rich in terms of being to members of the press, college Here
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James AME
Wilson, Vlgenia Peoples and
church holds its Laymen's Day,
of spirit badly needed today. A back. "What we do speak so loud- "hopes to present a comprehen. for 8 p.m.
others.
The singers, 37 in number, are
long time ago Paul admonished ly we cannot hear what you say." sive picture of football — both
' Those who served as Captains, Sunday, Oct. 18. The principal
the man in this hearing to "quit We have finally arrived at that past and present — at MVC" ex- selected. from all departments of
were: Mrs. V. Peoples. Mrs, A.1 3Peaker will be Atty. Russel Sugthemselves like men!" To "quit period when men must inspire peo- plained Public Relations Director a college where good choral singSmith, Mrs. 0. King, Mrs. N. arman, jr. Attorney Sugarman
ing has become an important trayourself like a man" means to ple with what they have done rath- B. E. Coulon.
Richmond, Mrs. S. Kimbal, Mrs. will speak during the morning
be just like this man. The mart, er than what they have said. As The pressbook was compiled by dition. The contribution of this
S. B. Lod, Mrs. Pointer, Mrs. M. worship at 11 a.m.
"No one knows the true value ogY; and S.Sgt. Howard F. Manley
MVC
Public
the
Office
Relations
choir to the general cultural uplift
who "quits himself like a man" is one talked with this man he was
Bowen, Mrs. V. Goraton and Mrs. William Jackson is president of
of desire, but other things being and T.Sgt. James A. Lawrence In
the Laymen's League of St.
C. Gray.
just like this man. This man, forced to know that he represented and designed and printed by the of its community and the state is
equal, the student with the great- Air Science.
bound to be reflected in its conthrough the years, has strived to a school of behavior uncommon MVC Press,
' Mrs. Leana Choen was the gen- James.
est determination to succeed will The appointment of former civil
to our :sly. This man, even at his
cell here.
eral chairman. Assisting her as Forthcoming at the St. James be our best student and greatest engineering department head, Na- "quit himself like a man." Ile
age, can show the way to many give to people following them a
The choir will he heard in numco-chairman was Mrs. N. Rich- AME church, also, is Young Peo- citizen," Tennessee State waiver- poleon Johnson to the position of has strived to be somebody and
stand for something. Our d a y of our young men of today.
ple's Day. The Day scheduled for
real meaning to life. Many of our bers from Haydn 's "Imperial
mond.
sity's president, Dr. W. S. Davis, dean of the school of engineering and
time is sorely in need of In spite of advanced years this young people today are squander- Mass," ''Strauss' "Die /leder' The Magnolia First Baptist Sunday, Oct. 25, will bring to the told the opening convocation au- constituted the only major change
men who have seen the light and man has something admirably by ing around aimlessly because there flfaus" and a group of sacred
church is located at 1518 S. Cooper membership two speakers,
dience Wednesday morning.
in
the
university's
administrative
strive day by day to live like all of us in his will to be inde• are no real examples going be- I works, traditional and modern.
The Rev. Edgar Young will
Street,
Challenging the record-breaking personnel.
pendent. It is at this point that we fore them. Real men put real Also the choir will sing a gisk
men.
speak at 11 am,
NEW TYLER AME
3266 student body to become mem• Dr. Hill announced that the What a great world this
would could all be proud, But in the same meaning into their own lives and S"craherri" by
Serly
At 3 p.m., Miss Earline Wash,
' Sunday, Oct. 11. is Friends' Day a very active fellow member, will hers of the academic "Hall of members of Tennessee State's fa- be today if everyone with whom token of thinking as one looks back therefore are able to project the "T h e Chorus of Homage"lir
at the New Tyler AME church. speak, Miss Wash is a member off Fame," Dr. Davis told the 1300 culty who had received doctorate you come in contact were striving over the years he could say as same into the lives of those with ;Wilhelm Gcricke.
A Pew Rally at 3 p.m., will high- the publication board of the church freshmen and new students about degrees during the 1958-59 school to be somebody. Our world today the old man departed. "Young whom they come in contact.
The choir will conclude die' prolight the celebration.
and a public school teacher. Sup- the "Hall of Fame," that will year. They are: David A. llama- is looking for those people who man, God has been good to me!" REAL GREATNESS
gram with a group of traditional
The featured speaker for the. plementing Miss Wash's speech honor Tennessee State's exception- ton, Ed. D., Pnnsylvania State stand for something — those people As each of us looks back and sum- The measurement of real great- Negro Spirituals which have -been
Pew Rally is Mrs. Bertha Edmon- will be talent from churches thru-1 al students and which will be university in Agricultural Educe- who are going to give to the world, marizes our years, we too can ness is always measured in terms arranged by Jester It a irato n,
located in the new half million lion; Leonard C. Archer, Ph. D. In a new worthwhileness that will
son. Mrs. Edmonson is a member
say, "God has been good to us." of the real convictions of the man. Houston Bright and Roy Ringwalicl
of the Early Grove Baptist churchi Youth of the church will reveal, dollar Student Union building to be English, Ohio State university;
Calvin King, Ph. D. in Mathemawhere she takes an active part in their talent during the Talent pro- completed soon.
Dean of Faculty, Dr. Carl M. tics, Ohio State university; Mrs.
the many and varied activities of gram that is set for S p.m.
the house of worship. Proceeds The public is invited to worship Hill, who introduced the faculty Jamye Williams, Ph. D. in Speech
from the Rally will be used to help with our congregation on these oc- additions for the 1959-60 school and Drama, Ohio State university;
the ladies of the church reach casions and at other times as well. year, announced t hat Tennessee and Mrs. Cecille Crump, Ed. E.
State's faculty presently includes in Business Education.
their Woman's Day goal of $1,000. Rev, E. M. Alcorn is the
minis- G6 doctorates, 144 Master's
de- Seven Tennessee State faculty
The Day will be observed on ter.
grees and 14 professional degrees members are presently on
October 18.
leave
in engineering and air science, for advanced study, six
of these
making a total of 224-strong fa- on State of Tennessee grants-inculty.
Aid. The six on state grants are:
The additions to the faculty in-' W. V. Harper, at Wayne
univerBy Joke Ropey Feria,. Ph.D.
elude: Dr. Harry S. Blanton, Dr.I sity; Mrs. Roberta Peddy
Wright.
Kermit C. King and Mrs. Velma at the University of
Tennessee;
S. King, administration, curricu- Mrs. Arthuryne
Welch at Peabody
lum and instruction; Dr. Kathryn college; John Sharp, University of
A.
Caldwell,
and
Dr.
Rubert
Seals, Toronto; Clyde M. Leathers, InThursday. Oct. 8, will be observed as 'Good All Day" by the animal science; Mrs. Alice C. diana university and Miss Sadie
Archer
and
Mrs.
Erma
Dozier,
C. Gasaway at Cornell university
Baptist Pastors Church Union of
Brooklyn and Long Island in English; Carl Crutchfield, bustness; Mrs. Alice Smith, science
•
honor of Dr. Thomas J. Goodall.
education; Richard A. Hogg, biol..
founder. The president, Rev. W.
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fist church, 141 Decatur at.
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Bye for now
long and packed with black ,
After a brief, formal opening
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that budget.
cut in 4 inch squares. Place a
Jana Porter.
session, the court planned to go powder. They had been placed,
JANA PORTER
into a week-long secret confer- under an air conditioner and were
ence to determine which of the net of by a fuse.
Police
said they could think of
300 or more appeids it will hear,
OsOlOOor"••101OPPOOOOP
no reason for the bombing.
Results of the conference will
be announced next Monday.
The court then was scheduled
to take up 13 hours of argument.
in the dispute between the govern
ment and five Gulf coast states
over ownership of multi-Million
dollar tidelands oil deposits.
Bawls Beaters
Viscuum Begs, Hose
end Parts
end P•rts
IliaCtetrs FOR IVIRYONI
Several labor cases were on the
docket, among them this poser:
Ilia raptor IN lowtherdele
Can a -worker be compelled to
pay union dues under a union shop
Pb.... IA 1-43111
arreement when some of the monRADIOS TOASTERS LAMPS HEATERS
ey is going for political activities
with which he disagrees?
Open
The largest number of cases deServing
manding the court's attention were
Nites
in the field of race relations. The
You
Free
high court already has agreed to
hear arguments in three racial
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Baptists

Come as a gift through the mail from BIG STAR.
THIS week bring us Coupon No.2 - Good for 100 Free Stamps—
Excellent opportunity to speed You toward many lovely Xmas
items. Free with Quality Stamps
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MORE
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760 Union Ave.-JA 7-2631 -2268 Park Ave -FA 3-8507

Men and Women Over 65
Can now qualify for hospital insurance, that pays for 365 days
or $3,650 Life and Burial Insurance to age 70.
No Medical Examination Is Required
It costs you nothing to find out — call day or night including
Sunday. Phone JA. 6-5385 or mail a card with your name,
address and nearest phone number to:
The Century Insurance Agency
734 Vance Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee
Bonded underwriters and brokers for the highest rating tornpanics in America. W A. Adkins, Life insurance Counselor
with 21 years experience
Pare Time Agents Needed

— Good

Pay.

The list included four more
school segregation appeals, two
challenges to the 1957 civil rights
law dealing with protection of
Negro voting rights and another
appeal by racist John Keeper,
I now serving a six-month federal
prison term.
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IS"IRON-HUNGRY BLOOD
MAKING YOU

ONLY "HALF" A WOMAN?
Ar•
Run-Down
YOU SO
You Can't Give Your Husband and Family
Reol Companionship? Then Discover rho Wonderful
Blood-Strengthening Action el This Special Iron Tonic for Women!
Row tragic when a woman feels Thus quickly help build rich, red
so tired, no weak and run-down blood . to restore
strength and
she can't be a real companion' energy so
you feel fine again featI
Luckily, it's often due to "IronPlnkham's unique formula can
Hungry Blood" (*simple iron de- also bring blessod relief from
flcienee anemia) Then lt's need- functionally-caused monthly
lees for those women to sutler cramps and "Hot Fla/thee" of
such awful weariness
change-of-DUI No wonder so
Now, a wonderful Iron tonic many women use
Plnkham's
can help relieve this condition_ Tablets all through their hoes!
thus renew your vitality, It's
If "Iron-Hungry Blood" hag
Lydia E Pinkham's Tablets, only left you weak and run-down —
Irons tonic made especially for only
"half- a woman—get Pinkwomen! Rich In iron, Pinkletrn's ham's Tablets from druggists.
Tablets start to strengthen Then
see If you don't soon feel
"Iron-Hungry Blood"in one dee/ "all" woman
*gain!
FOR FEMALE AILMENTS! Doctors' tests prove famous I4
,
11. E
Pinkham e vegetable Comnour ' 1,1,11114i
also bring. WOO, te,,ei
from MacomlOrte of monthly pain
and change-of-life.

THE MID-SOUTIES most powerful radio station proudly carries
the popular Sig Star Food Stores Talent time show tremendous
distances toward every point of the compass; thus the talented
boss and girls who appear on Rig Star Talent Time are gisen an
excellent opportunity to show 3 sass Mid America audience the
excellence of their performanc e. Big Star is glad to give these

•

start of tomorrow this opportunity for there Is no doubt but that
big stars of the future come from the aspiring young hopefuls of
today. Appearing on a recent show, above Mr) were Robert
Honeysucker, Sylvia Buntyn, Vera Edwards, Delois Brown.
Solomon Holly, Blanche Harris, Re%erly Buntyn and Samnel
Woods.
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730 to 800 JOILITNY RINGO.
.Second in series of new western
dramas starring Don Durant and
Karen Sharpe. An exhibition gunaknowgn
unfaisght with
the fast.
Sit., Oct. 10, 1050
MIIMIIIIitenille1111101111N11111111111111111111M1111111Mili, ent gun in the west.
I 8:00 to 8.30 ZANE GREY THEAWED. Oct.?
TRE, Barbara Stanwyck stais '1
4:00 to 5:30 EARLY MOVIE
"Lone Woman" MOO' of a motiMIF
WITH KITTY KELLY, One Touch
who will not forgive the killer d
of Venus" with Ave Gardnnr, Roher son. Martin Balsam is featurbert Walker, Eve Arden, Fantasy
ed.
of a statue of Venus who comes
830 to 10:00, THE BIG PARTY
alive to charm life of timid window
(BY REVLON), Premiere of a
trimmer. (comedy romance V) special
series of star parties alterJACKSON, Tenn. - President bar High school. Nov. 30,
9 00 Smith High school, Dec. 10, 1 p. m.
WEDNESDAY, OCT 7
nating with Playhouse 90. Rock
C. A. Kirkendoll announced t h i al a. in.
Evansville, Ind., Lincoln
6:30 to 7:30, THE LINEUP, SecApplications forms for the examiHudson hosts the first party where
week that Lane college will be one; High school,
Dec. 1, 9 a. in.; St.
ond in the new full hour series of stars
like Tallulah Bankhead. Samnation may be obtained from the
of 30 colleges participating in the Louis, Mo., Sumner
High school,
police action draneas featuring
my Davis, jr., Mort SW, Esther
testing of 6000 to 7000 scholarship Dec. 2, 9 a.
na. East St. Louis, high schools listed above, by writcases from the files of San Franand admission candidates from III., Lincoln High
Williams, Matt Dennis and Lisa
school, Dec. 2, ing to one of the participating colcisco police. "Strange Return of Kirk
more than 900 high schools dis- 1 p. m.:
perform at what comes naleges or by writing directly to
Army Armitage." Man gets out of tural.
tributed throughout the United
Kansas City, Nlo., Lincoln High Office of the Director, C1EP,
prison after serving a
murderl 10:00 to 11:10, LATE MOVIE,
States and the Virgin Islands. school,
Dec. 3, 9 a. m.: Kansas 22 E. 54th at., New York 22, New
charge in reality committed by his "The
Scar" With Joan Bennett,
Lane college will cooperate in City, Kans., Sumner High school, York.
brother. Warner Anderson is star.)Paul
Henried. (See "Hollow
administering
the
Cooperative Dec. 3, 1 p. iii : Jackson, Tenn., Admission to the examination la
red with guest stars Kim Hunter,
Triumph") Ex-con murders doctor
Intercollegiate Examination be- Merry High School, December 7, by ticket only, Admission ticket
Steve Hill, Jack Lord.
whom he resembles and assumes
tween Nov. 30 and Dec. 12, 1959, 8:30 a. m.; Dyersburg, Tennessee.' will be sent to each candidate who
7:30 to 8:00, MEN INTO SPACE.
his identity. Crime is so perfect
which will be given in some 260 Bruce High school, Dec. 7, 1 p. m. has filed application and paid an
8:00 to 830, MILLIONAIRE no one
test centers across the nation durever learns of trick . . . a
Murfreesboro, Tenn., Holloway examination fee of 82.50. Late reg•
when a man remtrries after the most
ing this period. The Cooperative Training School, Dec. 11, 8:30 a. istrants must pay a fee of $3.00.
hollow triumph . . . he is
death of his first wife, he finds his killed
Intercollegiate Examination Pro- m.; Tullahoma, Tenn., Davidson Applications
by enemies of the doctor.
and fees must be
honeymoon threatened
by
her (mystery-drama '48).
gram is an educational service of Academy, Dec. 8, 1 p. m.; Corinth, mailed
before Oct, 31, 1959, to Ofmemory. Marvin
Miller, Scott FRIDAY, OCT.
the United Negro College Fund.
Miss., Eason High school, Dec. 9, fice of the Director, C1EP,
Forbes and Susan Oliver are star- 9:30
11.
to 10:00 DECEMBER
The examination Is open to quali- 1 p. m.; Columbia, Tenn., Carver 54th st., New York 32, N. Y.
red.
BRIDE, "The Gigolo.'' Lily worfied high school seniors and to a
ighWEDNESDAY. OCT. 7
ries about her friend Hilda who
limited number of high school
9:00 to 10:00, UNITED STATES draws out
her savings and falls
sophomores and juniors of excep11111FSTEEL HOUR, "Rachel's Sum- for
a romantic mambo teacher.
tional ability and promise.
mer'. with Martha Scott and PatPresident Kirkendoll has apty McCormack. A small-town girl, 10.00 to 1030, I LOVE LUCY,
"Luey's Show Bis Swan Song."
pointed Mrs. F. R. Porter, director
filled with innocence of youth and 12;05
LE
MOYNITES
to 12:30„ OUR
SEE
U.
S
delegate
to
the
of
United
Student
testing, to direct the test adsenior, delegate to United StriMISS
life, is victimized by false rumors
Eight LeMoyne college stuBROOKS, WAKE UP PLAN.
Fellowship Assembly, Doane
dent Fellowship Assembly, ministration at the following testaboqt her behavior with boys, a •
dents were in various sectious
400 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
college. Crete, Neb.; Eleanor
Crete, Neb.; Ernestine Lee, ing centers: Lexington, Ky., Dunforceful drama about the danger WITH
of the t nited States this sum•
KITTY KELLY, "In the
Johnson, senior, attended semi•
senior, attended drama workof mistrust.
maw attending conference..
Meantime Darling" with Jeanne
nar and workshop sponsored by
shop at Brandies U.; Darnell
10:00 to 11:30, LATE MOVIE, Crain, Frank
working as camp leaders and
Congregational Church, ColoLariinore, Eugene
Thomas, senior, on staff of
"DARK MIRROR
studying at universities. Front
Pallette. Problems and happinessrado Springs, Colo., and Wit.
Deering Conference Center,
"Dark Mirror" with Olivia De es that
row, left to right: Hermalea•
stem from wartime marliam Thomas, sophomore, atHillsboro, N. H., and Harry 0.
Havilland, Lew Ayres. Olivia De riages.
Coleman,
junior,
village leader
(romantic drama '44).
tended seminar and workshop
Truly, senior. studied
at
Havilland plays dual role of twin 6:30 to 7:30,
at Camp Derricotte, Troy,
in Colorado Springs. Back row,
RAWHIDE, -InciHarvard university.
sisters, one good, one bad, and a dent of the
Mo.; Barbara Whitley, senior,
Shambling Man" with
left to right: Benjamin Ward,
physchologist who analyses them Eric Fleming,
Clint Eastwood, and
both to find out which is which. guest stars
I.117LE
ROCK - The United
Victor McLaglen and pursued across desert by sheriff.
THURSDAY, OCT. 8
States District Court has been askAnne Francis. A former bare. -(Good).
9:30 to 10:00 A. M., DECEMBER knuckle fighter is
ed to require the Dollarway school
tormented by his SAT. OCT. II
BRIDE, With Spring Byington. ruthless daughter
hoard to act within ten days upon
in law in an at- 7:30 to 8:00. FARMER ALE
"Lily Hires a Maid." When Lily tempt to have him
the request of three Negro students
declared insane. ALFA CARTOONS.
hires a maid to help out her daugh- 7:30 to 8.00, HOTEL
for admission to the
all-white
DE PAREE,' 8:00 to 9:00, CAPTAIN KANGAter and son-in law, she doesn't Starring Earl
school.
Holliman, new weal- ROO.
know she'll be putting on the ern type drama. Story
Robert
L.
Carter,
NAACP gento come.
9:00 to 9.30 910 to 10:00, HECmaid's uniform herself.
eral counsel. and George Howard
' 8:00 to 9:00, RED SKELTON KLE AND JECKLE CARTOONS,
10:00 to 10:30, I LOVE LUCY, CHEVY SPECIAL
of
Pine
Bluff
filed
a
motion
in the
(in color), Red MIGHTY MOUSE CARTOONS.
"Pregnant Women are Unpredict- Skelton stars in this
federal court here on behalf of
special comedy
1000
to
members,1
10.30,
MIAMI
I
CORE
Two
LOVE
LUCY,
while
participating
demin
a
sit-in
able
the children who previously had
and music show with guests Burl "Lucy Hires an English Tutor."
Ishmael Howell and Charles Sieg-, onstration at Byrons Jackson's
THURSDAY, OCT. II
been ordered admitted to the DolIves, Tommy Sands, Rhonda Flem- 10:30 to 11:00, LONE RANGER,
were
I
al,
assaulted
beaten.
and
Departinent
Store
in
Miami
Mon.
I2:05 to
12:30, OUR MISS ing, Lionel Hampton, David Rose "Ex-Marshal
iarway school only to have the
." A former U. S.
Howell
Seigel
and
were
part
of
BROOKS "Mr. Casey."
lower court's decision overruled
and Orchestra and special guest Marshal demonstrates that he
did Girl" with Shirley Temple, Alien a group of 10 CORE members
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE star James Arness,
'by the U. S. Court of Appeals.
Matt Dillon not surrender his courage or sense
Faye, Jack Haley. Little girl runs! peacefully waiting for service at The motion, filed on Sept. 211.
WITH KITTY KELLY, "So This is of Gunsmoke.
of duty when he turned in his away from home
and is picked up' the lunch counter when Howell, a asked that the school hoard be
New York" with Henry Morgan, 9:00 to 9:30
TWILIGHT ZONE, badge.
Negro, was dragged off his skool
by a vaudeville team.
Donna Drake and Rudy Vallee. New series of dramas
ordered into court should it fail
dealing with 1:0010 1130, SKY KING, Modern
Cigar salesman inherits a fortune the stranger-than
6:00 to 6:30. ANNIE OAKLEY,:and beaten by George Victor. Vic- Ito act upon the applications for refiction and the law enforcement with
western
Olen
heat
Siegal,
tor
Charles
white,
and comes to New York to find unusual. "One For
"Sundown Stage." A man accused'
assignment within 10 days. Under
the Angels" flavor . . . using aireop anes
husband for sister. (Comedy '413) with Ed Wynn, featuring
of murder has amnesia and can't around the face. Both
the pupil placement law, any stuMurray stead of nags. Kirby Grant stars.
members
took
the
with
assault
dig545 to 6:00, RICHARD CHOTTE• Hamilton. The Rod
dent dissatisfied with u.s assign.
Serling drama 12 30 to 1:30, HOPALONG CAS. remember committing the crime., nity and refused to retaliate.
Popular demand brings the sec. States. France, Italy are to be
LET AND THE NEWS, Substitu- concerns an aging
ment may apply for re-assigngentle-natured SIDY. "Riders of the Timberline" Gail Davis stars.
Police
and
arrived
arrested
all
ting for Doug Edwards tonight. pitchman who when
ment. The law requires the school olid annual Ebony Fashion Fair included in the collection.
notified of his with Rill Boyd, Andy Clyde, Anna :actress 6:30 to 730, PERR
on
assault
battery
three
and
chargback
to Memphis' Ellis auditor- The two hour fashion show Is
THURSDAY, OCT. 8
coming death, tries to outwit the Q. Nilsson. Hoppy poses as a crook 11:30 to 7.30, PERRY MASON.,es. The next day Municipal Judge board to hold a hearing within SO
urn, Nov. 12.
6:30 to 7:00 BORDER PATROL grim reaper but finds
unJer the personal direction
this can in order to capture mysterious Perry is hired by a man to es.' Goldman fined Ilowell, who was days and give a prompt decision.
Again this fabulous affair will and supervision of Mrs. Freda De"Cate of the Cockeyed Parakeet" only be done at a cost greater
! tablish the fact that a once faind assaulted, and Victor. the attacker, Schools in Dollarway had rethan saboteur.
be
sponsored
by
the
local
home service and fashion
Knight.
with Richard Webb as Deputy Don his own life.
alumni
until
after
mained closed
Sept. 21
2.30 to 400. EARLY MOVIE, ous actress is innocent.
$50 each. Charles Siegal was found
Jagger. A search for disease-bear- 10:00 to 10:30, U. S.
when the Court of Appeals rescind- chapter of Delta Sigma T h et a director for Johnson publishing
MARSHAL, "Four Faces West" with Joel Mc- 7:30 to 8:00, WANTED DEAD!not guilty.
ing parakeets leads the Border Pa- John Bromfield stars in
ed a ruling by
District Court Sorority. Announcement wits company. Mrs. DeKnight toured
the mod- Cm, Frances Dee, Charles Bick- OR ALIVE, A phoney sheriff un- Seven witnesses, including
. Announcement w a s etaoin
Europe this year including sue.'
trol to a Mexican village full of ern western series. Story to come.
ford. Western outlaw and sheriff does the efforts of bounty hunter photographer and four white resi- Judge Axel J. Beck ordering the made of the event
before the proud places as Rome and Floreni.
birds drunk on tequila.
10:30 to 12:00, LATE MOVIE, pursuer run into many experiences Josh Randall when he tries to cor- dents of Miami Beach, testified admission of three Negro pupils
7:00 to 7:30, BETTY HUTTON "Four Faces West" with Joel Mc. in a chase across
to the white school. The schools dent, Mrs. Maxine Smith, left with Italy, where she chose fro
the desert.
ral his man, then sends Josh on a
were re-opened on a segregated her dentist husband, Dr. Vasco the world's top Italian designer,
SHOW, Starring Betty Hutton as Cree, Frances Dee, Charles Bick4:00 to 5:30, SHIRLEY TEMPLE chase in which he is nearly killedj
basil. The present action seeks Smith for a two week vacation for their fall and winter collecGoldie. Story to come.
ford. Outlaw with a conscience is THEATRE, "Poor
Little
Rich iin ambush. Steve McQueen stars.
tions.
the re-assignment of the three in the Puerto Rican Islands.
Last year, the Fashion Fair, Aside from seeing the finest
•
pupils to
all-white
Dollarway
which is sponsored by Ebony mag- and latest in attire, Ebony' spoilschools.
azine, showed 100 dresses, coats, sors are giving a one year subsuits, gowns and bathing suits, scription to the Ebony Magazine
and leisure wear. This year there and many unusual door prizes for
'sill be more than 200 creations lucky door tickets.
from top couturiers of the United
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Tell Locations Of Test Centers
For Prospective College Students

ill

o

G. CAREY

Dr. Brown

that Victor had committed an
unprovoked attack and that neither Howell nor Seigel had retaliated
in any way.
Previously Gordon Carey, field
secretary for National CORE, had
Death came suddenly after a
been beaten in the wash room of stroke to Mrs. Morella Jennings of
Byrons Jackson's.
Kentucky. She died Friday in Col.
Dr. John 0. Brown, ophthalmolo- lins chapel hospital after suffering
gist and CORE project director, the attack the preceding night.
had been threatened in his office She had been in failing health for
by an ex-convict who told Brown about a year.
that he ''had been contacted by
Final rites will be heard for
some people to do something about Mrs. Jennings at Tree Of Life
you and the organization."
Baptist church, Sunday Oct. 11.
Miami CORE has been working Rev. W. P. Scott will preach the
since April so that Negroes will be eulogy. She will be buried in Hallserved at food counters in the burton cemetery. Hays Funeral
downtown area. Despite the fact home is in charge.
that Miami's large Negro residen- Mrs. Jennings is survived by a
tial section is only a few blocks husband, Ilenry Jennings; father,
away, there is no place in the'Preston Tate; brother, Clarence
downtown Miami shopping area 'Williams; sister, Mrs. Clara Neal:
APPROXIMAT1ELY 250 fresh•
psychology. She earned the B A. where Negroes can sit down and Iwo
nieces, one nephew; two
men and transfer students at
degree from Spelman college and have a cup of coffee, or a sand-'uncles,
2 aunts and other relatives
Tougaloo Southern Christian
the M.A. degree from Atlanta uni- wich or a dish of ice cream.
and friends.
college took the test adininhi•
versity of Atlanta, Ga. She was a They are confined to the standtered by the college during
teaching fellow at Washington state up counters where, paradoxically, and sit-in demonstration, the owOrientation Week, Many of
university, Tacoma, Washington. they are allowed to make their er of the lunch counter
at By- these students come from outOwen college has much to be purchases in turn with whites eons Jackson's had agreed to serve
__
proud of in this husband-wife team, and sit-in demonstration, the own- all. When he went hack on his
both of whom are dedicated and and drinking.
word the Miami CORE group reprepared educators
I After negotiations with CORE sumed,its sit-in demonstrations.

Enrollment Mark At Owen Surpassed
Acting president Thomas 1. Willard, announced that the recent
enrollment at Owen college surpassed the expected 30 pew cent
increase which was anticipated after the college was accredited last
December 4, 1958. Present enrollment is 225-an increase of 38 per
cent over last spring. Extended day
students comprise approximately
one-third of the strident body.
The Tri-State ares is well represented by the students, even as
far away as Alabama, which is the
farthest state represented. The
heaviest concentration of students

however, come from west Tennessee-with Shelby county taking
the lead.
Also included in the student body
are trainee nurses of E. H. Crump
hospital, who are taking English
courses as part of their regular
training.
The freshman class, led by Mr.
Sam Lacy, newly elected president,
is the largest (154) in the history
of the fast-growing institution.
Other class officers are vice president, Earnest Carpenter; secretary, Betty Jean Johnson; treaarirer, Howard Harper: sergeant.at-

•Summer Projects For
8 Top LeMoynites
Miss Ernestine Lee, a senior with
Eight of LeMoyne's top students
:
• 'received valuable experience (lur- talent in the field of drama, ate
: ing the summer by attending and tended a drama workshop at Bran. Participating in projects In differ- deis university, Waltham, Mass., on
ent sections of the United States. scholarships provided by LeMoyne
and Brandeis.
Harry 0. Truly, president of the
Attending the United Strident
Student Council who was on scholarship the first semester of last Fellowship Assembly at Doane colyear studying national government lege, Crete. Neb., from Aug. 27 to
at American university in Washing- Sept. 3, were Benjamin Ward and
ton, D. C., was enrolled in the Miss Barbara Whitley, both senHarvard University Summer iors. They were chosen delegates
School on a full tuition scholarship. to the assembly by LeMoyne's StuMr. Truly, a senior and sociology dent Christian Fellowship,
Miss Darnell Thomas, senior,
ensior, ranked high in his social
itsychology class at Harvard. He was on the staff of the Deering
..
wan cen, of two students out of a Conference Center in Hillsboro,
class of 80 at Americpn University N. II. The center is sponsored by
selected to attend the Summer see- the United Church of Christ and
.,
liras open from June 14 to Sept. S.
' -lion at Harvard.

ii

arms, lianibal Parka; business
manager, Marilyn Cooper; chapsin, James Branch. The class advisors are: Mr. Charles Bell, Mrs.
Dorothy T. Graham, and Mr. Wil.
ham E. Jones.
New faculty and staff members
at Owen: trom office of the president.
Mr. Charles M. Bell is the new
dean of men, and he joins the Owen
family as a social science instructor. He earned his B.A. degree
from Morehouse college and his
M.A. degree from Atlanta university, of Atlanta, Ga., and has done
additional study at the Universits
of Louisville, (Kentucky) his home
town.
Mrs. Beatrice Traylor Bell (wife
of the new Dean), is rendering
part-time service in the field of
6fiss Thomas received the post
through the Student Christian Fellowship and earned $250 plus room
and board.
Miss Eleanor Johnson, a senior,
and William Thomas, sophomore,
were staff members of the seminar and workshop sponsored by
the Congregational Conference,
June 6 to Sept. 5, at Colorado
Springs, Colo. Both earned 8200 a
piece plus room and board.
Miss Hermajean Coleman, a
Junior, was a village leader at
Camp Derri"otte near Troy, Mo.
The camp was sponsored for girls
by the YWCA of St. Louis and was
in operation for six weeks. Miss
Coleman, a member of LeMoyne's
Strident rnristian Fellowship, earn,
i
ed $22.5 plus room and board.

side the state of Mississippi.
Some of the states represented
here are New York, North
Carolina, Florida, California,
Tennessee and the British
West Indies,

LUCK 1976 LUCK 2910 LUCK
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THE HOUSE OF PRAYERS
GOD GIVEN WOMAN TO HEAL BY PRAYER
ARE YOU SUFFERING, SICK, NEED

MODERN HOME, TOO-John
Jr., left, Shelby,
T.
Miss., has a modern 11-room

home to en with hie tip-to-date
farm equipment anal good
crop land. left to right: Mrs.
John T. Williams, Sr., Mrs.

Vera S. Rainey. home demonstration agent; and Mrs. John
T. Williams, Jr.-USDA Photo
(See Stoll Page 3)

ADVICE?

See THE }MUSE OF PRAYER, she has the God Given Power
to heal by Prayer-Guarantees to heal the sick and the ailing,
but there is no pity for those who know they are in hard luck
and don't come to see The House Of Prayer. Guaranteed to
help you. WHAT YOUR EYES WILL SEE, YOUR HEART
WILL BELIEVE. There are but a few that have been healed
by THE HOUSE OF PRAYER. She heals by the hands of
God. Remember there is a luck charm that has been blessed
by the SaintsI of Jerusalem, with each reading. "I was flat on
my back suffering from an incurable disease. There was no
hope until 1 heard of and saw THE HOUSE OF PRAYER.
The Indian Healer, Thank God for her, I am well." "I was
unsuccessful in marriage and separated. One visit with The
HOUSE OF PRAYER and we are back together and very
happy. THE HOUSE OF PRAYER the Lord's Messenger.
guarantees to help .you where al/ others have failed. She is
in this vicinity for the first time. Located on liwy. 70, 2 miles
East of Black 'Fisk Lake, Ark. Just 10 mm. from West Memphis. Open daily and Sunday, 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. LOOK FOR
THE SIGN WITH THE INDIAN HEAD.
•
.
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American Teacher In Nigeria Tells
Of Experiences With Inhabitants
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The fol.
lowine article. written by Amer.
tan teacher Lucille Arcola
Chambers, tells of her exciting
experiences as an educator in
Nigeria. Her latest book, "Amer.
lea's Tenth Man," was circulated widely in the U.S., and has
also been read extensisely in
Nigeria and other West African
countriee. She is a member of
the National Writers club, USA,
alpha Kappa Alpha sorority. National Council of Negro Women,
Inc., Womene City Club of New
York and the New York Branch
of the American Association of
University Women).

*1) DON'T IlAve rf..‘iou Jusf
IV ‘ZOti tikt161" WE AR clh OtYCV‘I %AKE
Do I's 1-44owk€ NOT IN Pusoc!

Dear Mme. Chante: I am a red, happily, before and who can
Young man of 25 who would like appreciate a loyal and loving
very much to meet a nice young wife. He must be kind and have
a genuine understanding et t h e
lady. I am 5 feet, 101
/
2 inches tall,
"Golden Rule." Petite Widow, 5088
weigh 165 lbs., light brown coin- Vernon
Ave., St. Louis 13, Mo.
•• •
Onion, black eyes and black hair.
1 would like to meet a young lady Dear Mine, Chante: I would like
beteeen the ages of 20 and 24, to hear from service men between
wei4hing between 125 lbs., and 130, the ages of 25 and 35. Would like
5 fee:, 5 inches tall. I would like v hear irom those who are sin
for her to live in Chicago. Jimmy gle and lonely. I am single, 25
Robinson, 8641 S. Wabash, chi- rears olv My hobby is writing.
cago, 19, Ill.
E. C., 681 S. Normal blvd., Apt.
•••
4, C-0 Mable Scarber, Chicago, Ill.
Dear Mine, Chaste: I am a
•• •
young man of 27, /50 lbs., 6 feet,
1 inch tall. Would you please help Dear Mme. Chante: I am a hard
me find a nice lady that I can working man of 37. I don't drink,
marry in the near future. Would smoke or gamble. I am of the
lite her to be between 19 and 30 Herbs faith. Would like to meet a
years of age. I have a good job lady of the same type. She can
woeking for a construction com- he Spanish. Will answer all letpany. I will answer all letters. ters. J. Graham, 132 W. 120th St.,
John Keks, 1350 N, 4th St., Mil- New York City, N. Y.
waukee 14, Wis.
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a man
•• •
Pear Mme. Chante: I sin a very of 36, light brown skin, keen featires,
180 lbs., 5 feet. 11 inches
attrectiee middle aged woman, in
my thirties that is, with a spark- all, dress well, f-dwil, my home,
lise all sports and love to travel.
ling personality. sm
all; weighing would like to correspond with
110, with Mee hair and medium ladies between 18 and 30. Will ex.
light brown complexion. I am a
change photos. Jimmy Black, C-0
business woman, own my modest w,
L. Allen, 2612 Hazelwood, Apt.
home, have a nice education, a 22,
Detroit, Mich.
very good background, do a little
••
a sign painter and artist and dren. Harold Smith, 930A, N.
creative writing, have one married
Dear Mme, Chante: I am writ- woeld like to have my own sign rah St., St Louis, Mo.
child. I am divorced, a Christian ing
this because I am in great
• ••
and participate in civic and literneed of help and need of com- shop in any state. I am in great
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
ary work and take an active part panionship. I am a
young man of net d Pt a woman who is willing very much to
have pen pals all
in music organizations and I am 34, conctdered
very nice looking, to rake a chance with me and be over the U.
S and abroad. 1 am
in good health. I would like to cor- 5 feet, fl inches tall, weigh
160 lbs., niy companion. If any lady is in- 20, considered
attractive. I vfluld
respond with a gentleMan who is brownskin. I am
writing to en)
,
pleasant, industrious, unattached, woman who is willing to accept a terested in a good and honest man, like to correspond with young men
me
will
18
write
and I
write her and
to 30. 1 am the artistic type a
sober, dependable with a fairly man like me who has
nothing and send a photo in my first letter, It irevel year emeriti.
Jessie Lee,
nice income, intelligent and con- is veiling to help me
until I can does not matter if she has chil- 1023 N. 7th St.,
Nashville 7, Teen.
siderate. One who has been mar- help the both of us. I am by trade

4Chicagoan •
Rides Bike
To College

WILBERFORCE, Ohio — Student comes to Central State col
legs via bicycle. Granville Reed
Ifl, 21, sophomore and psychology major from Chicago. Ill., left
Chicago September 15, and arrived
on Central State college's campus
Sept. 18. at 12 noon.
By LUCILLE A. CHAMBERS
Granville reported that he slept
(Far The Associated Negro Press)
in the YMCA in Lafayette and InENUGU, Eastern Nigeria—Zik's
dianapolis. Ind., and at an Aunt's
Academy, primarily a commercial
house in Dayton. The weather was
institution, is located at Sapele.
sunny and warm with a little rain
germ a by car, airplane and the
This town of approximately 40.000 LUCILLE ARCOLA ('HAM•
York universities, specialising late Wednesday afternoon,
one railway line in the coneinhabitants is in the Delta Pro- BERS.(left) of New ibrk City,
in human relations and social
lie traveled 320 miles to reach
try. Her teaching experiences
vince of Western Nigeria on the IS Shown here with Dr. Nnansdi
anthropology. She has also the campus, covering an average
•-•
i
ie
a
pr,,,i-Eastern
in
or
Nigeria have provided her
Benin River near its confluence
studied human relations in of 100 miles daily. Granville estiwith vast informatiqn, some of
with River Ethiope and Jamieson N i g e r i a at the dedication
world affairs at Heidelberg mates that his average speed was
ehich appears in her new book
River. e3 miles trom the sea. Its earlier this year of Zik's Arad'
university in Germany. Mice between ten and twelve miles per
on the status of the Nigerian
name in derived from "Urapele," em', in Sapele, Nigeria. Eche
Chambers plans to return to hour. His meals consisted primaripeople just prior to their inthe name of a god which natives cater, world traveler, lecturer
the United States this Fall and ly of soup and hot tea or milk.
CENTRAL STATE COLLEGE
From left to eight they are:
once worshiped in the Benin River. and author. the American
dependence from British role
will exhibit her art collection
Freshmen are introduced to
Gail Fisher, Zenia. Ohio; BarWhen questioned about his ad- release. However, during the first
Bar•
(due Oct. I, 1944.) She is a
Its first recorded contact with the teacher has used her long holi•
on various phases of Nigerian
III,
Granville
Reed
venture, he stated: "I decided period of each Thursday the tradi- "cyclist"
bars Ann Smith, East Orange,
outside world was in 1668 when a days to touri the whole of Nigraduate of Wayne and New
life.
after
bicycle
to
his
Granville
N.
Centrip
J.;
to make the trip for adventure tional songs and dances a each
Reed, Ill;
Portuguese trade expedition navateal State college from ChicoCynthia Mitchell; Ruby Raeand because few people believe tribal group were continued with
to this part of the River. time from 8:55 a.m.. until 2 p.m. nized the handicap
Cynthia
Mitchell.
ris,
a
Gary,
Ind.,
and
Joan Re.
that
I
was
going
of teaching cleaner; etc. The magazines were
to make the each group occupying a separate
Y
go
When small trading vessels from five days a week, with only a 45- without library
sophomore from Detroit, Mich. _Vert., Wilberforce.
trip I hope to make a longee trip class room.
facilities where of good use here. Posters w e
re
Liverpool entered the Benin River minute break at 11 a.m. There general
nee t year My parents didn't at- DISCIPLINE PROBLEM
knowledge was so limited. made showing these
appliances.
in 1837 their efforts to open trade was one open shed which served The Nigerian
- trained teacher!' The students were amazed. They tempt to discourage me. but they Discipline of the African school seeIn palm oil were greatly impeded as the teachers' workroom, and an are still
did question my
not aware of their very still wash is the river or
. preparations and child is a problem all over Southpound
by the presence of slave vessels. extra thatched roof open shed limited
scope of English subject their clothes on a stone. They have plans for the trip."
ern Nigeria. In the compound, the
So long as the slave ships remain- which was used for singing classGranville is now registered for child is subjected to the strict dismatter. Through appeals made to never seen a washing
board, and
ed, the natives paid no attention es. There were no seats so we my numerous
.
trainthe,
club affiliations in neither have the Nigerian
Fall term at Central State cipline of the Chief or "old man"
to other trade,
stood through the 40-minute ses- the United States and the press, ed teachers.
college sand says Hot he is ready whose orders must be obeyed to
— The than how long a student had
ST. LOUIS — it
The town today is largely a trad- sions,
to settle down to his books,
hooks and magazines were sent to In
the letter. On entering school the
teaching literature from text
school.
ing port for timber, palm oil, co- TWO FEMALES
the school in large numbers. In books from
child seems to feel this hold is merging of the first three grades been in
England,
all
the
sub- increased to 11 during
Grades one, two and three
coa. ind rubber. MC WOHCFS See- The principal and the other the meantime, I donated 50 books
my second broken and he can have his own of elementary public schools was
ject
matter
is
English.
One
of
the
would be replaced by an "anend largest plywood factory is In. teachers were natives of Nigeria: and parts of two encyclopedias.
BY favorite stories is „Round the term at Zik's Academy, are shy way. It is difficult to put across urged last wetek by members of
cated here. Although wages are the principal received his B.Sc., in the end of February we had moyFrom this and reticent, but nevertheless, apt the idea that the school also has the St, Louis Board of Educa- grade primary," Kottmeyer said,
each child would be classi•
and
better than average for a Niger- England and his wife, the only ed into a new two-story school World in Eighty Days."
.
story interesting written composi• pupils. All students like sports disciplinary measures which must tion.
man town of this size. it is still other female teacher, took a building which had a large central
physical training.
William C. iKottmeyer, as- fled in accordance with his
adhered
Academy
to.
At
be
Zik's
lion
assignments can he made. In and
achievement.
largely primitive with only one course in England. I was the only room upstairs which was made
asking for a composition compara• I have been successful in intro- the principal has his own idea of sistant superintendent of instrue•
cinema house and a football sta• American in the school, and ex- into a library. American
ducing poetry reading. and encour- impressing the students of t his tins, said a special board commagable
to
the
Suttee in India ..v.iich
diem for cultural outlet. The ea- cept for another American teach- zines filled all the racks.
aged the writing of poetry from fact. On the opening day of each mittee approved a program sinpete Club House. which until 1957 er who was married to an Afri- radio appeals made by Through should be abolished in Nigeria, the their natural surroundings. T
h e term after the morning devotion, der which first, second and
the Na- children,
adept
at
membership,
was
can,
the
I
only one in the tional Council of Women
being cunning, principal
had all Euronean
of the had no idea
laughed at the 'idea and the school master!! take their turn third grade classifications would
what
I
meant
(they spaild the children would show no at giving each boy six lashes with be abandoned.
has a swimming pool, cinema and entire area. She and her family United States. Inc., the Womens
said). After mentioning 2 few
NEW YORK — 'CPI) — A 42Agolf course. but natives rarely moved to a nother shortly after I City Club of New Yor k, and
et-f interest. llowev r, after he s a w the cane in the presence of the
- f
the
om
t ettm
hod
e
pound baby elephant — a gift to
participate in the activities there. arrived. The eight male teachers New York Amsterdam N a w a, their primitive practices which I some excellent verse
e
dschoo
entire
are
body.
l
pogirls
..
The
an
short
new
yweou
rldsafiodeutsh aattlethne- President Eisenhower from the
There are a number of church- had Nigerian certificates of vari- hooks and magazines are continte found still existed. including hu- ems written by some of the boys,
exempted, but watch
cert. thin es - actual leaning rather French community of African ReProtestant and Catholic, ous kinds. With their background ing to come to Zik's Academy. man sacrifice, they were obvious- he too, introduced poetry to other monv. Unfortunately, no the
es.
phase
of
ly
surprised that I was so well- publics, was scheduled to arrive
Among them, the American Bap- of thinking of women as their serv- One large supply of text books,
classes. The singing classes were psychology is included in the train
cry eight-week period there is a last week by plane enroute to his
list is the largest and most mod' ants, the teachers were aloof and with many on health and safety informed. The compositions came enthusiastically
acceptable to the inv. of teachers, including the few three-week holiday, and during
in
and
would
make
2
the new home at National Zoo in
hair-raising, student
It has a choir of 50 young for several months said nothing to which are sorely needed, was sent
body and t hey learned with degrees from schools in Eng. Christmas season a six-weeks va- Washington.
blood -curdling book.
people who sing each song in three me. One or two could never rerun- by 2 northern State Board
many Western hymns, spirituals, land.
of Education is given; this amount of The 15-month-old pachyderm,
languages which are widely used cite themselves to an educated cation. Many individuals have sent In the advanced grades the Eng- and folk
songs. However, the Despite the hot, sticky climate time is also given at the end of named "Zimbo,"
was offered to
lish
in the area. The sermons are also woman ann have ntocir extended hooka and women's club in
Con- very literature classics are read principal decided to discontinue of the Nigerian Delta where any the third term. This pattern of re- the President by Abbe Fulbert
preached in three languages. Nev- a morning's greeting.
well,
although here too, much all singing the third term. This left holiday would be welcomed, I
necticut sent two large crates.
taxation fits into the general Isis' Youlou, premier of the Congo reertheless, the ancient traditions of The children came from xeve
attention has to
be given a great vacuum.
iled
think too many holidays
np
We now have the finest library deta
li
seriously ser-aller system c,
found in all phas- p
during Eisenhower's recent
to meanings. The students are ac- The African child ub
the multi-tribal groups prevail in different tribal groups, all speak• in the
is a serious, disturb the teaching routines
in
Delta
NiProvince
es of Nigerian life. Ilowever, it trip to Paris.
of Nigeria customed to learning
the Delta a nd (—''.",
'
'"11i2i t"
long passag- frightened being generally when aerian schools. All Nigerian Gus.. seems imperative
' ing different languages Iht3''
in
'thanks to all who helped to make es
that
steps
7imbo,
accompanied by 3 vetwithout the slightest idea of taken out of his natural environUrbotio. ljaw. Dint, this
and rituals can be seen almost rube.
ernment holidays and British boll- should be taken to tighten no the erinarian, wan being flown to New
possible. This need could be k
every day and nigh' durine the and lbibio. English, however, is duplicated all
teed'
over Southern Xi- awtodh meanings. The boys are good men' which is continuously filled days are observed along with system to prepare students for the York from Fort Lamy, Congo re
year. Many even start at midnight the lingua franca dl the schools in
tinehdaelbeasang
for Prizes with noise and traditional drum Moslem special (lays. At the end great tasks which lie ahead in
eerie and probably will be when
public, by way of Paris. From
and continue until dawn
teams from nearby beating, and dancing. Music in the of each six-week period
Southern Nigeria. The children are Nigerian teachers themselves
•eams
are schoole.
there is a developing Nigeria into a ranking New York, the animal was shipped
Juju shrines are prevalent here apt and racer to learn. They alThe girls. whose number school gave them some
awakened to their own need for
emotional four-day holiday; at the end of ev- nation in this atomie age.
to Washington by train.
and most compounds base some ways paid strict attention when such.
At the moment. education to
form of protective shrine at its told them of the outside world. In
them largely means only to he'
sAINATINE use' Osa
entrance. The many tribes regard teaching English composition to
%Ø%DM'y SON SnE...ENERsioMVS INFRA OP
ChOIN'
OASS'E.R..
come proficient in reading, writ•
AROUND "(ELM
cacti other with susnieion nee din- children where there ;e so
EVE.RVISOLN
LOOKED LtKE :HZOCV•••
Oil 1NE t21610-141.1b
little In ins, and arithmetic, literally speak,
101 WIFE LooKS t.‘KE TRucK •
trust, therefore a foreigner living inspire ideas, the difficulty *rises ing.
I Was...
among them meets only cold. in- when explanations are needed tor OFTEN BAFFLED
different stares from the natives all subject matter. The English In composition
writing assign who somehow feel that the etrang- text books are supposed to be writ- mends I was
often baffled because
em sas COMP to take something ten for pupils in West Africa by of the unfamiliarity of
the subject
from them
English authors. However, they matter to the children The subAmidst thin setting in theseteam- contain no material which includes ject of "electrical
appliances" was
ing, hot tropical forest of West African scenes, veeetatian
or an example of this. Electricity
Africa 1 started teach)-'' lenelish. animals. Therefore, when the corn- was installed at Sapele
by the
literature an music at Zik's Acad. position is about the mum. or United African Company only
*my Sept. ft 1905. At that time the beayers, or strawberries, so much three years ago, and to the
chilschool had an enrollment of 200 detliiled description is needed that dren its uses are limited to
lightboys and two girl.. many of chum I found it a grand opportunity to ing, radio, and playing
phonostayed in the host's.. The building instill the habit -of using the libra• graph records. This particular
aswas a !nag one story, compound ry
signment stressed punctuation and
styled stricture with corrugated However. until the term begin- all the appliances came in e
a
tree roof and wooden shutters. nine January. 1959. there was no comma in the
center — washing,
PAN *lama ware in session at one library. From the start I recog- machine;
electric, iron; vacuum,
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By FRANK L STANLEY

L. P. PAIJAIR, JR, lellter end General Monitor

ARITIA J. POLE, arsulebbsu

MeN41100

LOUISVILLE. Ky. -- Omer Car- erintendent for faulty judgment
michael, Louisville superintendent and unnecessary reluctance to
of schools, who has often been a achieve the whole job of school
Setissdestee one: One year. 85; ii. sowootits. $3.50. 12-yeer speelel 3ebser4etlea itat• $101
subject in this column, is again desegregation, we believe he kept
The Tri-State Defender Dees Not Tokio Reseeesibility ter essolleltisil Mesurssriet• lir Photos.
capturing headlines across the na- an open mind on the subject and
tion. This time his news value has learned differently.
Published Iran Thursday by tits Tri-Stete Deteadet Publiskial C. littered ea Somme
lies in the fact that belatedly he Technically, Louisville's corps of
has undertaken his promised de- Negro teachers is virtually the
Class Meet., et the Memphis Pest Office Metals 20. 1032. Wolk, Aft et Marsh 2, IMP
segregation second step — inte- same as 1956 with a couple of reSERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THI TRI-STATE ARIA
gration of Negro teachers.
tirements, deaths and additions.
More than this Mr. Carmichael Some of these same teachers who
has come to know that many of were deemed inferior to whites
his fears and evaluations of Negro now have been rightfully integratscholarship and competency were ed.
not typical of today's students and If integrated on competency
alone, local Negro teachers will
teachers.
Good administrator that he is, grow. This basic trend was pointTheologians on the whole are endowed there. He went far beyond the constitution- the superintendent now defines im• ed out in the Louisville Defender
with the gift of self- expression so facile al scope of the 14th Amendment when he provement ,n Negro scholarship as 1958 study of integrated teachers
"significant" and teacher compe- in 20 cities which showed that
that often it overpowers the hearer. But argued that the "struggle for first class tency
"Wherever integrated the Negro
as "good."
eloquence
or
their
cultivatcitizenship
the theologians'
does not involve the right to On the Matter of Negro scholar- teacher not only increases in numed tongue is not always wrapped in the gar- worship in a church that has a tradition of ship, Mr. Carmichael says: "The ber but in rank."
achievement of Negro children in This is further substantiated in
ment of logic even when they summon meta- racial segregation or discrimination." This the
first two years of the desegre- the very recent report of the U.S.
physics to sustain their pious conclusions. sounds like a plea for separation of the gation program as measured by Commission on Civil Rights which
special
tests has increased in an states "However, in large cities
The Rev. Dr. J. H. Jackson, President of races in order to preserve the identity of the
am-um which sti.tisticians would with heavy concentration of Nebelongs
to
Negro
National
Baptist
Convention,
church.
the
say is significant. While this was gro population, the Negro teacher
"No American Negro," he said, "has the happening to the Negro children, not only usually finds employment,
the school of religious thinkers whose fluency of diction blurs their objectives. Because right under the laws of our land to seek to the white children did not slip but may become increasingly useful as integration of teaching
back, but improved too. . ."
the good Doctor insists on reaching conclu- force himself upon a congregation of white
When asked during a recent lo- staffs proceeds." Mr. Carmichael
sions that negate his own premise, we are Christians who do not invite or welcome cal television interview if the tok- said as much in his television interview and Louisvillians generalhis membership among them. He who seeks en ..Accretion of Negro teacher. ly
constrained to take issue with him.
expect no less as they have inworks would it mean more NeThere were, nevertheless, some magnifi- church membership for racial reasons is groes would be assigned to mixed dicated in current community accent passages in his annual address before just as unChriatian as those who deny him faculties — Mr. Carmichael re- ceptance of teacher integration.
the Seventy-Ninth session of the National membership for racial reasons. . . . It is plied, "We know it's going to work Every writer has the dual re—it is working now And from sponsibility of praising or criticizBaptist Convention that met in San Fran- both unChristian and unfair to seek to force now on we will hire teachers on ing when each is due. We, thereourselves upon others and to enjoy the their competence and assign them fore, commend Mr. Carmichael
cisco a few weeks ago.
they are needed."
for taking the second necessary
His exhortation to continue the mighty fruits of their sacrifices and labor without where
This is a long stride from the step — teacher integration — and
struggle for first class citizenship; his coun- a willingness to pay the price."
position Mr. Carmichael assumed supporting the rightness of his dc.
sel of obedience to established legal sancContinuing his admonition, Dr. Jackson previously when he openly label- cision with forthright public utterled Negro teachers as being "emo- ances. At the same time we look
tions; his faith in constitutional provisions thundered, "A person who has resolved to tionally unqualified" to teach
forward to interracial principaland the promises of the Bill of Rights; his take out a weekly twenty-five cent share white students.
ships and departmental supervisAlthough
we
criticized
our
supors
appointed.
Insistence on universal suffrage as the in- in the kingdom of God has no business de-

Dr. Jackson's Idea Of Struggle

••

• •alienable right of all citizens; his awareness

of the individual's civic responsibility in the
choice of public officials; his belief in making common cause with labor to combat injustices and exploitation; and, finally, his
conviction that artificial impediments
athwart the path to learning must be removed—are pronouncements that give warrant of a statesmanship of the highest
order.
But when Dr. Jackson abandoned this
line of rational, positive thinking and ventured unhesitatingly into an area in which
Is brought a kind of "Munich" compromise
to burning social issues, as much as we admire and respect him we have to dissent
from his thesis.
He said "the struggle for first class citizenship is not a struggle for so-called race
mixing." This superfluous explanation is
obviously intended to soothe the tempers of
the Southern racists whose stock-in-trade
argument has been and continues to be that
racial mixing and eventual bastardization
of the white race will be the fruit of the
guarantees of full citizenship to Negroes.
The learned Dr. Jackson didn't stop

•

LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week

siring to join a million clonal church and
Cousin Minnie Lays A Hype—
to walk on plush carpets and sit in cushion"When an emergency becomes who are not married denied their to feed, clothe, and hairdress her
ed pews and to gaze at stained glass wina habit, that is carrying emergen- kinship, few people would be re- as well, women sure cal wend
dows and to listen to a minister whose salalated in this world. To some folks lot of money on beauty parlors.
cies too far," said Simple.
ry is thirty thousand dollars a year."
you a marriage license is too much "Why did not the good Lord dive
"What emergency are
speaking of?" I asked my friend trouble to get. And sometimes all women the kind of hair that
These views are wholly incompatible
they can't wait that long. I do not do not need to be pressed? Else
of the beer glass.
with our present social climate and are much
hold her parents against Minnie why did He not bring African
'Borrowing money,„ said SimNEW YORK — High school par percent of the eligible students
nohow. She come into this world styles to America a long time beat variance with the essence and meaning ticipation and student enrollment
ple.
Lven more encouraging was the
about the same time I did down tore the Moslems just now got
of Christian fellowship. The advocacy of in driver education courses in the fact that half of the public high 'And of whom are you speak- in Virginia. I played with her as hold of them? Moslems do not beUnited States reached a new peak
ing?" I inquired.
a child. Everybody says she is lieve in straightening hair. Neither
voluntary ostracism at whatever level of in
the past school year, according schools of the nation offered cours- "My Cousin Minnie."
my cousin, and I take for granted do I. It costs too much money.
relationship is an insufferable concession to the report of the 12th annual es meeting the highest national
"Is she annoying you again?" she is. Still and yet, she do not Minnie could easy pay her rent
These
top
courses
Award
standards.
Program
sponsored
by
the
to blind prejudice. It is a search for underhave to borrow from me every last week with what she spent getAssociation of Casualty and Sure- reached more than 760,000 students "Worrying me would be a better time she turns around. I am no tins a gold streak put in her hair
standing founded on caste. It is the old and ty Companies.
in the past year, a gain of ap- way of putting it," said Simple. bank. When Minnie come up here after it were denaturalized."
repudiated Booker Washington's concept "Despite the unwarranted at- proximately n percent over the "If I did not like Minnie, I would
not be worried. But people you to Harlem looking for freedom, "Do you begrudge a woman her
that the races should be separated socially. tacks on driver education as a previous record.
like who are worrisome are the she must have thought that was beauty rites?"
course, 12,278 of the nation's In no sense a "ccuitest," t b • most worrisome kind of peoples my name, I told her in the begin- "When A is a man has to pay
Theologians have a responsibility that 'frill'
public high schools offered the award program was designed to of all.
The only thing wrong with ning I was not named Freedom, for them right., yes," said slop •
transcends religious ethics and Christian course and enrolled 1,338,246 stu- encourage and recognize states Cousin
Minnie is that she wants my home by itself was not the pie. "After Minnie speeds her molar
maintain
educafervor; they have the responsibility to speak dents," pointed out Dr. Virgil Rog- which attain and
to live off of everybody else. min- North, and my wife did not lee, ey on beauty parlors, numbers,ers, Dean of the College of Edu- tion courses meeting national stan- bnoield,issobigw,hystrong, healthy
in-laws — even if Minnie is an Lloyd Price records, and double
shehaveand
to out-law."
with candor and clarity on great public ques- cation, Syracuse university, who dards in at least 60 percent of
scotches, then comes running te
should
tions that cling to the hearts of the people. served as chairman of a board of their high schools and enroll at make a habit of borrowing from "Go ahead and lend your Cousin me for twenty dollars to pay her
least 50 percent of the eligible me everytime she sees rne in Minnie a couple of bucks," I said, rent, I say, NO! — with a capital
Dr. Jackson has missed s superb opportuni- judges in the award program.
N — period!"
"For
in achiev. pupils. Recognition is also given this bar? And I am married, too." "It won't hurt you."
ty to help the Negro people achieve unity ing a highcommendation
level of driver education cases of marked advance over the "Doesn't Minnie have a job?" ,, "I do not have it," said Simple. "What a cousin you are! You
And a couple of bucks would not had just as well not be related to
in thought and action. He has allowed him- activity or making exceptional previous year. In the current list
of Awards the states of Delaware, "Not if she can help it," said buy Minnie a good drink, nohow. the poor woman."
the
self to become enmeshed on the wrong horn ro ess d
North Carolina and Utah qualified Simple. She does not believe in Minnie wants tweety dollars to "I had nothing to do with the •
year, our board was delighted to
live and let live — earning her pay her rent."
of a great social issue which has transform- approve
for both citations.
relating in the beginning," said
achievement awards for
own living and letting other peo- "Oh," I said.
Simple. "When I come into the
ed him into a controversial figure rather the states of Delaware, Iowa, Kan- NEW SPONSOR
pie earn theirs. She wants them "Oh, is right," said Simple. "I world, Minnie were about due
sas, Massachusetts, Michigan, This is the final year in which to earn her living, too. That I re- love my
than an undisputed leader.
playmate, Minnie, but I here, too, and arrived shortly aft.

Driver Courses
Reach New Peak

North Carolina and Utah and pro- the award program will be spon- fuse to do. She is only an out- wonder do she love me—when
she er. So it must have been the
gress awards for Delaware, New sored by the Association of Casual- cousin of mine, anyhow—not by asks me to upset my budget
that Lord's will that we be cousins."
Jersey, North Carolina, Utah and ty and Surety Companies, the ac- marriage."
a way. Minnie must have a lull "And it is His will that she dethe District of Columbia," Dr. tivity being taken over by the new "Blood is thicker than mar- between boy friends. Most in gen- ponds on
you for help." I added.
Insurance Institute for Highway riage," I said.
Rogers said.
erally, she can get some old Ne- "Oh, Lord!" said Simple, "INSafety at Washington, D. C., com- "True," said Simple. "If all gmo not only to pay her rent
RECOGNIZED MEDIUM
but liver me from evil!"
prising the entire casualty insurW. Wilson White's resignation as AsThe third cue involves the state of The award program is the me- ance
industry.
sistant Attorney General in charge of the Louisiana which prevented the Civil Rights dium recognized by the White Attractive award plaques will he
House Conference on Highway Saf- presented to the governors of the
Justice Department's Civil Rights Division, Commission from holding hearings there. ety and the president's Committee
This case is pending before a three-judge for Traffic Safety as the annual qualifying states by representstives of the new Institute. The crecame curiously following the denial by Mr.
Federal court. None of them is directly con- measurement of driver education ation of the Institute has brought
White that his Department had dragged iti
progress, a keystone in the nation.
together, for the first time, the tocerned with civil rights denial'.
al highway safety program. The
heels in upholding the 1957 Civil Rights
In defending its inactivity or lack of leport for the school year 1058-59 tal resources of stock, mutual and
independent casualty insurance
Act.
speedy action, the Division produced a covered 49 states and the Die- companies to concentrate in field
trict of Columbia.
The Civil Rights Division got a severe mountain of
assistance to state and local offiso-called "technical" difficul- Total
figures disclosed that 63 cials and public support organiza- LAGOS, Nigeria — The English noyed."
drubbing from both the Civil Rights Com- ties
"jam jar," his favorite tavern or
which have justification only in the percent of the public high schools tions for the development and op. language
is coming close to being If you wish to cancel an appoint- pub is his ''rubbety dub" and his
mission, which was created under the Act, presumption
in
the
United
States had a driver eration of highway safety pro- a universal language, but many
that they bear sufficient legal
ment you "scrub" it and if the girl friend is always a "bird."
edueation course and reached 67.7 grams and projects.
and Representative John Dingell (D) of weight to prevent
who claim it as their mother ton- bum is "annoyed" by your action The Nigerians in speaking their
remedial action.
gue still have trouble understand- you "couldn't, of course, care vernacular languages, Yoruba,
Michigan. They criticized the Division for
One of the common excuses was inavaling one another. Even in America less." When you dine out and ask lbo, Hausa, etc., often intersperse
Its glaring failure to carry out with dispatch ability of corroborative
the differences in drawls and comwitnesses or failure
for dessert at the end of your their speech with English words
and effectiveness the full burden of its re- of complainants either to appear or to make
mon phrases are conspicuous.
meal, you may never get it until and phrases. You listen to a cousponsibility.
Here in British West Africa the you insist upon a "sweet" or "aft- ple of Nigerian chaps in a serious
proper identification of persons who had inEnglish comes direct from London, ers." If you should ask for fresh conversation in Yoruba, for inThe Commission made it a point to make fringed upon their civil rights.
but the language has been influ- fruit, you will get it too, apples, stance, and every few seconds in
enced by the "African personal- pears, bananas, grapes, etc., on a the middle of the fast discourse,
Its critical observations of the Civil Rights
It is reasonable to assume that if these
ity." For instance, a "been-to" big tray along with a plate and one may blurt out "certainly" in
Division an integral part of its formal re- were bona fide grounds and not pure fabriis a person who has been to the knife to help you skin or peel the perfect English. If you don't import to President Eisenhower.
United States or to England. Ev- "ruddy" stuff.
cations, the Civil Rights Commission, whose
derstand it, the British would say,
ery meal is "chop" and every
"you haven't got a clue."
Out of twenty-two cases of provable vio- membership comprised a number of rabid
United
Press
Peter
Lynch
of
the
man's backyard is a "compound."
lations that were investigated by special Southerners, would not have gone out of its
The jungle is the "bush" and a International news service who is
here in Lagoa at work on a new
refrigerator is a "frig."
agents of the Justice Department and later way to be critical of the Justice Department.
The Africans, of course, have African news agency which we
certified by them for appropriate legal acSeeing that his position was untenable
adopted all of the British idiomat- hope to gett going soon has given 1111111111111111e1111111111ellen1111111111111111111111111111111110
tion as provided by the Civil Rights Act, and his defense ineffectual, Mr. White, it
ic terms and the elevators are all me some words and phrases he
only three actually reached the courts. Two appears, quickly found the only exit he
"lifts" and the first floor of a picked up in London.
building would be our second floor. The British never miss a bus,
of these are now before the Supreme Court could have used under the circumstances:
They call the first floor the they "lose" it. When a person is Dear Editor: We want to thank
of the United States and are known as the resignation. And President Eisenhower
"ground floor." In these parte a ill he is "queer" and he stays at you so much for keeping our orEuropean means any white per- home to watch the "telley," TV, ganization, The Westside Civic ImGeorgia and Alabama suits. The first ques- wasted no time in accommodating him, with
son
regardless of origin.
which he bought on the "never- provement Association, before the
tions the constitutionality of the Act, the the customary "regret" that administrative
A popular British phrase to ex- never" or the installment plan. eyes of the public.
second challenges its scope.
etiquette requires.
press indifference to anything is The most popular British toasts Our work, I hope will be of
as follows: "I couldn't care less." are "cheers" and one with a Scot- greater civic improvement, and
left expressing shock and disgust
Instead of using okay as we do, tish origin, "here's looking up your help this city as a whole.
She said she was sure the colthe British say "fair enough." kilt." A shilling is most often call- We should keep alive the Mack
lection of "vile, vicious and filthy"
The adjectives and adverbs that ed a "bob" and if it falls out of Charles Parker case in view of the
are popular with the British may your pocket and is lost it has Approaching month of November
material would strengthen t h e
sound strange to us also. A thrill- "gone down the drain." You never when Gov. Coleman of Miss, is
women's determination to do eving spectacle is always "smash- bet on a horse, you "do it."
supposed to present the FBI evierything In their power to help
ing" and an object of disgust, like According to Lynch the cockney dence to a Miseissippi jury. —
clean up the mails.
a balky automobile, may be re- on the south side of London has a Leslie Word.
Scattered throughout the collecferred to as the "flipping car." An rhyming type slang which baffles
PATRICIA
By
WIGGINS
new determination to strengthen tion were printed placards carryordinary guy is usually a "bloke" many of the English. A glass of
WASHINGTON — (UPD—Post- his campaign.
and quite often a "chap."
water becomes a "jug of mother
ing statements Summerfield ha s
Dear Editor: If there were any
master General Arthur Summer- The some 100 be-furred and be- made in his fight for stronger legIf you want to tell a "bloke"
daughter" and a beer is a hope of a just peace, it would be
to get his foot off yor chair you and
field has used the "shock" treat- jewelled members of the federatrain is the "wind criminal to delay President Eisen.
"pig's
ear,"
a
islation
against
smut
peddlers.
ment to recruit more support for tion's board of directors were
would refer to the foot in the fol.
and rain" and a taxicab is a bower's trip to Moscow just to
his fight against mail-ordei ob- shown the locked-door collection One collection of nude photolowing terms according to your de•
scenity.
Thursday just after they had tea graphs carried a sign sa ying
gree of annoyance. It might be a "smash and grab." A man never please his grandchildren. Because
Officials of the General Feder- at the White House with Mrs. "some may consider art nudes oh.
"bloody" foot, a "flipping" foot or goes upstairs to bed, but "up the there is no such hope, our prob.'
a "ruddy foot," the latter being apple and pears to the flea pit." hem is not how to drag out the
*don of Women's Clubs viewed Mamie Eisenhower.
scene, . .the courts do not. . .chilSummerfteld's collection of por- The women were in a sociable dren should not see art nudes."
mildest of the three. Incidentally, The cockney's wife is always the talks hut how to be sore to keep
nography culled from the mails mood when they arrived at the
"Dreadful," commented
one'A gleam in Isis eye? He's toe old! That's the sun reflecting one is rarefy ever mad about "ball and chain," his suit is his our powder and our missiles dry. on his lifecalst"
and cams away with apparent Post Office Department. But they woman.
anything but he is very often "an- "bag and fruit," his car is his —Aired Kohlberg,

The Resignation Of Wilson White

LOUIS MARTIN
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43 Years' Achievement

Fellowship Keynote As Lincoln Dentists Seat New. Slate

• IN BEAUTY AND ELEGANCE the Lincoln Dental
Society recently marked its 43rd anniversary in impressive, yet warmingly intimate ceremonies in the exclusively select atmosphere of the internationally renowned
Bismarck hotel in downtown Chicago. The youthful and
distinguished Dr. Clifton 0. Dummett, chief of dental

service, Veterans Administration hospital, Tuskegee Institute, Ala. (left), was guest speaker. A portion of the
illustrious gathering around him include Dr. Audley M.
Mackel, Mrs. Makel, Mrs. Jesse Miller, Mrs. William H.
Benson, Dr. Benson, award recipient and Illinois State
vice president, National Dental Association.

• ANOTHER PORTION of the speakers table with its list of prominent
personalities paced by individuals high in civic and political circles includes Mrs. Mack C. Tanner, State Rep. Corneal A. Davis, Dr. Charles E.
Williams, past president of the National Dental Association, host group;
Dr. Elliott C. Small and Mrs. Small. Responsible for the overwhelming
success of the lavish and brilliant fete were Dr. Ellis C. Reed, chairman;
Drs. D. L. Claiborne, G. E. Behn, G. W. Smith and E. A. Lights.

•

•

• BRAVO, AND A hearty personal wish for more laurels to come are
extended as Dr. Maurice R. Hebert entertains the honored guest and
principal speaker with a witty aside. Congratulations were in order and
Mrs. Hebert (2nd from left) shares the pleasantries with Dr. Dummett
and Mrs. Clifton 0. Dummett.
:.••••

• "FOR A JOB extraordinarily accomplished the praise was resounding. Entertainment committee members modestly accept the sincere congratulations of (from left) Mrs. Nelson C. Jefferson, Dr. Jefferson; Mrs.
Ellis C. Reed, Dr. Daniel L. Claiborne, Mrs. Claiborne and Dr. Reed. The

well arranged program was spearheaded by Dr. William J. Walker, who
also served as master of ceremonies. A social highlight of the early Fall
season, the occasion also officially installed Dr. James C. Wallace jr.,
president.

•

•

• ONE OF THE resplendent affairs of the season the Lincoln Dental
Society's 43rd installation banquet drew from professional, educational
and top drawer circles to observe its years of contributions of services.
Hearty camearaderi prevailed as sponsors and their guests fraternized
In fashionable array as is attested to by this photo. Guests at one of the

installation dinner tables are (from left clockwise) Miss Charlie Belle
Lewis, Mrs. Clifford Doyle, Dr. Doyle, George S. Ilarris, president, National Real Estate Brokers Association; Dempsey J. Travis, president,
Dearborn Realty Board; Atty. James D. Cross, vice president, Cook
County Bar Association; Mrs. Cathryn Feagan and Mrs. Ella 0. Lucas.

• "GO WITH GOD" is the sincere wish of Dr. Mack C. Tanner, retiring
president of the Lincoln Dental Society (third from right) as he turns
over the gavel of office to the incoming president, Dr. James C. Wallace
jr. Mrs: Wallace (left) beams with pride during auspicious moment. Mrs.
Tanner (right) also recalls with pride the distinguished tenure of her
husband. (Story inside; photos by Rhoden).

•
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The People Speak

MRS. CLAUDETTE Collier
"No. I think the Negroes should
have more than one day at the
fairgrounds and MO and the
other places. When I say more
than one day I don't just mean
to give them (Negroes) two
or three days, hut .hrl should
be able to go to any of these
las supported instit.•liqns any
day they feel like It."

HERMAN REECE: "No. I don't
think any Negro should go. I've
been living in Memphis for over
211 of my 64 years and I've never
slipped below my dignity to allow
myself to be caught in any of
those places. I think it's a
shame that Negroes have te undergo such practices,"

MAURICE HULBERT: "No! Emphatically no! I have never been
to the zoo or any of the other
city owned establishments because of this thing. It's definitely
wrong and I think the other pets.
pie. including the people responsible for it, should realize that."

MRS. IRA RAGLAND: "No! No!
No! I've never been and I'm not
going as long as we have a 'special day.' I think all other Negroes
in Memphis should get together
and stay away from these places,
or find some way to show t h e
Park people that we don't like
these rules one bit."

who
y Fall

e jr.,

CHALMERS DEMPSEY: '1 feel
about it the way that all Negroes
should feel about these places. De.
finitely not. Why go to someplace
where you're going to be looked
down on? It just doesn't make
sense. No, I've never been on any
special day and I don't intend to
go o any special day."

GEORGE DOUGLASS: "No. —
Heck No! The Negroes that go
to these places on 'their' day have
no sense. Negroes should wake up
and see that going to these places
is doing them more harm than
good. I wouldn't even go to these
Places if they gave me two or
three days because it would still he
wrong. And the Negroes that do go
should get a little more sense and
stay away."

, MUSEUM

Staff Photos By Hardin
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Melrose
Review
By ELTON GATEWOOD
Hello guys and dolls. This Is
your ever-wonderful guest writer
Lyn Bumpus bringing to you livies
jive popping around a little place
with a whole lotta happenings. Do
Light, dry (not too sweet),
you dig? Let's start off, Confireduced in calories.
dentially.
Today's Pepsi reiresigs
I'm a senior and reside with par
without filling.
ents at 2383 Douglass ave. My
hobby is socializing and my island
is "51." I am a member of such
organizations as the Pop Squad
Dramatic club, Annual, Library
Buzzer Staff and was recently apCLEVELAND VISITORS
the praises of their hosts and their
pointed reporter of the Senior Class
'Our Town' has broken out with friends, looking forward to seeing
by
the Class Prexy. My license
them
Cleveland,
in
but
soon!
parties
stellar
rash
veritable
of
a
— no — well we won't bother about
and dances . . • all part and par- CHILDREN
that. Now on the happenings.
cel of the gala season which was A well-deserving charity fashion
SWINGS:
predicted some time back. And show will be sponsored by Color
If not "too late" I'll translate to
with two charming and engag- ed Case Committee of Children's
you some of the broken language
ing couples visiting from Cleve- Bureau . . . with all receipts ear
being spoken around the campus.
land, Ohio, recently the red car- marked for the Committee's SpeI don't guess it'll be like "Poison
pet of hospitality for which Mem- cial needs, Fund, through which
Ivy" to you.
phians are noted came to the Christmas gifts, dental care, etc.,
"The Angles Listen In," unfore in behalf of Mr. and Mrs. are provided children for whom
doubtedly, for a miracle finally
Harvey Atkins, parents of Dr. Le- the Bureau provides care in foster
happened to Barbara McKissack.
land Atkins, and Mr. and Mrs. homes. Slated for Friday, Oct.
Everyone's talking about the
Alonzo Wright, who were the 16, at 8 p. m., at the Abe Scharff
"bad
girl" Patt Young has been
guests of Dr. and Mrs. Atkins at YMCA auditorium on Lauderdale
and t he punishment she's receivtheir distinctive ranch home on at., the show's theme is '-'Back CERAMIC MAKER
Mrs.
that would fit appropriately
ing. Ann Williams, is it true what
much of her sparkling origln•
South Parkway a fortnight ago. to School in Fall Fashions." InMary Beal shows off one of
on anyone's wall. Quite talentthey say about you telling George
al pieces at her gift shop, 399
Cleveland's Chamber of Commerce dividuals, social, civic and religher prized possessions, a
Milan, "Hole Me Tight." Vera
ed in the art of making
Linden. (Staff Piz by Geo.
could not have sent a better pair ious groups are urged to support
ceramic figure of a dancer
Hale, I hope "Everything Will Be
ceramics, Mrs. Beal sells
Hardin)
•
of emissaries as representatives the effort by cooperating in acAlright" with you and Cleveland
of their city's forward sense of cepting responsibility fo rtickets
Cox, Arthur Hull's "Secret Loves"
enterprise and social aplomb. Mr. which are being distributed or to
are
out, I'll fix you up with DeAtkins who is in the city council, participate in donations of their
lose Prudy.
brought a glowing citation from own choosing.
Kenneth Cox told me you broke
the Mayor of the City of Cleve- Mrs. Thelma
Davidson, chairman
your leg right after saying you
land to Dr. Atkins commemorat- of the Colored
Case Committee, is
were
"Gonna Get Married," don't
ing his admittance as a fellow in in charge of
models . . . Miss
you think you're too young?
the American College of Physi- Gwen
Feathersttotnt is the fashion
cians and Surgeons. Mr. Wright, show's
Floice McKnight, school me on
general chairman and the
a renown tycoon in finance cat- narrator
By BURLEIGH HINES, JR.
BACK TO MEMPHIS
When she got back to Memphis the jive you and Joanne Ingram
will be well-known
tle raising and hotel interests, and Miss Harry Mae
are
getting cross won't you? Joe
Simons, principal As most Memphis already Only when her mother became 'she went to night classes in Cehis wife have been world travel- of Magnolia School.
Smith, is it true a certain "Fox"
Tickets ($1.00 knows, Mrs. Mary Beale is a ill did Mrs. Beal give up the life ramics at a shop called Elizaers for more than 20 years, having for adults,
50 cents for children) woman who believes in getting of a Detroiter and come to her beth's. As a result of hard work. at BTW (J. M.) has your nose
open?
visited every continent except and other information
may be pro- things done. So when she got in- native home of Memphis. She study and peserverance, a year
Australia; and they are quite at cured by telephoning
Mrs. David- terested in Ceramics and decided quickly reendoctrinated her self ago she incorporated into her gift Dorothy Taylor, is Elmo Shipp
home, and have the acquaintance son at JA
3-1688; or Miss Feather- to add it to her repetoir of things with the jewel of the Mississippi shop her own specially made the boy with the "High School
of VIP's, in the major capitals of stone
Sweater" or is that some more
at BR 6.5729 or JA 5-1715. manufactured and sold in her gift and set up a little gift, shop which ceramics.
the world.
shop at 399 Linden, it took only she has continued to-ttfis day.
This process,she says, takes of my business as Vivian Shipp
DOCTOR MALLORY
These two interesting men and Dr.
short while for her wish to be She said she became interested about three days. First the slip would say about James Bumpus?
Arenia C. Mallory, president a
in making her own Ceramics is poured into the mold, shaped, Wonder what's in the mind of
their lovely wives captured the of
the Saints Industrial school at realized. For now she makes and
about five years ago during one cleaned up and washed. Then it Willie Dandridge and Donald Mithearts of everyone they met . .
Lexington, Miss, and national glazes her own ceramic vases,
of
so, friends and kin of the Atkins'
her visits to California a n d is painted with either underglaze chell? Not even I know that,
president of the Federated Clubs urns and what have you right
Mexico. She had sold Ceramics or glaze. It is then fired into a do you, Barbara Mull?
were delighted to shower courtesy. of
Negro Women was the guest in the confines of her own estabin her gift shop but they were special oven called a kiln f o r JUNIOR CLASS
Dr. and Mrs. Atkins entertained
speaker at Pentecostal Temple's lishment. And what's more, she's
the kind she bought after some- about five hours, glazed again
with a bautiful cocktail party at
annual Women's Day, Sun., Sep- quite an accomplished hand at it.
body else had made them. She and then fired for another five The Junior class is endeavoring
their home on Thursday before
[ember 27. Introducted by Mrs. A native of Memphis, the lovein every way to keep up scholasthought,
while looking at the pot- hours. For gold glazipg the clay
last complimenting their J. 0.
Mid-South
the
from
lady
young
tically as well as socially. Let's
Patterson, general chairman ly
guests . . including Mrs. Floyd of the
has always been filled with the tery makers spinning and weaving is fired three times instead of take a
look at the Junior Top Ten.
celebratioin, Dr. Mallory deidea of doing something useful beautiful ceramics out on the two. When that's done, a beauCampbell, Mrs. H. Cash, Mrs. G. livered
an outstanding address
coast, "why can't I do that my- tiful piece of Pottery is usually GIRLS
with time.
Armstrong, Mrs. V. Thompson of entitled,
-The Family and its DuGlare Smith, Margaret Sher.
the end result„,
She was graduated from St. self?"
Los Angeles, Calif.; the J. Brink- ties to
Society," to a capacity au- Augustine some years back and Why indeed! So she watched At this
moment she is In the rod, Shirley Jeans, Carol Doxey,
leys, the. U. Phillipses, Sr., the .1. thence.
studied
she
and
and she figured middle of preparing a gift show. Arnett Hill, Juennie Briscoe, Dorlit out for Wayne University in
Outlaws, Mr. and Mrs. Peter M. Among the
distinguished citizens Detroit. Falling in love with the this was for her. It looked easy, You can bet that in
this show there othy Taylor, Joyce Berry, Rita
'Jones, Dr. and Mrs,, C. S. Jones, present
was Bishop C. H. Ma- motor city she stepped o u t of interesting and to top it off, it was will be an
abundant of those beau- Wilks, and Lorine Henry.
Dr. Julian Kelso, 3Dr. and Mrs. son,
founder of the Church of God school
and settled down in Detroit cheaper than buying the finished tiful pieces of pottery that Mrs.
A. T. Martin, Mrs. Marie L. Ad- in Christ, to whom
Dr. Mallory for a 12 year stay.
product.
Beal made herself,
ams, and Mrs. Russell Sugarmon, gave credit
place some more wins on the line.
for the inspiration of
ar., Jesse D. Springer, Mr. and her endeavors.
Other home games for the season
Also attending were tivities of our city.
Mrs. Caffrey Bartholomew, Miss representative
are
Mississippi Industrial college
s of many of Mem- Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Spelght, Sr.,
Ida Mae MOW, Reginald .Mor- phis',
on Oct. 3, Xavier university on
Federated Clubs. Special will leave Friday for a vacation at
ris, Dr. Ildd 19h.d. W. 0. Spelght, guests were
Oct. 24 and Fisk university on
introduced by Mrs. Daytona Beach, Fla., with daughCr., A. B. Owens, jr., Atty. and
Nov. 7, which is homecoming. All
Leland Atkins, one of Bishop Ma- ter Marion N. Spreight, head BeMrs. A. A. Letting, Mr. and Mrs. son's
are night games with the excep.daughters, another being thune Cookman's foreign language
Mrs. Rubye H. Gadison, Dr. and Mrs.
tion of homecoming. The time set
Patterson,
up
soak
to
there
department
wife
.
.
of
•
Bishop
Mrs. James S. Bvas, William F.
is 2 p.m., at Rothrock stadium
Nabors, Mrs. Adelaide H. Rag- Paterson, pastor of Pentecostal the sunshine , . visit with friends
In Merry's homecoming tilt, the
. . . and to be on hand for the fesland, Mrs. Charlene Dunlap, Dr. Temple.
Hornets will meet Cairo.
tivities surrounding B-C College's
and Mrs. Arthur Flowers, Dr. and MRS. MILES
Mrs. W. W. Gibson, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Charlesteen Miles was the homecoming activities.
first hostess of the current club Helen and C. C. Sawyer are back
Robert S. Lewis, Mrs. B. Carruthers Bland, Miss Jewel Gentry, Mr. year for the SEC bridge clan home following an interesting trip
The school year is well on its Patricia Hampton, treasurer; and
and Mrs. A. Maceo Walker, Dr. at tha lovely Horn Lake Road es- which took them to Chicago, and
Merry high school Rose Louise Brooks, chaplain. The
and Mrs. W. A. Young, Mr. and tate of Ann and Oscar Simp- later to Cleveland, Ohio. . , there way; for at
son Saturday evening, Sept. a.1, to visit with friends — including Vi- the first six week period is now same faculty advisors, Mrs. A. L.
Mrs. W. T. McDaniels, Mrs. John'
with Ann assisting in the serving vian White Bivins . . . who sent being completed. The Student Cooke and V. J. Gilmore, are very
R. Arnold, Dr. and Mrs. H. H.
For the first time science has found
of a menu which was sheer culi- warm greetings to her many Mem- Council which had its beginaing much behind the council in their •new
healing substance with th• asJohnson, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
nary magic ... featuring a turkey• phis friends and former co-work- during the school year of 1951-52 endeavors.
tonishing ability to shrink hemorTarpley, Thaddeus Stokes, Dr. and
rhoids and to relieve pain - without
dinner main course and finish- ers at Manassas High where she Lisa completed its organization
presenting
addition
In
to
the
ofMrs. Frederick Rivers and Dr.
surgery. In case after case, while
ing with a gourmet molded rum was the librarian.
and presented its first program ficers and council to the student gently relieving pain, actual reducand Mrs. W. 0. Speight, jr., and
and pecan vanilla ice c ream Come this Friday night . . . so- on last Friday in the regular as. body, the nine purposes were dis- tion (ahrmkage) took place. Most
.. what with delicious party fare
of all - results were so thormold topped with cherries.
cialites will be headed to the Fla- sembly program. The entire school cussed so that new students might &mating
a perfect host and hostess ...
ough that miffeeeee roads astonishing
suave hifi music . . . congenial Dinner was preceded with a mingo Room, beckoning the pink is represented on the council thru be well aware of what the council statements like "Piles have ceased to
is trying to achieve, for mainly it be a problem!" The secret is a new
friends who donned 'bib and tuck- cocktail hour and followed with swank silver engraved invitations homeroom representatives.
healing substance (Bio-Dyne.)-diser' . . . the affair was indeed one a lively bridge session made more . of the Dinner Club to their Pink The representatives for this year strives to develop a spirit of co covery of • world-famous research
exciting with the high winds of Champagne dancing party . . . are: Cecile Mae Chrisp and Jerron operatic
-.ween faculty and stu- institute.This substance is now availto remember.
able in euppository or ointment form
the tornado which caused havoc in with "milady" requested to wear Dniwiddie, 12-1; May'
H. Phelps dents at ' rry.
The following night, the Atkins' Slid -South
called Preparation H8. At all drug
sectors . . . followed by pink attire. There's a flurry about and Fontella Mallory, 12-2; Annie The first project undertaken I;counters
- money back guarantee.
and Wrights were complimented by the
oh's and abs of boutique priz- town anent the acquiring of "the L. Springfield and Will Shaw,
12-3; this school year is the placing
Miss Jewel Gentry who entertain- es
which went to lucky Louise Pink Gown" for the swank for- Geraldine
a
paper
cup
dispenser
and
cups
Cox
Louise
Rose
and
ed at a supper and dancing party Davis
(fragrant Carnegie Pink mal event. We wonder if there'll Brooks, 11-1; Barbara Davis and in the cafeteria for use with the
at the Flamingo Room after she cologne)
. . Minnie Mae Woods be pink hair, or wigs, to compli-1 James May, 11-2; Patricia Hamp- type of cold water fountain which
had held a meeting of the Mem- a
dreamy pale blue frothy laced ment the event!
ton and Arliss Roth, 11-3; Ange- it houses. The next scheduled asphis chapter of Links' at her home.
unmentionable) . . . and Harriet The following Friday night, Oct. lyn Craft and Robert Chatman, ti,•it: is conducting the "Miss
Her guests at the Flamingo also Davis
(a stunning pink jewelled 16, Les Cheres Andes Club has in- 0-1;
Dwan Gilmore and James Hornet" contest getting ready for
Included the Links and their husearring and pin set . . and a vited guests to their "Night For Ivey, 10-2;
bands
Roy Pirtle and Mary homecoming on Oct. 31. The footJulia
a semi-formal event May, 10-3; Tberisia Womack and fall queen will be chosen by popuMrs. Atkins' sister and brother- tion Hopson's delightful console - Lovers" .
prize (Dorothy Gray's hand- — destined to be a conversation Glenn Vaulx, 10-4; Richard
In.law, Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. bag
Brooks lar vote with the polls conducted
dispenser of bewitching liquid piece too, if the theme has real and Jerry Neal, 9-1; Eleanor by the council.
Lewis were hosts at another beausoap and hand lotion. Enjoying
the meaning!
Grines and Delores Perine, 9-2; Those who serve on the council
tiful party at their distinctive
ively shennanigans were
apartment at Vance ave., on SatAlma Last week saw Johnny and Mary Patricia Merry and Johnny B have exceptional scholastic abiliBooth,
Louise
ties as well as being all around
Chandler of 923 Olympic Seals, 9-4; Wilma Wright and
Bernice Williams, Harriette
urday night complimenting the
Wil.
students. One requirement is a
Cleveland visitors. There, their ex- Walker, Marion Pride, Ann Reba at., entertaining their little daugh- ham Murray, 9-3,
Twigg, Juanita Arnold, Melba
Felicia
ter,
her
on
birthday.
"B"
5th
average.
pansive bar and game room and
BrisMary Ann Gilstrap, a member
Its adjoining colorful family room coe, Mildred Crawford and "yours And to make the party one to be of 12-1 homeroom class was named SPORTS CHECK
truly."
cherished
Two
forever
scores
.
games were won by Jackwas the scene of more gaiety and
as president last Spring by popuof Felicia's friends were invited.
son teams last week. The Marry
conviviality . . . made all the TELEVISED AKA'S
lar
student
vote.
Other
officers
more interesting with Dr. and A capacity group of graduate The backyard was decorated with serving with her are: Barbara High Green Hornets went to PaMrs. Price telling of their trip AKA's treked to Lelia Walker all colors and shapes of balloons Davis, first vice president; Ange- d- h, Ky., and brought the
abroad this past summer, and the Clubhouse last Saturday evening . . . the table lovely with a yellow lyn Craft, second vice; Johnny B. bacon home on last Friday. FootWright' giving their views of for- for the fun -filled hospitality of birthday cake, matching the little Seals, third vice; Fontells Mallory, ball fans here saw a thriller of a
game on Saturday nigt when the
eign mores, people and famed his- members Ann Benson, Edna Swing- honoree's yellow party dress. secretary; Mary
May, asst.
toric spots. Mrs. Lewis was tres ler. Fay Parker, Frances Johnson Games and refreshments were en- Annie Springfield, corr. see Y; Lane Dragons overpowered Alaseey; bama MOH
and Jewel Bethel . . .
college with their
fashioned joyed by Marvin Tate, Renard
chic En Chinese re dhostess pants
Hirsch, Georgette Roberson, Brensecond wtn of the season. Lane
outfit featuring a scoop neckline, as a showcase TV program
Joe Schaefer's Bluff City Buick seems to have some
Members
Ward,
da
Sandra
:McNeely,
feted
.
.
TV
.
trays
to
hard figters
enjoy
sleeveless bodice, with front a n d
the "commercials," the mouthrwa.,her friends, Glenda, Pat, Jennie Co. . . 737 Union ave., or visit this sear and they are driving
back panelled overskirt.
to
their
Buick
Booth
tering morsels included in
at
the Tri-State —
the and Tino Bond, Gwen Warren,
A delicious midnight supper
Homettyle douches can't do
catered dinner menu featuring Rosa Ward, Cora Yancy, Elaine Fair . , where registration tickets
was served in. the dining room
creamed turkey en patty shells and Robert Williams, Rachel! will be available . .and best of
the job that "Lysol" can—can't
downstairs, where groups gravi- . . .
brilliant hued mixed vege- Duncan, Olivia, Greg and Cissy all . . it is all for free! What
keep you sure of your daintiness
tateti to the den and living room tables.
. . ending in flambe ice Taylor • . and many more. Need more could anyone ask — you can
while others returned to the upper cream
the way you want to be!
be sure that we're Buick minded,
which glowed ever so bright- we add that Felicia
gifts were and have
level rooms. Enjoying every mo- ly
crossed fingers for a
and tasted even better.
But "Lysol" does! "Lysol"
many, and to beautifully wrapped.
ment and especially the chance to
Carabelle Weaver held forth at WANT A WINTER
try out the Madison dance steps the
VACATION?
kills the very germs that cause
piano for a sorority song - test For everyone
who
again were "Bootsie" (Jewel) and
has longed for
embarrassing Odor!
. all interspersed with the busi- a luxury.
Winter vacation in the
Dr. Oscar Speight, Margaret and ness
Dr. Fred Rivers, Grace and Dr. Callie session steered by Bellew sunny climes of Miami, Ha., (and
Every time you douche with
Stevens . . . the high point breathes there a soul so dead
that.
W. A. Young, Rubye Gadison being
final
"Lysol" you can be confident!
Jewel Gentry and William R. Bell, presentation preparations for the has not nourished the desire —
of the outstanding Lou- especially after Christmas
in the
Mrs. ft. S. (Lila) Lewis. sr., Miss ise
Try it and see. "Lysol" brand
Johnson Dance Croup it Ellis height of Winter's grip) . .
.
Allison Vance, Marion and Dr. W. Auditorium's
Music
disinfectant is mild. Won't hurt
Hall
possibility
on
is
Feb.
quite likelihood . . .
W. Gibson, Leave and Russell Sug, 21.
Alley
Mark the date for this eatr a y g.• for it may he You that
you!
will win "'"
armon, Louise and John whittaker, ganza of
ei;
seidisuinistatuitirYyeoosufetdnee ntellps
something51.5thba\ferm
terpsichorean art , . ,Bluff City Buiek's all
Thaddeus Stokes, Marietta and tickets soon
expense Win- errabfira maiariry. Such an aid to
going on sale at $2.00, . ter Vacation For Two
olstiturso
For
e
ti
free booklet
use
daily
.
the
. . via air regularity is
Atty. A. A. Letting, Althea Price 91.50
and II 00 according to seat flight . . . for
on how to douche.
..y
one full week at Here's medical evidence: groupm daily
(and spouse, whom we've mention- and
floor location.
write: "Lysol.Sir John Hotel — the most lux- Tifd d wdri nsukrerv
before), Julia and Dr. Leland' NEWS ABOUT
k issiEtwi'vjAln
neranme
Bloomfield, New
TOWN
urious resort hotel serving Negro
daily.
and Dr. Marvin Head
The community was sadden by clientele
Jersey,
Dept. D259.
in America. The trip in - helped
The two couples left fir chlContains
•
pure, imported Olive Oil
hr;lefectielienoraz"g:;stiostion sites
the sudden demise of well-known eludes
room, meals, sightseeing, slier,l
and
genuine
cue for a quirk stop with the Dr, Edward B. Kirk,
0,1
of
Bergamot!
airr:147;r:
etral
o
kY
r
e
l
s
Itirnadilli
cs
a
3)
rIr
veteran real as. swimming, dancing,
• Perfect as a dressing, too,
Mamie, Gleasons, Dr. Atkins un- tate and insurance
cocktails and ••••
personality, not entertainment in the
• Keeps ths "Low look" is your
cle, and then on to Cleveland, ed also for 'or '”,^rec.
intimate
Car
in youth. ousel Lounge
hair,
of toe esclusise
the following day, Sunda:., singing religious,
"lifted li Sack wards"
cultural and social ac-,holstery.
How??? Just register at,
(111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111IND
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Daytime - Evening
Sports - Lounge

Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

Stops Itch—Relieves Pain

Martha Jean Steinberg - Armancla Battles
Mary Beasley - Elizabeth Prudent
Sylvia Grady - Helen Prudent
Rose Caviness - Veniece Starks
Dorothy Truitt - Marion Mitchell

8 p.m.Currie's Tropicana
TICKETS
Advance $1.20 - At Door $1.35

HAIR
LOOKS
LOVELIER
and STAY
LOVELIER
LONGER
WITH

lanosheen

lustersof•restoglo

Medical reports show
how folks over 35 can
establish regularity

By
NIGHT & DAY
Ask for it at Your
Favorite Beauty Shop

Night & Day Chemical Co.

5ER UTA

1447 Honda St
Memphis, Tennessee
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Till STATE WENDER 11
Sat., Oct. 10, I9111

With the World Series • in full with her beautiful singing. Memglipf•
meay at this writing, and cotton bers of the Presbyterian and CME
full bloom, the quietness of this churches appearmi on the program
area is almost breathtaking until and made it a very fine Woman's
nights when all the men meet to Day for the ladies of Fairview in
"tell how the ball game should the absence of their pastor. Rev.
, This is my first Appearance as N. I. Craw ford. president o
have been played," The ladies are E. Bridgeman who remains on
the new Tri-State Detender column- Mitchell Road Junior high.
Just resting, but mighty interest- the sick list. Even though Rev.
ist front Walker Homes. I will The highlight of the evenin„,
ed also.
Bridgeman is ill, he , with the
irs
be reporting the news front our was ths. otsta•lation ot
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Chrisp and help of his very fine wife, supercommunity every week All rest- officers at Walker School P. 1'. A
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Landis have vises the general work of the
dents of Walker Homes are urged by the charming and able 'Mrs. Ar
left for Los Angeles, where they church and the members are still
to comarit me with items for the dente Gooch, who is president o
will see some of the Series games, working together.
paper aly address is 3457 W. the Shelby County Council P. T. A
along acith their other plans, Mrs. :he Presbytery of this area just
Horn Lake Road. Phone: EX 7- Officers who took the solemn oath
Alma Flora Rice, (nee Wynne), closed in Rutherford last week
7588.
aro: Presidept, Mrs. Katherine
en planed home Wednesday of this with the Reverend Lawrence as
On Tuesdaa night more than 200 Tappan; vice president, Mrs. taiweek to spend a few days with her moderator. It is reported as has
well wishers came to the new lie Hunt, second %ice president,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. tog been a very fine ifleeting and
ultra-modern Walker school locat• Mrs. Sallie Thomas: recording creWynne, before taking off for Eu-; benefitted by all who attended
nored in the Walker Homes of which retary . Mrs Static
rope, where she will join her hue Our own Reverend Fowlkes servHorner is the princi- respondence secretary. Mrs.
charles
hand, Samuel Rice, who is in serv- ed as advisor to the group and
pal.
ie Hart; treasurer, Mrs. Lavern
ice there. Mrs. Rice is a former gave many helpful hints on church
The Mitchell Road Junior High Wilson, Historian, Mrs. Mattie Burpublicity
are the off,.
and al is. Mottle L.
president.
Dandridge,
president:
Above
Walker
Charlene
The
LNSTALLED
—
student of Fisk university and of work in general and then in the
directed
Glee
club
by!
Mrs.
June
nett; parliamentarian, Mrs, Pan'"
Adams, recording secretary.
chairman; Mrs. Hattie Lee.
eels. Front row, (14) Mrs.
Butler university, and plans to finer points of church etiquette. School PTA underwent its
Pender and Mrs. Aliima Weai•cr atron-.
Second row (l-r) Mrs. Lue
Dantee Strong, parliamentarhealth and child %%Mare; Mrs. held
installation of officers re
first
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Will lt Sell Cigars?

"Only Carnation can make a cream mom
smooth enough Inc my ("rosined ehiPtiod
beef.- Mrs. Joneor dectarea. She and
millions of others have made Carnation the
vforld's leading brand of evaporated ma.

Carnation creamed
chipped beef
Nurse ,Ionee, on her way home. stops to admire her youngest neighbor. "He's thriving on his Carnation formula,"
Mrs. Jones says. 8 out of 10 mothers who feed their babies a Camation formula say,"My doctor recommended it.

Registered nurse tells why
MADE BY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEET S WAYS:
• EASE ACHE
• RELAX FA I I(JUE
• QUIET NERVES
• TONE SKIN
• SOOTHE THE STING Cr BURN

NOW
S100
ON SALE
AT DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS OR
OR MAIL TO
VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 5737 Chge. 80, III.
Inclosed is $I 00 fetus 20c ter mailing/.
Please send Vieille Feet Teals te —
Nent• tpriti
Address
City

DEALER I JOBBER INQUIRIES INVITED

Carnation is used in more hospital formula
rooms throughout the world than any other brand
Altha Jones, registered nurse, supervises the nursery and formula room at a
leading Chicago hospital. She and her husband Jesse Jones are active church
and club members. At the hospital, Mrs. Jones helps train student nurses in the
proper feeding of infanta. "When you've seen as many healthy babies
thriving on Carnation formulas as I have," Mrs. Jones points
out,"it is easy to see why this brand of evaporated milk is the
world's leader for infant feeding." No other form of milk is
no safe, nourishing and digestible for baby's bottle as
Carnation in the red and white can. It's the milk every docthr knows.

(

4.4.• I

2 tablespoons butter
2 tablespoons flour
Vs teaspoon salt
teaspoon pepper
1 2/s•cups (large can) undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
11
/
2 Clips(4 oz.) cut dned be.
ti cup diced celery
Va cup diced green.pepper
2 tablespoons chopped pimiento •.•
2 chopped hard-cooked eggs
Blend butter, flour, sett and pepper
together in saucepan Over low heat
tat smooth'. Gradually add undiluted
Carnation. Continue stirring until thickened and smooth.
Brown rinsed and ideltdrairted dried
beef in iron skillet. Add celery, green
Oellitzer. pimiento. eggs and Carnation
! cream sauce, Serve over toast or welt
I drained cooked rice.

'saa•enrovena
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Report Shows Prosperity Follows Education
Says Non-Violence
Negroes' Only Way

Equal Education Helps
All To Better Life

By THEODORE C. STONE
•
As apart of a nationwide re,.
ganization program designed to
recruit supporters throughout the
country for the National Negro
Opera Company, a group of Chicagoans met at Washington Rack
t.0027S. Indiana ave., SundYaMy,CAS,ep50

The well.atteeded meeting out
of which much enthusiasm grew
was one of the allies planned
tu • result of the systurn
ATLANTA, Ga. — A recent
for several cities sponsored by
,tudy by the Industrial Develop- tern of education, the system of
the Chicago Opera Guild, In coment Branch of Georgia Tech's government, and the religious atoperation with the local members
Engineering Experiment Station' titudes of the people. The barium
business are distant; they degives startling evidence of t h el
of the National Board of Govereduceupon
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nors, and the Chicago chapter of
greatness
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a
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it
tom and
the Women's Committee.
country.
the
and
individual
the
upon
based
Two conclusions,
Chairing the meeting was Alton
comprehensive research, are es- INCOME INCREASES
Davis, a member of the National
"Numerous studies have depecially noteworthy.
earnings
Board ot Governors.
of
termined how yearly
Each rise of one year in a
individuals increase with years
Dr. Omega King, musical dicounty's median lepel of educaschooling.
.
.
of
rector of the Chicago Opera Guild;
tion is associated with a per capintelligence
skills
of
and
"The
James W. Lucus, a public echo
ita income increase of almost
a people, provided they have atteacher anti member of the NNO•
$200;
titudes of diligence and thrift,
Mrs. Mayoma McGowan, NNO'
Forty-five percent of the difdetermine the efficiency of the
and .ecrctary of the local Guild;
.erence in income between one application of management and
Miss Rita Carrington, NNOC, and
aunty and another is determineffort to production.
National secretary, also shared in
• ed by educatioal besets.
. . .Since educational level is
the meeting.
The renort. titled Analyst: of the basic factor determining the
' Georgia Personal Income P a y• ability of a people and their atCardwell Dawson,
meats, by Counties (February/ titudes toward work, it is con-.
founder and general director of
1959), describes only one state. eluded that educational attais•
the National Negro Opera FoundsYet similar results would proba- Watt la Jaandamental to the level
lion, was introduced at the meetbly be found anywhere.
ing and was given a warm ovaof production and personal inlion.
- REFLECTION
COMO nayments.
Today in the South, there is EQUALIZE
Mine. Dawson arrived in Chion a scholarship plan proposed
much talk of closing sch ool s;
dean of men. The students,
Consequently, from the standKENYA STUDENTS at Morris
cago Friday to hold a meeting
there is also much justified pride l point of the future of Georgia,
by Torn Moss, noted African
Otero Samuel Otieno (to Dean
Brown from Kenya, East Afriwith the local Hoard members prigrowth. Southern business leaders it is obvious that if the educeleader. They are among 81
Robinson's left), and %polio
ea are conferring with Dr.
or to the rally at the YMCA.
might, therefore, reflect on these tional lesel of Georgia counties
students who came from KenAbraham Walkiaga to Presi•
Cunningham, right,
Frank
Other meetings are scheduled
tentences from the report.
could be equalized, it would re-.
president of Morris Brown col.
dent Cunningham's right), are
Sa on scholarships to colleges
for New York, Pittsburgh, Balti"Basically, the level of per cap- move a great deal of the per
throughout the United States.
matriculating at Morris Drown
lege, and J. H. Robinson, left,
more, Cleveland, Columbus, and
ita income is a function of produc- capita income differences.
— Boston. The first meeting WaS
tivity. . .
This certainly could not be
held in Washington, D. C., the
The educational level of a peo- done oernight. Public education
teat of the National Negro Opera
ple has a bearing on productivity has been available in Georgia
Company last week.
in numerous ways. First, the edu• since shortly after MO. In the
Met
rated worker applies his manual approximately 60 years since
Headquarters are maintained
•talent, te machines more skillful- that time, the state
1037 Everts at.. N. E., in the
Iv and intellieentl, he maintains greased to about 8.0 median
Don's capitol for the Opera
the machines and protects his years of schooling,
In addition to reorganizing the
limbs with more foresight.
Oros 1940 to 1950 it rose only '
local Guilds which are affiliated
administration.
L. Tink, Kearny, N. J., Rev.
•
•
He looks ahead and plans for 0.8 of a year. Raising the edu• METHODISTS LAUDED 22 gerileilege under his
with the Negro Opera Company.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — The Dedicatory services for the three Ja mes S. Thomas and Rey. Dr.
the best use of mochines and ma• cation level of a whole people
Women's Committees are being
buildings on the campfis, William E. Clark, both of Nashteriala In the case of manage- to a high point is a tremendoue Methodist church was praised for newest
formed
in these cities to help the
women's dormitory and ville.
ment, this factor is even more task. It takes not decades, nor its work in providing education for, a men and
Guilds secure their objectives.
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at the convention calling for the
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By JERRY NAGLER
l in the U.S., but in the world genJawarharlal erally — everywhere except South
Minister
Prime
Nehru of India says In the Oct- Africa."
ber issue of Ebony Magazine that Nehru still holds with a 1949
he believes the problems of race speech in .which he declared that
and color have improved every- unless the basic problems of colwhere in the world during the past or and freedom are solved, there
decade except in South Africa. can be no peace in the world.
He also agrees with Gandhi that DOMINANT IDEA
non-violence
the only avenue He says in Ebony: "The conopen to Negroes by which they cept of social justice is the dominant idea of the age. Commumay free themselves.
"They have no other weapon," nism rose from this source. It has
he says. "I think it as simple an effected capitalism. The capitalistic states have been changed by
that."
In a question and answer story it in many ways. Social justice
entitled "Nehru Looks at the Color has affected the entire equality in
Problem," Nehru says that non- the world or there can be no
violence is practicable in solving world peace."
race problems although there is Nehru stresses in the Ebony arno central figure with the moral ticle that the AAsian-African Conference at Bandung, Indonesia
strength of Gandhi.
The example of Gandhi is fairly was NOT anti-American or antiwell known in the world," he European. He says it was antipoints out in Ebony. "Such things colonial and anti-racism, and no
have strong carrying power. Once political issues were discussed.
it gets started leaders always "The conference," he seas. "was
an effort on the part of 29 partiemerge."
cipants to express their individualIMPROVEMENT IN US
Nehru believes there has been ity. . .1/acing recently gained
great improvement in the relation. their freedom they wanted to exships between Negro and white press themselves, each in its respective way, about its Own hopes
people in the United States,
"As I see it, there have been for better status in the world toseveral Influences bringing t hi s morrow.''
about,- he says. The American
Negro has made rapid strides due
to his own efforts. American public opinion and the recent nilinge of your Supreme Court have
been very effective. It would seem'
to me that the weight of world
opinion also has helped to improv e
conditions for the Negro, not only
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vides the public a chance to hear
',pert in English. Since 1950 the
company has appeared in most of
the etstes of the United States and
....................
made over 750 performances in
English of both traditional a n d
contemporary works.
Teis year the program will be a
'aeek, instead of the usual
By CAROL JOHNSON
Stewart ave. They will be culini.
WASHINGTON — The passage ings and Oren Harris, Ark.; Sycl•
three
days, with chapel services
exYou could never integine how nated by a spring conference
of the anti-labor Londrum•Griffin nay Herleng, Fla.; John Pitcher, pleased we were to hear from I acted to bring together educators daily and informal sessions in the
bill by Congress will have serious E. L. Forrester- James Davis and some of our or
Alesothtehlaseyliegajor u:1F,
Ilmmpahralt,
buddies who have lroni across the nation to discuss tehveenftirnsgtaiim
effects in the Northern industrial Iris Mitch, Ga.; Otto Passman, -swooped the
coop" and are now the present and future problems
La.;
John Bell Williams and Wit-behind the walls of
states, it was predicted here
sus Week has come at the beginhigher learn- lot teacher training.
The immediate impact will be ham Colmer, Miss.; Graham Bar. in J tiat to motion a very
The anniversary issue of the nun of the school year.
• ••
,the wholesale flight of plants to den and Carl Durham, N. C.: Men-, GWEN
wspaper reproduced letters and
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the South
South to take advantage of del Rivers, John Riley, Bryan site of Wisconsin, PHYLLIS CALD- telegrams of congratulation re- Three semester hours of credit
cheap wages, lower taxes, and a Dorn and John McNlillan, S. C.; WELL at !toward university, erred fro ma nuinber of na•!tor each of two forthcoming televast pool of unorganized labor. O• C. Fisher, Tex.; Howard Smith,, GRANviLLE REED at central tional figures including President vised courses — one in physics
Since a large percentage of Ne- Vaughan Gary, Watkins Abbitt !State college. ELIZABETH BRA.I I.wight Eisenhower, Vice Presideot and the other in chemistry — will
groes are in the work force, they William Tore and Burr Harrison, ZIL at Cortez Business college Ballard Nixon. Eleanor Roosevelt, be offered by SAINT MARY'S
will be particularly hard hit.
Va.
and lots of others we'd like to Senators Everett Dirksen and Paul COLLEE. NOTRE DAMr. Ind
This warning was sounded by Some stales already have felt mention (FOR SURE) next week. Dough', Governor William Strat- to those meeting requirements set
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Rep. John Shelley ID., Calif.) the Pinch of industries leaving.
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A son, Gabriel, 11/, to Mr. and
Born at John Gaston Hospital S. Fourth.
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COIPLES OF THE WEEK
usiness manager; Bobby Cle- Taylor and It. P. (BTW), What
Adolphus.
90 W. Fields.
mons, parliamentarian:, Marvin is this suppose to mean? Jirarn
MacArthur Williams and Petri- A son, Charles Edward, to Mr SEPTEMBER 30
A son, Ebernezer, jr., to Mr. Rains, chaplain: Mildred Miles, Felton. that Dorris Russell
cm Edwards Joseph Cobb an d
Jn
- rid Mrs. Robert Anderson of 250 Ai daughter, Nancy Denise, to, and Mrs. Ehernezer Dunning of
Unlike many heirs to family.I bolt weevils and other
reporter; and Shirley Hunt, assis- you, are what's swinging?
insects, and Evelyn Grayson, Wilbert Parker
sized farms who sell their hold- his
.•
give you more of the jive •
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Hancox of 1503 Livewell Cr.
tant secretary.
careful-methods of keeping and Eva Brown, Annie Smitii
and
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. 251 Majuba.
SEPTEMBER 20
going on around Manassas in ;he ings and MOVP to the city, John records in his neat, well equipped Grover C.
SPOTLIGHT
Verner Richard Sanohn Taylor of 1640 Barmen.
T. Williams, jr., of Shelby, Miss., office in
next issue.
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Shelia Denise, to
ders
a
rear
room
of
his
home.
and
This
Verdie
week's
Spotlight
Davis,
turns to
Edna
has done just the opposite, reports
SEPTEMBER n
Early Hester of 818 N. Claybrook. Mr. and Mrs. William Stuckey of
Principal crops grown by Mr. Smith and Tommie Smith, Sandra
a 17 year old senior, Carol Ovida SOCIAL NEWS
A daughter, Ann Jeanette, to A son, McClarence Maurice, to 146 Person.
The Marquette Social club is State Extension Leader W. E. Yr'illiams are cotton and soybeans. Arps and Isaac Morgan,
Bass.
Carol
resides
at
the
home,
Carolyn,
dr. and Mrs. Freddie Butler of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Robinson SEPTEMBER 20
Ammons.
He raises 100 acres of the fiber Dickey and Spencer
of her parents Mr. and Mrs. Scott presenting a swinging private party
'Wiggins.
144 State.
of 17.37 Buford.
Mr. Williams, a graduate of crop and about the same number Daisie Jackson
A son. James Chapple, jr., to
at Lake View Garden's Country
and Herbert Nolan
A daughter, Mary Catherine. to A daughter, Deborah, to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. James C. Brown, of Bass of MG N. Bellevue Blvd.
Fisk university, left a position in ; of acres of the oil bean in rotation. John Brown
club.
It
will
be
an
invitation
afand Deliah Wilkins.
Miss Bass, a well rounded young
/tr. and Mrs. Willie West of 2349 and Mrs. Emeals Williams of 374 17
Marble.
• Nashville 21 years ago and return
WIT OF THE WRRK
ady, has captured the eyes of fair.
Cable.
'Wellington H.
ed home to take over his late
A son. Byron Keith, to Mr. and many
The
Turbuns
are
looking
for
persons
as a very remarkYou can send a telegram of
A daughter, Pamela Yolanda, to A son, Larry Louis. to Mr. and Mrs. Mack Robinson of 1519 Carfather.. 200-acre successful farm hilt lb IllIbhIlIb bhlIllltlllllb It
,
10
bl
I Sh is majoring • s • qualified young men interested
words for one dollar and for
%fr. and Mrs. Bright Bess of 278 Mrs. Junior Berry of 1371 Ken- negie.
two
family
M an outstanding club. If so, con- Which has now heel
'
in
the
studies.
After
dollars you can buy a whole
Deserved
graduating, she
V. Essex.
Plaque
nedy.
for
71
years.
diesult any member of the Turbuns
tonary.
A son. Joe Ivory. to Mr. and A son to Mr. and Mrs. Robert A son. William Anthony. III, to plans to further her education at club.
For Standing In
By continuing to use good farmDm. Earnest Matthews of 3542 • NIcKinney of 1473 Ethlyn.
LAFF OF THE WEEK
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Neely of Wayne university, in Detroit, The
Delis° Deb Social club is ing methods, says the Extension' Bar That Long!
where she will
ook.
1st: - Do you realize you're
2929 Yale.
OCTOBER
also looking for new members. leader, Mr. Williams has developmajor
in
social
'•
A son. Phil Kernel. to Mr. and, A son. Leon. to Mr.
RIPLEY, Eng. - (UP11-fteg- Wearing your wedding ring on
and Mrs. A son. Elbert Earl, jr., to Mr. tudies.
Only Sophomores and Juniors are ed the farm into one of the most
/re Robert Wilson of 1368 Doris John Smith of 847 Tate.
the
and Mrs. Elbert Payne of 3488's
wrong finder, Honey?
expected. This swinging club is modern in Mississippi. Valued at ular, at the Three Horseshries
She is an active
A son, Otis Lee, to Mr and A daughter,
2nd: Yeah, 1 know. I
Evelyn. to Mr. and Millard Rd.
presenting their first dance at $20,000 when he took charge in pub Sunday fixed a metal
mar.
DeLiso Deb So-.fn. Albert Brooks of 398 Ponta- Mrs. William
A
son,
Anthony
DeWayne,
ried
to
the wrong man.
Johnson of 814 Lucas.
Curries Club Tropicana, Sunday, 1938, the farm is now estimated plaque to
cial club, of which
.5C.
the
bar
honoring
, A daughter Nebra Lashel, to Mr. and Mrs. William E. Reedus
Jack
to be worth about S150,000.
Dec. 13, from 9 until.
she is treasurer, .
A son, John Henry. III. to Mr. Mr
and Mrs. George Dye of 297 of 145 N. Watkins
In addition to 302 acres of rich Bowden, 77.
md 3frs John H. Jones of 684 E. Dixie
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Double Ten SoMall.
delta land, included in the 102 he
Bowden, they said, has come
she
where
ciety,
)yrnan.
• A daughter, Areesua. to Mr. and Delta H. Ross of 3308 Norton.
HURTING You?
hAs bought, there are four trac- to the pub twice a day,
is also treasurer
A son, Larry Herbert. to Mr Mrs. Joe
seven
Griggs of 1911 Kellner • A son, Kenneth Edward, to Mr.
tors,
a
mechanical
cotton picker, days a week,
loossitats
social.
Rhocr
and
and Mrs. Spencer Herrod of 223iCir. Apt
for nearlj- 20
and Mrs. Sam Eddie Jordan of
5.
two grain combines, a truck, a
club. During the
1404 Sparks.
years. Every time, he stood at
well
equipped
farm
shop,
and
A ft+ drop. of OUTGRO a bong hisaud
an
early part of this
Miss Bass
AEPTEMBER 23
relief front tonnentier nate of iftrown nag
The PTA of the Lutheran School attractive 11-r o o m
OUTGRO teacher. the Ono ederneeth the
ranch -type that same spot at the bar and
A son. Reginald. to Mr, and year, the Sigma
held its first meeting of the school home
.11. allows the nall to be rat and thus prenever sat down once.
Miss
vents
further pain and thseen}ort. Ol7ORO
Rho Soi'ority choseGam
:qrs. McRay Doss of 1931 Carver,:
year September 17, in the school
Is available at .11 drug ...onto...
Bass as Miss Rominia for 59-60 auditorium.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII,Sli11111111111111111111111111111101111111111'.
Apt. 1.
The pfesident, Mrs.
MF
AaNt-Ym‘
e r.siSial.ndy 4-Hers
She also is an active member of G. W. Barnett,
presided. Mrs. 0mvn and
her church, St. James ANIE.
counties
13arnett had a heart to heart talk .
•
j
„.„
frevently
SPORTS
with their Exten-I
with her members encouraging •
sion agents to observe the tinLast week theTigers took a rest
Mt. Pisgah
.
to hack their new leader,
proved farming and homemakts
to be ready to crush the Hamilton
a-7
We were sorrs to hear Mrs. Esinlormed
She
them
of
the
pass
ing methods of Mr. and Mrs. Wit.'
Thursday, Oct. 8. There
F=7: tella Buckley lost her brother,i Wildcats*
ing
Nero
of
E.
Smith
A.
and
told
hams,
who count on their own
is no doubt about it, the Tigers
Charlie, of Cordova, last Saturda
•
will come out on top as usual. It them that the PTA was well re. farm and home demonstration,
We are in sympathy with her,
sulapted that Hamilton has a presented by her mother, Mrs. R. agents, Ira D. Thompson and Mrs:,
= The Christian Community clubitwylaksk
yeur W. Sneed, sive the president was Vera S. Rainey, for advice and
forr Manassas.
FS_ of Cordova met at the home ofl
at her home in Kownville.
make
counsel,
All I have tsoleesavse= Mrs. Joan Vison Monday night. trick real good. but look out for Prof. J
L. McDowell principal, The visitors are impressed with
The meeting got under way at our trick.
held election of officers. Mrs. Mr. Williams' use of pre-emergent
p.m
=
and was -Presided over The head coach J. Johnson is Maggie Isabelle was elected presi- weed killers, the results he gets
=, by the president, Mrs. May Ca showing all "32's'' over the prog- dent, Mrs. Garner, secretary. by testing
his soil and then apply.
nett. Mrs. Vinson served a very mess the Tigers are showing this Mrs. Ju,ia White was reeelectedi ing fertilizer according to need,
Radio 148, It's Great
7.•
= tasty menu.
'year The other two coaches who treasurer.
'the determined way he controls,
, The Community club will render
LISTEN TO THE GOLDEN GIRL
a program at the St. Mark MB('
in Collierville soon. Rev. Sanford
8:30 A.M. --- 9:30 A.M.
rrhe
is the pastor.
2:30 P.M. --- 3:30 P.M.
Last week marked the end of
the season for the Cordova Cubs
baseball team which was playing
in Cordova. Bill Neal is the team
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
HEAR HUNKY DORY
in
(English Lady)
Mrs. Amordy Banks is home
6:00 A.M. --- 8:30 A.M.
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
from the hospita / and alt her
State Lino. MADAM HETI. Is hack after a
11:00
A.M. --- 1:30 P.M.
friends and relatives are glad to
long time of being away and at last she Is
hear that.
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
back I. stay Is her new home
Sirs. Joan Vinson'a children,
Githey's is the one gin that's great, either
Are you DIs.ativfled with marriage? Hayti
showered her with presents last
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
A GYPSY
Saturday night which made her
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and raelfolc.
YOU'LL ENJOY BROTHER BOB
roe
sweetheart!
Are
elf,
very
or
happy.
hu.band,
your
us
the taste is great straight. That's why
The
Mt.
Pisgah
choir
was in
Is bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
4:00 A.M. --- 6:00 A.M.
the
world.
around
an
favorite,
it'', the great
vited to the hish school last Sun.
problems. cornet let MADAM BRIE advise you at once She
9:30 A.M. --- 11:00 A.M.
day a week ago.
will read Me to you just as she would read an open hook
1:30 P.M. --- 2:30 P.M..
Tell you why your job or business Is not a success If you have
,alled In tho rest come see MADAM BELL at once
Located on Highway Si South. lust over MIsaissIpPl State
DON'T MISS
Une, on the way to Hernando Her horn• Is 2 Shacks below
dim she used to stay right said, the DeSoto Motel Bo sure
DICK "Cane" COLE
lase PAINS OF HEADACHE. NEURAL.
Cate) yellow bus marked Whtteltaven State Line and get
3:30 P.M. --- 5:30 P.M.
(IA, NEURITIS with STANBACK
Sin-• line and walk 2 block. and see MADAM dELL'A
off
TABLETS or POWDERS STAN8ACK
N‘ SIGN
rembinesseveral medically proven pain
gin distilled in
the
retievers
The added effectiveness
ClaMs. TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
ot these MULTIPLE ingredients bongs
15 countries and serred
Ir!Pf. MO!e complete rebel, easing
o leek for the NED HRH'S 110( SI, and you'll find her there
(riiety and tension usually accomit all times iShe never nit, an cone, in West Memphis
-elms pam 3#0 21,4
around the world!
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
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one gin that tastes grea
.,
.
sirsaigni.
.i
or
ehased-u

MADAM BELL

47eatRehelol

HEADACHE GIILBEY'S GIN

flnurs
Ppm
Readings Daily One.", Sundays
don't was, any home ,alls or answei any letters Be sure
to look Mr the right sign and the right name
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100% GRAIN NELITRS1 SPIRiTS W
OM? S OISTILIE0 ON DON DRY AIN Se Pleb,
NATIORAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS C41
VLSI?. 00., CINCINNATI, OHIO. D1511180E0

FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
Attend the BIG WLOK STAGE SHOW every
night at the TRI-STATE FAIR
Oct. 9, 10, 11
Sponsored by CARNATION MILK
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Hand Thorobreds 2nd Loss, 34-14

Winston-Salem
Whips Kentucky

Texas.19-10

Tiger, Giardello
Rematch Set

.

Anthony Signs
To Fight Hunter

fi

Series Grudge Develops
As Teams Trade Insults

RL

Valdez Whips
Hawkins For
Calif. Crown

Joe Brown's Injured Hand
Showing Improvement

of 10or two
le die.
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BATON ROUGE, La. — Wade stopped during their second series ended.
Crump, Southern ,university sopho- I of the game, and with the Jag- On the first play of the second
more end scooped up two third uars taking over from their own quarter, Lancaster pitched a
quarter Texas Southern university a; yard line, a quick kick by Jag- strike to halfback Janie. Emery
blocked punts, and on dashes of uar fullback Paul Bailey for 70- v.hich carried for 22-yards to the
25 and 10 yards respectively, scor- yards to the TSU 15, changed the Tiger two yard line.
ed twice as the Jaguars ran to a entire complexion of the game, in
Lloyd Harris, a freshman halfIf and when Rudy Ellis does ambitious middleweight prosper
32-8 score over the Tigers in Ja- a play that easily qualifies as the back for the Jaguars who seems
reach the upper echelon of box-'Keeping them in mind will mce.
guar stadium.
stopper of the evening.
destined to carve his name among
mg's middleweight he'll owe Rory •him nearer the place where the
Sputtering and fumbling for 20- For moat of the first half, sharp the Jaguar backfield immortals, /a
Calhoun a real debt of gratitude, money is.
minutes of the first half, the Jag- contrasts were noted in die two his first collegiate game, scored
The newest local product, who Rudy's dressing room scene
uars finally scored a lone talley teams — TSU showed a smooth his first collegiate touchdown, as
commutes between Chicago and hasn't reached the mob action
n the second period from two' offense worked by quarterbacks he %vent into the end-tone standing
Covert, Michigan, got a realllevel as yet. Truman Gibson, feayards out, with frosh halfback Charles Green and Clarence Ma- with Amnion from Lancaster for
a
Uoyd
con, with a scoring punch being the the talley. Lancaster's try for the
education
Harris going in.
Boxing
presiEnterprises
in
t.tonal
his
Stadium
bout
ring
The Jaguars punched across 28 only thing missing.
with the rugged Calhoun.
. dent, and Ben Bentley, NBE
PAT was blocked, and the Jag.
points in the third quarter, Robert On the scoring series, I.in B. tars went into the lead. 6-0.
From the moment that Jack l matchmaker, made their official
Williams from one-yard out, 100- Hari, Southern university guard
Drees ended his TV spiel and appearances to congratulate Ellis
Twice during the second period,
yard kick-off return by John had recovered a Texan Southern
ierce Frank Sikora got the bid 1 but the boxing characters a n d
the Jaguars penetrated to within
Thomas and Crump's two.
fumble on the visitors 25-yard line. the Tigers 30-yard line, hut on
handle the scrap, Rudy began Ibig dealers are happily absence
Texas Southern, with their of. James Varnado, Jaguar fullback each time, they were set-hark by
picking up some things that you at this point.
fence rolling in high gear was plunged for one-yard as the period fumbles
just don't get in the gym. He won! The future looks bright but the
the bout but more important he Ellis fortunes are enmeshed in
Thomas, sent the crowd to their
caught sight of some obvioueringdom's roughest class. It'll be
feet on the kick-off that opened
flaws,
tough sledding front here on in.
the second half play, as he took
Calhoun, looking every bit the Manager Andrew Hodo clearly
Clarence Caldwell's kick on is i a
fighter, with his eyes sunken al-'outlined Rudy's future when he
own goal line, and threaded hie
most out of sight behind punch remarked, "After you get out of
way through the entire TSU team
swollen jaws and a well flattened the semis it doesn't make much
for 100-yards for the Jaguars' see.
ond score of the game.
nose, is well known as a thrower difference aside from maybe the
Robert Williams added the PAT
and throw he did. Clean cut, de- top three."
FIRST STOLEN BASE—Char- - the first game World Series befrom
catcher
Sherm
teller
Is
to make it 13-0 with the Jaguars
termined Ellis showed his initial Hodo has given some serious
lie Neal of the Los Angeles
tween
the
Dodgers
and
Chicago
White
Sol
shortstop
Luis
Apa•
on top of the Tigers.
inexperience by starting to collect thought to a match with Ralph
Dodgers slides safely into secWhite Sox at Chicago's Comtido. UPI Telephoto
Crump blocked a TOXIIII Smithsolid body blows from the opening 'Tiger' Jones. Whatever Ellis did
ond base In the first inning of
iskey, Park. Taking the throw
ern punt on the visitors' 10-yard
gong. Rudy's fine conditioning not learn against Calhoun he most
line, picked it up on the five and
was the only attribute that kept assuredly will pick up against the
went Into the end zone standing
sturdy, ring-wise Tiger.
him from being caved in,
•
•
•
WINSTON SALEM N. C. — The climax a 61-yard drive and a run for the score. Williaine' try for
Even though taking what seem- I gsuch a bout may give some misrushes of fullback Ben Dupree for two extra points.
conversion was wide and the Jaged to be unnecessary punishment, Igivings but there's no way for El.
and half back Nelson Guthrie gave Quarterback Bobby Rowe on a uars
led by 19-0.
Ills
to
go
but
up.
He
has
all
of
the
Ellis was by far the superior ring
the Winston Salem Teachers col- one-yard sneak and substitute half- Crump
did it again while still
craftsman. His sharp combine- necessary equipment and it may
lege Rams a 34-14 triumph over back Charles Guthrie on a 53-yard in the third quarter — on their
tions rained on the well offended work out that such fears are
the Kentucky State Thorobreds. punt return gave the Rams a 20-0 o wn 43-yard line, Donnie Davis,
Calhoun countenance. But here merely the workings of an overly
Playing before a home crowd of halftime lead.
Jaguar end, blocked a TSU punt.
conservative mind. If he's not
Alain in-experience showed.
2.500 fans, the Rams won their In the third quarter Winston Sa- Crump, for the second time withPRAIRIE VIEW, Tex. — The Mississippi in a 52-6 run away viclmake his move now he
opening game of the season. This lem scored 14 more points on a in three minutes of play, scooped
Woaring Rory, cut and bleeding
Panthers of Prairie View A&M tory in their opening tilt here at
ever
was Kentucky State's second four yard blast by Dupree follow- up the ball, this time on the 25from the third round on, seemed,never
It was interesting that No. 1 college completely wrecked t h e Blackshear Field.
straight loss.
ed by a Rowe to Elwood Robin- yard line and raced his way to
the way out on five differ -on
Tigers
State
of
college
By
Jackson
COLLIE
i.
Defending
h
champions
e
NICHOLSON
of
t
I
Dupree smashed his way to two son pass for the extra points and pay-dirt. Again Williams' try for
ent occasions by actual count. In middleweight contender Spid er
Southwestern
Conference,
the
PanWebb
was
first
in Ellis' dressthe third, fourth, sixth, eighth and •n
PAT was no good, and Jaguars
CRAMBLING, La. — (Special) touchdowns, a run for two points a four-yard run by Adams.
the
thers' first loop contest became an
after touchdown and 81 yards in
tenth rounds Calhoun should have g room. With gestures, Spider
Kentucky State tallied at the end floeduwrit2
lhl5i-0.
easy affair, and they looked like —Grambling couldn't quell t h e 17
.gave
Rudy
some
counselexpert
carries. Ile played only half the of the third quarter on a one-yard
gone
William, set up the Jaguars'
ling.
good prospects for a winner in slashing running attack of Texas game.
Guthrie
did not score, but sneak by Ben Nero. Burnell Rob'
third period touchdown
That he didn't get flattened, Wouldn't
1959. The Texans employed'four college here but the Tigers profit- he did
it be something if this
set up two touchdowns with inson ran 48 yards to set up the when he took a quick-opener up
was not due to Rory's dodging .same
units in the game, with each look- ed enough from Steer mistakes to long
advice came into use in
runs
as
he
gained
89
yards
TD.
Willie
middle
from Lancaster, arid
Howard
ran the extra the
score a 19-10 victory.
skill but to Ellis''erratic youthful a
ing as good as the first.
future Webb-Ellis bout? On this
points.
The decision was the second of in six carries.
rambled SS-yards to the TSU 10.
enthusiasm. Rudy was self- admiilpossibility,
Prairie View opened Its eight the season for Grambling who
Winston Salem led 34-0 before
Webb said, "I don't,
Willie Brown scored for Kentuc- yard
e',u
tedly just too anxious.
By ED SAINSBURY
touchdown barrage midway the tailed to present any refreshing Kentucky crossed the goal. Dupree ky State in the fourth quarter by
!think he's ready for me yet, and
Williams then picked up nineSome very important ring point- by the time he is I hope that I The rematch already was ar- first period when halfback Edgar new ideas from a highly publiciz- gave the Rams an 8-0 first quart- intercepting a Rowe aerial a it d
yards then went In from the one.
erg were made obvious for the will have retired."
ranged for middleweights Joey Gi- Johnson drove off-tackle for a one ed wing-T attack.
er lead on a two-yard plunge to running for 55 yards.
yard line for the score following
ardello and Dick Tiger, and both yard score. Frank McGhee had in- A team with great potential
an incomplete pals from Lancastbattlers vowed to do better in their tercepted a Tiger pass on the vis- power, Texas consistently cleaned
er intended for Crump. Lancaster
next tangle on television.
itors 35 and advanced 24 yards to out big holes to slash through and
added the conversion for a WO
Tiger, though he was the unani- the Tigers' 11. The Pant hers race
Jaguar lead.
around the ponderous TI.
mous victor over Giardello. rank- struck again in the first period as
The lone Texas Southern score
dem
ed 4th by ring magazine and 6th James White intercepted a Tiger All • American Jamie
came in the closing minutes of
Caleb did
by the National Boxing Associa- pass and ran 35 yards to score. his
the fourth quarter on a two-yard
best to pick the team up off
HOUSTON, Tex.—UPI)—World everything down until we could tion, was unhappy because he fail- Carl Jackson pasted to John Far- Its floundering offensive bootleft end sweep by halfback James
rington for the extra points.
lightweight champion Joe Brown's see how Joe's hand turned out. ed to knock out hie foe.
straps, but even his brilliant efLOS ANGELES — (UPI)—Dan- Gardiner.
Giardello, once the No. l contend- The Panthers scored twice in the forts
injured right hand "is coming "But x-rays shows that t here
were short-Ilved.
ny Valdez is the new California
along very good" and should be were no fractures and he's com- er and now beaten by Ring Maga- second quarter with Andrew Eas- Texas did everything but outstate featherweight champion.
in top shape for a proposed title ing along very good now. We zines 10th rated boxer, simply was on accounting for one, a 2 yard score the Tigers. They racked up
He put on a dazzling finish ie
tch with Britain's Dave Charn- should know exactly the extent of unhappy because he didn't win. drive over center, and Joe Smith 171 yards rushing with an attack
taking a 12-round split decision
Dec. 2, Brown's manager, Lou the injury in about another week." "I want to fight him again," Gi- connecting with a 9 yard pass to that displayed exciting explosivefrom Dwight Hawkins at the
scusi, said.
Viscusi said Brown's hand still ardello said. "But not in Chicago. Edgar Stafford for the other.
ness and penetrated deep into
Olympic Auditorium and winning
additional
touchdowns Grambling terrain a half-dozen
Viscusi said he still was work- was "pretty sore," but said it was That referee (Walter Brightmore) Four
the vacant title.
ing out a "few minor details deal- showing fast improvement. Brown kept pushing me off, said I was came in the third period with Clif- times.
Valdez, 125, had Hawkins, 123,
ing mostly with finances" a n d suffered the injury in his non-title holding, and he didn't pay any at- ford Gellert, scoring twice in suc- The steers scored first after Wilnear a knockdown in the 11th and
should be ready to sign Brown for draw last week with Joe Parks at tention to what that guy was doing cesson. quarterback Frank Ryan lie Bugg, grabbed an intercepted
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Two
12th
rounds because of smashing
to me."
running 27 yards to pay dirt and pass 40-yards to set the machine
the title defense in Houstin in a Albuquerque, N. M.
rights. Neither of the Los Angeles fights announced for Madison
Tiger wanted the return go, be- David Webster intercepting a TI' In motion.
week or 10 days.
Charnley already has signed to
fighters was knocked down.
Square Garden will bring together
"Everything should be all right meet Brown in Houston, Dec, 2 cause he thought that Giardello ger pass for a 44 yard scoring Fred Samples sliced across palABE BOOKER, product of Wells Valdez, a 10-7 favorite despite heavyweight contenders Tony Anand all ends will be put together and Viscusi said he could "see held so much that he couldn't put run.
dirt six plays later, and for a High school in Chicago, is working his lose to Hawkins a
year ago, thony and Billy Hunter on Oct. 23,
in the next week or 10 days," Vis- nothing to keep Joe from being on a good fight "I would have Jackson college's lone score while it looked as though the
cusi said. "It all would have been ready by Dec 2. We just have knocked him out," he said, "but came in the second period as Bob- Texans' superiority was clearly on his first varsity letter in foot- came to life in the 11th with a, and welterweight contenders Floecrashing
He
was
position.
right.
ball at an end
Hawkins wobblecilentino Fernandez and Gaspar Or.
worked out by now but we slowed- these few details to iron out first." he wouldn't give me a chance, Ile by Allen skirted 10 yards around established.
on the varsity basketball team at and weaved but stayed up. Be re- tags, Oct. 30.
kept holding my arms all the left end. Quarterback Addison had
Done Resino passed to Ad ell Northern Illinois university last treated throughout the last
round
The Oct. 23 fight marks the re.
time, and the referee never could paved the way with a 37 yard Mills for the PAT.
year. During his high school ca- as Valdez stalked him with varied' turn of boxing to the Garden
I pass to Willie Richardson.
stop him."
after
Grambling rebounded sharply to reer, Abe won four letters In bas- punches.
an absence since Aug. 14. Anthony,
Nither fighter landed a punish
'lelle11111111111111111111111111/11111111111/1111111111111e1MO1118 drive 70-yards for its first score. ketball and three In track. He was Hawkins handed out
some
viciing blow during the match, and.
of New York, eighth-ranking conSam Preston bucked over from the a member of the Illinois All-State
ous body blows in the early tender, scored an upset over Alonmost of the time they emphasizone.
basketball team In his senior year. rounds. After five rounds, both zo Johnson in his
ed counter - punching. "I thought
last bout. Hunt..?
Despite the one-sidded nature of
tired rapidly,
of Detroit, also registered a sure
By OSCAR FRALEY
the mathematics, the Tigers preWhite Sox as second raters in- I finished good,'' Tiger said,
Referee Jimmy Wilson called It prise ifl his last start by stopping
"But early in the fight, he was
sented a stubborn defense before
terior to two other National league holding on too
even at 113-all. Judge RUSE Brad- Alex Miteff,
much for me to do
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — The
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. — putting another scoring drive toford saw it for Valdez. 114-113, as
any good."
Los Angeles Dodgers and the Chi- clubs and possibly four.
gether mid-way the and period.
Towering
(UPI)
Walter
—
Dukes
did
Judge John Thomas, 115-114
cago White Sox traded insults and The White Sox getting their
Henry Johnson hit Howard Mc.
dropped in a lay-up shot with a
The United Press International
threatened to put on a knock- first look at the Los Angeles Coli- "We'll give 'em our answer on
Cowan
with
a
29-yard
peas
for
the
minute remaining to give the
the ball field."
card gave Valdez an edge, 115down drag-out donneybrook for a
seum where the next three games Neither Dodger manager Walt Detroit Pistons a 91449 victory go-ahead touchdown. William El112.
record World Series crowd of more will be played, retaliated
that the Alston nor Chicago pilot Al Lopez over the Cincinnati Royals in a lis booted the PAT from Plate.'
an 92,000 when they tangle in Dodgers "won on an
SPORT BRIEFS stk GERILEN
error" in would name his fourth game National Basketball Association ment.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111101111011111111111110
aye third game.
WARSAW — (UPI) — Victor Be.
Texas repeatedly set up big ,
their pennant playoff with the Mil- pitcher but it was expected to be exhibition game.
shuyev of Russia retained hie
The feud erupted when the cocky waukee Braves. Outfielder Al Early Wynn, who took the
It was the exhibition opener gains after the market, but its
first
lightweight title in the world and
Dodgers, after squaring the series Smith summed up the resentment game for the White Sox,
11-0, and for both teams and the game only scoring effort was a safety
European weight-lifting championFriday at one game each in a on the ball club when he ground defeated Roger Craig of
LOS ANGELS — (UPI)—Wilt
the Dod- was marked by a fourth quarter in the third stanza.
ships when he lifted a total of $74
4-3 Chicago finale, taunted the out:
The steers held a 13-13 advent-'(The Stilt) Chamberlain, making
tight between Dukes and CincinLOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
gers.
pounds.
age in first downs.
nati's Wayne Embry.
hit NBA debut, led the Philadel- Roy Campanella, paralysed Los
Bushuyev, who had lifts of 275.
End John Elder covered a bee phia Warriors to a surprising 108- Angeles Dodgers catcher, boldDukes and Gene Shim each
257
and 314 pounds, beat out Alto}
had 15 points for the Pistons pass from center in the end zone 102 victory over the St. Louis ly predicted his club would deFaradzan of Russia by 33 pounds.
while Cincinnati's Jack Twyman for Grambling's final score.
Hawks in an exhibition at the new feat the Chicago White Sox and
took high point honors for the
Sports arena before 12,443 specta- take baseball's world championMONTGOMERY, Ala. — (UPI)
game with 28. Teammate Phil
tors.
ship.
—Cecil Calhoun, a let air force inJordan, an ex-Piston, added 14
dropped In. 38
Chamberlain
The soft-spoken Campanella etructor at Scott Air Force Rase,
for the losers.
points — 15 in the first half and
arrived from the east for the III., defeated Harley William, of
Both teams made frequent use
13 in the second — on 10 field
Robbins Air Force World-W Id.
SYRACUSE, N. Y. — (UPI) —
of rookies. Bally Howell, Degoals and eight free throws. Paul three games of the world series Golf Tournament for the
second
troit's top draft choice, was held Last Friday's televised fight in Arizin, the Warrior's top scorer, to he played here.
straight year. Calhoun and W
to five points but grabbed a re- which Billy Hunter of Detroit stop- had 26 points as did All-Pro Bob
"I've watched the Americas liame
had tied at 281 each ea
bound with 10 seconds left to ped Alex Miteff of Argentina was Pettit of the Ilawks.
league teams play and talked
prevent Cincinnati from getting ruled a seventh round technical Chamberlain, who played one to the players on my New i'ork the regulation 72 holes.
a chance to score the tying bas- knockout,
year with the Globetrotter, after radio show all season," CamTRENTON, N. J. — (UM
Deputy Boxing Commissioner
ket.
leaving Kansas University, was pollens Raid. "And I think my The Attorney General's
office le
tithumMilittlIIIMMIIIMitiM1111111111111MIIMMUMM Robert Tiffany of Chittenango said given a thorough going-over in his Dodger
boys are a cinch. They studying the proposed purchase of
confusion surrounding the exact maiden
start in the rough-and-tum- shored just a flash of what *hey the Freehold
Harness
Track
by
time t he fight was terminated
ble pro circuit by Clyde I,ovellette, are capable of doing Friday la Monmouth Park, it was
revealed
prompted a special ruling.
former Kansas All • American. the second game.
by Deputy Attorney General David
The bout was called to a halt Lovellette
did everything to stop
between the seventh and eight Chamberlain but the seven-foot"I'm mighty proud of that Satz. The State Racing Commission asked for a filing after berounds after the unranked Hunter
fought him off Charlie Neal and those homere.
NEW ORLEANS, La. — Dillard cut Miteff's face into a bloody one inch wonder
ing asked to approve the sale.
and came back to lead the War- Charlie came to me before the
university's Blue Devils opened mess with his sharp left jabs.
series to talk about his style
their 1959 pig skin campaign with Tiffany said there was some dis- riors. A question mark in the deBONNEVILLE SALT FLATS.
'ha mber• and any flaws I thought I saw
a thrilling 21-le triumph over the cussion as to whether the bout defense department,
Utah — (UPI) — Mickey Thompdefending the In it.
good
in
lain
looked
son of El Monte. Calif., begins
Philander Smith Panthers in Dil- bout should have been ruled a sevHawks' shots.
"We kicked It around a while preparation, for an sunsuit at the
lard's Alumni Stadium before an enth or eighth round TKO.
Warriors led 49- and about all I could suggest
the
At
halftime,
world land speed record of 384
estimated 2,100 fans, present for The fight was stopped when
the entire wee that he should stand ap a
Bit Martin's debut as head coach Commission Doctor Charles E. 4. Philadelphia led
miles an hour set by the late John
contest until seven minutes to go little straighter instead of hatof the New Orleans squad.
R,
Cobh of England.
Bender, jr., told referee Joe Abahead 85- tine NO much In a crouch. ft
The Martinmen hoping to be raham that Miteff could not con- when the liawks pulled
goals pull- worked out fine, didn't it?" He
field
84.
But
two
quick
ready for Saturdays tussle with tinue fighting because of the cuts,
SPORT. BRIEFS STK GERILee
Bishop in Marshall, Tex., collect- especially those around both eyes. ed the Warriors ahead for good grinned.
NEW YORK — (t.rm) — Bailey
with
remaining.
minutes
five
el one TD each in the first, sec- Tiffany said the doctor's decision
Camp,' said he was Imnrces- Howell, 6-foot, 10-inch star of MisAll-American
Hawk
Cliff
Hagan,
ond and fourth quarter's.
ed with the excellent assort- sissippi State's 1958-39 basketball
came before the bell sounded for
Wallace Bly't visiting club re- the eighth round and that under from Kentucky, - drew four quick ment of pitehee need by Early team, will play on the College All.
and saw
gistered one six in t he second New York's latest regulations the fouls in the first half
Wynn in the first series game Star team that meets the N.
stanza, and then bagged two more fight should be scored a seventh. little action,
York Knicks in a benefit game at
but "not with much else."
TD's in the final period.
round victory,
would have been an eighth-round
"The Dodgere showed these Madison Square Garden, Oct. Ti.
BURTON
(22).
Northback Chip Holenmb In the first
RON
at Iowa City. Northwestern
Last year Dillard and Philander "If the doctor had taken anoth- technical knockout.- he said.
White Sox something about Howell is a rookie with the Deo.
western U. epeedster, take' a
period of the Big Ten contest
stormed hark to take game 14.
Smith battled to a 12-12 dead lock er 15 xeconds or eri and the bell
troit Piatone of tha National Sas.
Most ringsiders called the bout speed on the bases."
handed! from N. U. quarter.
, 10. (1,_ P1 Telephoto)
in Little Rock.
had sounded for round eight it an eight-round knockout.
J11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111119911190 ketball Association.

Prairie View Rips Grambling
Jackson State, 52-6 wins Over

BOUT,
• their
, y Nu.
iegins •
might
as 'SS

mere
g on

Crump Scores Two TDs

Duks' Layup Gives
Pistons 91-89 Win
Over Cincinnati

chamberlain,
Warriors Top
Hawks, 106-102

Rule Hunter's Win
Seventh Round TKO

sB

Dillard Edges
Smith 21-18

ery

Sports Briefs

Campanella Picks
Dodgers To Win
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GRIDIRON
DOPE
By
Ira
E.
Spillers

BTW Wins One,
Fr. Bertrand
Off To Crown
By I. E. SPILLERS
BTW broke into the win column
for thedirst time this year with a
victory over Douglass 19-6. The
warriors played inspired ball thruout the contest. They are getting
ready to make the run down the
stretch.
Father Bertrand nosed out a win
over the offensive minded Melrose. This game was by far, the
best we will see all year. Bertrand
winning, 26-24. Both teams deserved victory, but those things
do not happen. From the play of
Melrose and Catholic, you can
readily understand why the victor
will probably go all the way.

Vol. VI

By IRA E. SPILLERS
ball game. One Coach asserted:
One month down and two to go. "They strike with the swiftness of
If the month of October is half as an eagle and as poisonous as a
thrilling as the past month, we serpent."
are in for a whale of a season. A good game all the way, don't
So far, we have seen everything miss a single second. The Wildpossible in our local high school cat defense will bottle up little
teams. They are kicking, punting, Eugene Davis. So the lads from
running, blocking and tackling around Parkway will t ake this
with the adroitess of college vet- one.
erans. This has been a year of F. B. OVER DOUGLAS
rebuilding for a number of circuit Winless Douglass will run head
teams and the squads with several into the embattle Father Bertrand.
monogram winners has seen lim- This is going to be a good contion. BTW broke into the wit
J. W. JOHNSON, fleet end of
ited action, so the balance that I test because the Red Devils are
column in this as they ran
Booker T. Washington hauls
have been talking about has be- now underrated. They have a good
over the Douglass Red Devcome more evident than ever be- defensive alignment and may have
In a pass as he skirts over for
pix by George
ils. (Staff
sold to the Washington Capitol
the touchdown as a Douglass
fore.
discovered a quarterback to foster HALFBACK JENKINS of Father as he fights his way fortrend eked out a 26-24 win
Hardin.)
until 1951. From 1952 until joining defender looks on in despera.
Just last week, Melrose played their lack of luster in the offener Bertrand carries the mail
ward on a kickoff return. The
over the prep champs of last
McLeodon's staff at State. Hunter
the favorite Father Bertrand to a sive. They are scrappy and will toward
the Melrose goal, spinaction took place last week
year. (Staff Pis by George
coached prep school cage artists 'DEATH VALLEY GETS
standstill. Extra points gave them play a good ball game.
MODUGNO OF THE MOVIES
ning away from one tackler
in the thrilling Melrose-Ber•
Hardin.)
.,at Wilmington Industrial in Wil- ROSE, NATIVE SON
the necessary credit for victory Father Bertrand is superior to and preparing to elude anothtrand clash in which Ber.
The
HOLLYWOOD
—
(UPI)
—
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —Domemington, N.C.
and possibly the crown. Although Douglass and will hang up their
''We have a big job in front of great grandson of California piMelrose contained a great amount third straight prep league victory.
Modugno, whose "Volare"
nico
us," Hunter related, speaking for oneer Augustine Olvera—screenof the Catholic offense, she was This team received a shot in the
smash hit in the United
was
been
Rose
has
a
—
Arthur
writer
Dick
Mack,
returning
assistant
still able to provide that neces- arm as a result of their victory
coach, and himself. "Eight latter- signed to turn out a script based States, will play the part of Se.
sary margin for a third win.
over Melrose. That victory could
men are with us from last year, on his ancestor's life for the
TEAMS LAUDED
very easily have given them the
and seven of them played on last "Death Valley Days" television phia Loren's boy friend in "The
Fans all over the Tri-State area momentum to go all the way.
year's National tournament team. series.
iBay of Naples" for Paramount.
lauded the two classy teams that Jacobs and
Company will be too
reeled off chunks of yardage play much for Douglass,
so Bertrand
after play. If you were looking will roll right along.
Two former Memphis prep stars of the best grid seasons of its
for a superior ball club, then you
are largely responsible for the career after a terrific ten-won
Missed the boat for attempting to
NASHVILLE—McLendon tutordynamic success that the Lincoln one-lost record in 1958.
decipher the better team. This is
Tigers of Jefferson City, Mo., are In their first outing they smash ed Harold Hunter was named
becoming the script because all
entertaining this year. They are ed Augustana college of South Da- acting head basketball coach for
the fans leave the games in doubt
Herman Adams, 170 lb. senior and kota 36-14, and on the Way home Tennessee State university's three
about the better team.
Billy (Bo) Phillips, stand out star blasted Rolla. school of Mines in time NAIA champion basketball
The schedule this week pits Mateam last week by Dr. W. S. Davis
and all-city halfback for Manassas Rolla. Mo., 30-14.
nassas against the Hamilton Wildhigh last year.
cats. This contest will be a wide
In the Augustana game Adams president.
Hunter, who came to the Tigers
Lime. Coach Wymm will again
Phillips, although only a fresh- broke loose in the first quarter
rely on his most potent weapon,
man, is seeing plenty of action for a ‘32 yard touchdown gallop to as reserve squad coach in 1957.
inherits
the Tiger-mentor's spot
the almighty pass. The slogan
in the T-attack of Coach Reed's completely break the spirit of the
around the city about Hamilton is
boys as the second string half- South Dakota squad. Against Rolla vacated by J. B. "Johnny" Mcthrow three and kick. With this The Tougaloo Southern Christian back. Adams, used mainly on de- Adams teamed with halfback run- Lendon who took over the NIBL's
idea
becoming
the
Wild. Bulldogs opened a three game fense a year ago has jumped to ning mate Lou Heffner to spark Cleveland Pipers coaching job.
cats will be insurmountable. They schedule on Saturday, Oct. 3, at the forefront as one of the potent the victory. Adams scored twice ''Long training under McLendon
have the throwerk and receivers. 2 p.m., against undefeated Jarvis eleven's bread and butter ground on runs of 10 and 12 yards. Phil- as player and as assistant coach
What else do you need?
Christian college of Hawkins, Tex. gainers.
lips got in the game and promptly qualified him for this position,"
The lads across the street from It was the homecoming for the Lincoln seems headed for one ran a conversion and then came Dr. Davis said.
the tire factory have other plans Red and Blue and a gala affair
back to scamper across the goal "Hunter has many of the McLendon coaching traits w hi c h
tor the air-minded Hamiltonians. was anticipated. The
Bulldogs spots but a porous pass defense line from 23 yards out.
should make him a good basketThe "Go-Go" Tigers are hoping were shooting for their
first win has been the downfall in both con- For their third victory of the ball
coach. He will get the full
that their speed will overshadow of the year, having
dropped two tests. The coaching staff has been season the Tigers strutted their
cooperation of the University, and
the Wildcats. They have good bal- road encounters; one to
Rust col- concentrating on a tighter pass de- stuff past a highly rated Arkarfsas we
believe he will be able to mainance in their offense. They can lege at Holly Springs
(3-12) and fense to help out the sterling play AM&N squad, 28-16. It was Billy tain
the high standards of perrun and pass with the best of the other to potent Paul
Quinn atl of the line. Nothing is wrong with Phillips who ran the deciding
formance
that our leans have
them. Their lightning fast backs Waco, Tex., (40 to 14).
the "Canine" offense as the tricky touchdown in the third quartet.
traditionally
and ends striking lend for a heal- The Tougaloo freshmen
maintained," Dr.
studded flanker back T formation . has He scotted 14 years for the clinDavis continued.
thy situation in the course of a outfit played real good
ball in shown well in both outings,
cher.
A former pro-cager. Hunter was
the first Negro drafted by a NBA
team. After college hardwood play
at North Carolina College at Durham, Hunter was drafted by the
Baltimore Bullets and was later
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Memphians Back Harold Hunter
Over As
LU To Third Win ATakes
& I Coach

BC Bulldogs
Open 3-Game
Home Schedule

Valdez Whips
Hawkins For
Calif. Crown
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LOS ANGELES — (UPI)—Danny Valdez is the new California
state featherweight champion.
He put on a dazzling finish in
taking a 12-round split decision
from Dwight Hawkins at the
Olympic Auditorium and winning
the vacant title.
Valdez, 125, had Hawking, 123,
near a knockdown in the 11th and
12th rounds because of smashing
rights. Neither of the Los Angeles
fighters was knocked down.
Valdez, a 10-7 favorite despite
his loss to Hawkins a year
ago,
came to life in the 11th with a
crashing right. Hawking wobbled
and weaved but stayed up. He
retreated throughout the last round
as Valdez stalked him with varied
punches.
Hawkins handed out some vicious body blows in the early
rounds. After five rounds, both
tired rapidly.
Referee Jimmy Wilson called it
even at 113-all. Judge Russ Brad-I
ford saw it for Valdez, 114-113,
as
did Judge John Thomas,
115-114
The United Press International
card gave Valdez an edge, 115-1
112,
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Don't miss those
Merry Madcaps

DON'T MISS

LOANS
on

Every Monday thru Friday...6:00 p.m.
Also Enjoy "AMOS and ANDY" on WREC Radio, Each Mon. thru FN., 7:35
p.m.

DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
Rem@ Owned•Rome Operated
2 Locations
Ill Madison
—
JA 5-7611
161 go Main
—
JA 5-1351
Examined ant, Supervised
by State Department
e/ Insurarce end Ranking
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he died
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home at
after he

Enjoy the Channel 3 Movie
Tonight and Every Night
Wednesday, October 7, 10:00 p. m.

"Dark Mirror"

with Olivia DeHaviland
and Lew Ayres

Thursday, October 8, 10:00 p. m.
1)

"The Scar

starring Joan Bennett
and Paul Henried

Friday, October 9, 10:30 p. m.

"Four Faces West"

with Joel McCrea
and Charles Bickford

Saturday, October 10, 10:30 p. m.

"Force Of Evil"

starring John Garfield
and Thomas Gomez

Sunday, October 11, 10:00 p. m.

SIGNATURES
AUTO-FURNITURE "Lost Moment"
For Any Worthwhile
Purpose
"We Ilk, to say yea to ma
leas requests"

4

with Bob Cummings
and Susan Hayward

Monday, October 12, 10:00 p. m.

• • ton11 with Spencer Tracy
"Stanley and Livings
and Walter Brennan
Tuesday, October 13, 10:00 p. m.
with Victor Mature
"I Wake Up Screaming" and
Betty Grable

There's More To See On Channel 3
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